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ABSTRACT
The need for nuclear data comes from several sources including astrophysics, stockpile
stewardship, and reactor design. Photodisintegration, neutron capture, and charged
particle out reactions on stable or short-lived radioisotopes play crucial roles during
stellar evolution and forming solar isotopic abundances whereas these reactions can
affect the safety of our national weapons stockpile or criticality and safety calculations
for reactors. Although models can be used to predict some of these values, these
predictions are only as good as the experimental data that constrains them. For neutroninduced emission of α particles and protons ((n,α) and (n,p) reactions) at energies below 1
MeV, the experimental data is at best scarce and models must rely on extrapolations from
unlike situations, (i.e. different reactions, isotopes, and energies) providing ample room
for uncertainty.
In this work a new method of measuring energy dependent (n,α) and (n,p) cross
sections was developed for the energy range of 0.1 eV - ~100 keV using a lead slowingdown spectrometer (LSDS). The LSDS provides a ~104 neutron flux increase over the
more conventionally used time-of-flight (ToF) methods at equivalent beam conditions,
allowing for the measurement of small cross sections (µb’s to mb’s) while using small
sample masses (µg’s to mg’s). Several detector concepts were designed and tested,
including specially constructed Canberra passivated, implanted, planar silicon (PIPS)
detectors; and gas-electron-multiplier (GEM) foils. All designs are compensated to
minimize γ-flash problems. The GEM detector was found to function satisfactory for
(n,α) measurements, but the PIPS detectors were found to be better suited for (n,p)
reaction measurements. A digital data acquisition (DAQ) system was programmed such
that background can be measured simultaneously with the reaction cross section.
Measurements of the

147

Sm(n,α)144Nd and

149

Sm(n,α)146Nd reaction cross sections were

performed as proofs of concept. The measurement of
previous measurement while the measurement of
the 0.1 eV to 100 keV energy region.

xxiii
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Sm is the first over the majority of

1. INTRODUCTION
In this work, a new method of measuring energy dependent (n,α) and (n,p) cross section
was developed utilizing a lead slowing-down spectrometer (LSDS). With the notable
exceptions of 6Li and 10B most charged particle out (cpo) reactions (e.g. (n,α) and (n,p))
typically have a very low probabilities of occurring at incident neutron energy below a
few MeV. This is because the energy available to the charged particle (the neutron’s
kinetic energy plus the Q-value for the reaction) is insufficient to overcome the columbic
barrier and charged particle emission competes poorly with γ-ray emission (i.e. for α
emission Γα

Γγ). This led Anthony Foderaro [1] to make the statement,

“Every exoergic cpo reaction has a finite cross section regardless of how
small the energy of the bombarding neutron, but, because of the Coulomb
barrier, the cross sections of the vast majority of these exoergic reactions
are vanishingly small at low neutron energies and cannot be
experimentally detected until the neutron energy reaches the millionelectron-volt region and above.”
Although cross sections for cpo reactions are indeed small at low incident-neutron
energies with values ranging from (but not limited to) a few hundredths of a barn at
resonances in

147

Sm [2], down to hundreds of µbarns in

50

V for thermal neutrons

(0.0253eV) [3], direct measurements are not impossible.
Furthermore, to directly detect charged particles emitted during these reactions,
samples must be thin (~1 - 10 mg/cm2) to prevent the charged particles from losing all of
their energy and stopping within the sample. This effectively limits the sample mass to
only a few tenths of a gram even for samples with very large areas and further adds to the
difficulty of performing measurements of cpo reactions.
Despite the low probabilities and difficulties in performing cross section
measurements of cpo reactions, information about these reactions is needed in several
areas. In particular, 48V, 54Mn, and 44Sc, among others have been identified as important
isotopes to stockpile stewardship [4]. Also, reaction rates across most stable and many
more unstable isotopes are needed to calculate the large network of reactions rates of all
possible reactions during nucleosynthesis [5], of which total production of proton rich
1

stable isotopes (p-nuclei) [6], [7] and reaction rates during periods of explosive
nucleosynthesis [8] have been particularly difficult to calculate. This chapter will
describe the need for new measurements of cpo cross sections on rare isotopes, how
optical model calculations can be used to theoretically predict reaction cross sections, and
the reasons why typical cross section measurement techniques are insufficient. Later
chapters will discuss the equipment used in this work, measurements on a few isotopes
and the methodology to expand the technique developed here to unstable isotopes,
specifically, those with high β activities.

1.1 A Need for New Nuclear Data
Accurate nuclear data, specifically neutron cross sections, can be used for an everincreasing number of purposes including nuclear reactor design and analysis, back
calculating warhead yields, medical isotope production, analysis of the chemical
evolution of stars, locating oil and water reserves, etc. Neutron-in proton-out and α
particle-out ((n,p) and (n,α), respectively) reactions are of interest primarily to three
fields: radiation damage to in-core structures, astrophysics, and stockpile stewardship.
Many structures in the core of a nuclear reactor are susceptible to radiation damage.
The energy needed to break the chemical bonds that hold materials together and dislodge
atoms is on the order of a few to tens of eV’s [9] in contrast to the few million eV that α
particles can possess from α decay of heavy elements or from (n,α) reactions in certain
materials. These high-energy α particles and even protons can cause a cascade of
knockout reactions where thousands of atoms can become dislodged from their lattice
location [9]. Frankel hole/interstitial pair defects can distort the surrounding crystal
lattice, change the material’s properties, and make the structure brittle.
Materials in reactor cores must be able to withstand high temperatures, high heat
fluxes, and stresses caused by pressure, weight and flowing fluid. Brittle materials
typically do not survive long under these conditions. Knowledge about the rate at which
high-energy α particles and protons are generated in structures like the control rods and
fuel cladding combined with an understanding of radiation damage can improve the
reliability of these components, improve safety, and decrease cost.
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The goals of Nuclear Astrophysics as stated by Fowler [10] in his noble prize lecture
are to “understand energy generation in the sun and other stars in all stages of stellar
evolution…[and] the nuclear processes which produce under various astrophysical
circumstances the relative abundances of elements and their isotopes in nature.” To this
end, Burbidge, Burbidge, Fowler and Hoyle’s famous paper from 1957 [11] (commonly
and from here on referred to as B2FH) proposed eight processes for nucleosynthesis in
stellar environments: Hydrogen burning, Helium burning, and the α-, e-, s-, r-, p- and xprocesses. Hydrogen burning refers to the fusion of hydrogen to other hydrogen nuclei or
other lighter elements to form mainly helium but up to and including neon. Helium
burning is similar to hydrogen burning except successive helium fusions tend to only
produce even Z nuclei and that this process was expected to extend up to 24Mg.
The α-process is the capture of α particles by other heavier nuclei [11]. He burning
and the α-process differ in that the fuel for He burning is helium nuclei in thermal
equilibrium with the environment where as the α-process uses high energy α particles
released during (γ,α) reactions on 20Ne and heavier nuclei. The higher energy α particles
are able to overcome larger columbic barriers and produce

24

Mg,

28

Si,

32

S,

36

Ar,

40

Ca,

44

Ca and 48Ti [11].
Under very high temperature and density, equilibrium is reached between knockout

and absorption reactions around the iron peak during the e-process. The x-process is a
collection of reactions that were unknown to B2FH that produce the isotopes of
deuterium, lithium, beryllium and boron that are readily burned but hardly ever produced
by the other processes [11].
The s-process and r-process are characterized by successive neutron capture
reactions; with the difference between the two being their time scales [11]. Conditions
necessary for the r-process last only a few seconds, during which neutron absorptions
occur in such rapid succession that even unstable isotopes with very short half-lives will
undergo further neutron capture reactions before undergoing any β- decay towards more
stable isotopes. Only once the r-process ceases are the newly formed heavy nuclei given
a chance to decay to stable isotopes lighter than lead and long-lived radioisotopes around
uranium.
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During the s-process, neutron absorption is slow relative to β- decay so nuclei stay
near or in the valley of stability. The s-process can take place over thousands of years so
nuclei can be built up slowly from iron to the heaviest stable isotopes, lead. The s-process
can only produce elements as heavy as lead because further neutron capture produces
isotopes that decay via β- to bismuth, which will decay again by α emission before
absorbing additional neutrons.
Together these seven reactions can produce the majority of stable and very longlived isotopes that still populate the earth. Successive neutron captures and β- decays
during the s- and r-processes are the only methods available discussed so far that can
increase the mass of nuclei with A > 74. All isotopes produced in this manor fall on the
neutron rich side of the valley of stability. However, there is a set of stable proton rich
isotopes heavier than iron (known as p-nuclei) that cannot be produced by the s- or rprocesses. Table 1 from Woosley and Howard [12] list these p-nuclei and the relative
abundances.
Understanding of the p-process has changed over the years since B2FH. According to
B2FH [11], this process is the collection of (p,γ) and possibly (γ,n) reactions on nuclei
created during the s- and r-processes that produce the proton-rich isotopes. The
conditions needed for these reactions to proceed are densities of at least ~100 g/cm3,
contain a normal or abundant source of hydrogen and temperatures of 2 - 3 billion
degrees. It was proposed that these conditions could be meet in the envelope of Type II
supernovae [13] or possibly the outermost parts of envelopes of Type I supernovas [11].
Woosley and Howard [12] noted that these conditions, although can reproduce the
qualitative features of the pattern of p-nuclei abundance, these conditions are not likely
possible in nature. Woosley and Howard go on to suggest that the omission of weak
interactions, involving β– and β+, is no longer accurate for lighter isotopes given more
modern values of temperature and density and that there is no reason to assume that the
distribution of seed (s-process) nuclei should be identical to solar abundances.
Woosley and Howard performed calculations [12] showing that photodisintegration
reactions including (γ,p), (γ,n) and (γ,α) of the seed nuclei produced during the s- and rprocesses can roughly reproduce the solar isotopic abundances given a photon spectrum
with a temperature of 2.1 to 3.2 billion degrees for 1 second. These conditions can occur
4

in the hydrogen-depleted regions of type II supernovas. Unfortunately, no one
temperature can accurately predict all isotopic solar abundances as reported by Cameron
[14].
In addition to p-nuclei, the p-process is also thought to play a role in other s-“only”
isotopes, such as some anomalous meteorite composition of samarium and neodymium
[15]. Reasonable changes in production rates of certain isotopes could help to explain and
correct such discrepancies [16].
Extensive modeling was used to compute p-process rates by Woosely and Howard
[12]. To perform high precision calculations of other nucleosynthesis reactions and
determine the cause of discrepancies between theory and measurements high precision
nuclear data is needed., s-, r- and p-process reaction rates, stellar evolution and
nucleosynthesis, equally high precision input data (e.g. cross sections) are needed. In
particular, (n,γ) cross sections are needed for s- and r-process calculations and (γ,p),
(γ,α), (γ,n) and to a lesser degree (α,n), (n,p), (n,α) cross sections are required for α- and
p-process.
Many of the isotopes needed for r- and p-process calculations are unstable and many
of the reactions of interest have small cross sections making it infeasible to perform most
of these measures directly. Models derived from like reactions and other isotopes at
higher energies are often employed when the needed cross sections have not been
measured.

1.2 Theoretical Estimates and the Optical Model
Statistical models (compound nucleus models or Hauser-Feshbach approach [17]) are
sufficient to describe many of the reactions of interest to astrophysics [18]. The optical
model is a way of describing nucleon-nuclear interactions using a nuclear potential
composed of real and imaginary parts [19] (similar to the treatment of light traveling
through a medium that both refracts and absorbs) and can be used to predict reaction
cross sections given some basic information about the incident projectile and target [20].
The following discussion will derive a theoretical expression for cross section in terms of
transmission coefficients. To fix the notation, the discussion presented here will consider
the reaction
5

(1.1)
where, in general, an unpolarized plane beam of projectile ’s is incident on target
nucleus , causing the formation of coumpound nucleus , which emits
nucleus

leaving residual

. The work presented here will focus on reactions where is a neutron and

is

either a proton or α particle however, this derivation will remain general. It should be
noted here that while it is important to keep track of the exact excitation states of the
target, projectile and resultant particles the discussion here will be limited to a single state
for each and any notation expressing excitation states have been removed. The specific
excitation state of the compound nucleus does not matter as long the initial and final
constellations are in the specified states. Since it will be useful to talk about the two half
reactions separately,

will be referred to as reaction channel

and

as reaction channel .
Starting with channel , it is necessary to first define wave function of the incident
beam of ’s,

, and expand it into spherical harmonics yielding [21]
(
√

where

(

(

)
(

√

∑ ∑
|

(

)

)

(1.2)

|
)

(

)

)

is the spin function. The intrinsic spin of and are and , respectively, and the

channel spin

is defined as the vector sum of

and .

is the total spin, given by the

vector sum of

and orbital angular momentum . ’s wave number is defined as
√

where

is the reduced mass and

(1.3)

is kinetic energy in the center of mass reference

frame.
The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients or vector addition coefficients are given by
(
equal

).

and

in order for

are the z-components of and , respectively, and
. (1.2) has made use of the fact that

waves. The typical orthogonally relationships,
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∑
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∑
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∑

)

(

)

(1.5)

|

hold for the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, along with the modified version [21] of
∑

(

∑

)

(

)

(1.6)

Wigner [22] derived a general expression for these coefficients and Condon [23]
tabulated these coefficients for

, ,

example of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for

and . Table 1.1 is given here as an
.

Table 1.1 – Tabulated Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for S = 1/2 [21].

(

)
√

√

√

√

The Eigen functions of total angular momentum are defined as
∑
where
and

∑

(

)

is the eigenfunction of spin states of with spin and

(1.7)
with z-components

, respectively.
The presence of changes ’s wave function. For an incoming wave of , , and

the total wave function is given by
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|
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(

∑

)

(

)

)

(1.8)

|

is a complex number which determines to what extent the outgoing wave is

altered by the presence of . The constant

can be determined by equating the incoming

portion of (1.8) to (1.2) and is found to be
√

√

(

)

(1.9)

when the incident number of particles in normalized to unity.
The cross section for the half reaction

can be expressed as the fraction of particles

removed per second over the incident particle flux. The number of particles leaving a
sphere of radius

around is given by
∫∫(

)

(1.10)

The number of particles leaving the sphere is then
(

)

(

∑ (
|

)

(

))

(1.11)

|

The flux initial particle flux is given by
(1.12)
(1.4) and (1.5) were used in the derivation of (1.11) to reducing the six summations down
to only two. The ratio of (1.11) and (1.12) gives the cross section for reaction chanel α as
(

)

(

)|

(

)| (

∑ |
|

when , , and

(

)| )

(1.13)

|

are defined.

For unpolarized beams, there are definite phase relations exist between subwaves of
different

and these subwaves must be treated together. Summing over all possible ’s

yields
(

)

(

∑
|

8

|

)

(1.14)

The different orientations of

will add incoherently and can be averaged over rather

than summed over. Since there are

different values

can take, the reaction cross

section becomes
(

)

(

∑

)

(1.15)

(1.6) can now be used to simplify (1.15) to
(

)

∑ (
|

Next, all possible values of

|

(

)| )

(1.16)

|

are averaged over giving the cross section for reactions with

as
( )

( )

∑
|

(

)

(1.17)

|

where ( ) is the relative probability that and are found to have channel spin , and is
given as
( )

(

)(

)

(1.18)

( ) (

)

(1.19)

The reaction cross for any value of becomes
∑ ∑
|

|

Up to now, this discussion has ignored parity. Parity,

, can take on values of only

+1 for even and –1 for odd and total parity cannot change through any reaction. The
parity of reaction channel

is given by
(1.20)

and of the compound nucleus,

, can be found to be
(

)

(1.21)

It can be reasoned that if and have even parity, reaction channels with even may only
produce ’s with even parity and the cross section for the production of odd parity ’s
should be 0. Similar arguments can be used made for all combinations of parities. To
show this mathematically, the function
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( )

(

(

) )

(1.22)

is introduced. Parity selection rules are incorporated into the cross section by inserting
(1.22) into (1.13) twice, once for the incoming

and again for the outgoing

summing over both even and odd parities. The cross section for reaction
∑ ∑ ∑
|

(

)

∑
|

(

|

|

(

)(
|

)(

then becomes

)

(

and

(1.23)

)| )

is difficult to determine since it depends on conditions inside the nuclear
potential, which are still not perfectly understood. Treating this reaction in a statistical
manner allows for several simplifying assumptions. Assuming that, in addition to being
unpolarized, the incident beam of
assumed that

has a sufficiently broad energy spectrum, it can be

can be formed in many different states with different ,

transmission coefficient for entering and forming
(

)

∑
|

∑
|

|

Finally, the cross section for reaction
⁄
)(

(
To find the ( , )
probability that

(

)

and

. The

| )

(1.24)

is given as
)

(

)(

|

|

can be written as
) (

∑ ∑(

)

(1.25)

reaction cross section, (1.25) must be multiplied by the

is emitted from

. The emission of

must compete with all other

reaction channels and radiative capture. The probability of

decaying through channel

is given by
(
where

(

excitation energy

)

(1.26)

) is the transmission coefficient of
, spin

and parity

.

such that

is left with

is the sum of all transmission

coefficients and can be calculated as
∑

(

)
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(1.27)

where

and

are any daughter particles. Every term inside the summation of (1.25)

produces a different compound nucleus with its own set of transmission coefficients, so
to account for each

separately,

is inserted in the summation to give the cross section

of the reaction described by (1.1) as
( )
∑

(

⁄(
)(

(

) (

)
)
)

(

)

(1.28)

Although it may seem that (1.28) can be used to calculate any reaction cross section,
the results are only as good as our ability to describe the potentials involved, which is not
perfect. Instead, parameterizations of several values are used, including level density of
excited states, the transmission coefficients, and optical model potentials [20]. Many of
these parameters are treated in a statistical fashion. Level densities of 5 - 10 MeV–1 [5]
are required to apply (1.28) accurately. Although this level density normally requires
intermediate to heavy nuclei, light nuclei can sometimes satisfy this requirement and
heavier nuclei near magic numbers and proton or neutron drip lines may not meet the
required level density [24]. In addition to mass dependence, incident projectile energies
must be great enough to excite the compound nucleus to energy levels where the level
density criterion can be met, which is strongly dependent on atomic number and mass.
In addition, the optical model parameters must be fitted to experimental results. For
charged particle reactions, most of the fits come from high energy scattering experiments.
In addition to the uncertainty in these experiments, additional uncertainty is introduced
when extrapolating from high energy to lower energy regions, like those of interest to
astrophysics.
Use of this statistical model below the level density criterion overestimates the actual
cross section [24]. Resonances must be treated individually, which is not possible using
the optical model; single-level Breit-Wigner formalism or R-Matrix theory can be used to
estimate cross sections below the critical level density (e.g. in the resolved resonance
region).
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1.3 Previous Measurements
The two most common methods used to perform cross sections measurements are timeof-flight (ToF) and thermal reactor beams. Operating reactors continuously produce
fission neutrons and a fraction of these neutrons leak from the sides of the reactor core.
Typically, reflectors are placed around the core to minimize leakage but some reactors
are designed to leak as many neutrons as possible. Beam ports can be installed to allow
neutrons in evacuated path to travel from the reactor to the sample/detector setup. Layers
of high Z-materials can be placed in the beam port to help eliminate γ-rays while
preserving as much of the neutron flux as possible.
Reactor beams have several advantages including the continuous nature of the
reactor means the detector is not repeatedly bombarded with intense pulses of highenergy neutrons and γ-rays. In addition, these beams can be very intense. The High-Flux
Reactor at Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL) in Grenoble, France produces the world’s most
intense continuous neutron flux of 1.5×1015 n·cm–2·s–1 [25]. Measurements of cpo
reactions have been made using the High-Flux Reactor, including cross section
measurements of the (nth,p) reactions on
50

40

35,36

Cl [26],

37

40

K [27], 37Ar [28],

41

Ca [29], and

41

V [3], and (nth,α) reactions on K [27], Ar [28], and Ca [29].
The main disadvantage of continuous reactor beams is that neutrons of different

energies interact with the sample/detector at the same time. The flux profile can be
adjusted by drawing neutrons from different regions of the core, i.e. neutrons from the
moderator-starved center of the core should have a harder spectrum than neutrons near
the over-moderated edge of the core. Often, neutrons at thermal equilibrium with the
moderator are selected which are have a Maxwellian distribution with an average of
0.0253 eV.
In the design and analysis or thermal reactors, thermal cross sections are very
important because so many neutrons have energies near thermal and most of the reactions
of interest are caused by thermal neutrons. Outside of thermal reactors, such as fast
reactors where neutrons do not reach thermal equilibrium, and in astrophysics where
thermal temperatures are seven orders of magnitude greater than in reactor cores, cross
sections for such low incident-energy neutrons are less important. However, if substantial
thermal cross sections are observed at 0.0253 eV it is likely that resonances at higher
12

incident neutron energies exist [7] and the isotope should be measured using energy
dependent techniques.
ToF is typically the preferred method of determining neutron energy due to high
energy-resolution achievable. A neutron’s time-of-flight, , refers to the time it takes the
neutron to travel from the source to the detector or sample. Non-relativistic neutrons
travel at a speed, , of
√
where

and

(1.29)

are the neutron’s mass and energy, respectively, and will reach a

sample/detector placed a distance of from the source in time given by
(1.30)
It is crucial that the neutron source be pulsed during ToF experiments otherwise neutrons
born with different energies and at different times can reach the sample/detector at the
same time and would be indistinguishable removing the energy dependence of the
measurement. Placing the detector and source far apart increases the difference in the
ToF between neutrons of different energies and improve the resolution of the
measurement but also decrease the neutron flux as

or

.

Although resolution is important, most measurements are performed on reactions
with barn sized cross section and the extremely low cross sections of (n,α) and (n,p) cross
sections below a few MeV require correspondingly higher neutron fluxes. Even at very
short ToF paths, the low cross sections and small masses require very long run times to
get statistically significant results, on the order of weeks or months. Fortunately, there is
another method to measure reaction cross sections, which provides a much more intense
neutron flux relative to ToF techniques but at the cost of energy resolution.
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2. LEAD SLOWING-DOWN SPECTROMETER
The lead slowing-down spectrometer (LSDS), which simply consists of several tons of
highly pure lead with a pulsed neutron source at the center, was a vital piece of
equipment during this work. After dropping below the inelastic scattering threshold,
neutrons slow down through successive elastic scattering events and focus around an
average energy that decreases over time. The neutron flux is ~104 times greater than in
the time-energy equivalent ToF station at 5.6 m [30] operated at identical conditions
because neutrons can scatter into the sample several times before finally being absorbed
in the lead, leaking from the spectrometer or interacting with the sample, as shown in
Figure 2.1. This allows for the measurement of samples with cross sections and masses
much smaller than typically feasible with ToF techniques. This chapter will discuss the
theory behind the LSDS and compare the LSDS setups installed at both RPI and LANL.
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Figure 2.1 – Four neutron tracks in the RPI LSDS simulated by MCNPX [31] using a particle history
of 100 electrons incident on a tantalum target with an energy of 60 MeV.
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2.1 Slowing-Down Theory
There are many works and texts describing neutron transport theory and the slowingdown process in general including J. J. Duderstadt, L. J. Hamilton [32], G. I. Bell, S.
Glasstone [33], B. Davison, J. B. Sykes [34], E. E. Lewis, W. F. Miller Jr. [35], M. M. R.
Williams [36] as well as some that discuss theory and experimental results specific to the
LSDS such as [30], N. M. Abdurrahman [37], R. E. Slovacek et al. [38]. The following
discussion will only review a few of those principles and findings.
First, it is useful to gather a list of all of the assumptions used in the discussion
presented here. It will be shown later that prior to ~1 µs and after ~1.3 ms the spread in
neutron energies is too large to be useful for energy dependent measurements so the
following assumptions will be applied to this range of slowing-down times (SDT), which
corresponds to mean neutron energies between 100 keV and 0.1 eV, respectively. The
seven basic assumptions that will be called upon during various portions of this analysis
are:
1. Elastic scattering dominates over all other reactions and has a constant
11.4 barn cross section [39], making the macroscopic cross section
and the mean free path

. The absorption

cross section is small but follows a ⁄ shape.
2. No multiplication occurs in the lead.
3. Chemical binding and thermal motion of the lead nuclei are neglected.
4. The source term can be written as an isotropic, pulsed, point source of
neutrons with an evaporation neutron energy spread, or (

̂ )

( ) ( ) ( ).
5. Elastic scattering is isotropic in the center-of-mass system.
6. The flux is isotropic.
7. The lead can be modeled as a homogenous infinite media.
Assumptions 1 and 2 are verified by Figure 2.2. The total and elastic scattering cross
sections are indistinguishable on this plot and have constant values of 11.4 barns over
most of the 0.1 eV to 100 keV energy range. The capture cross section is clearly small
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relative to the total cross section and does follow a ⁄ shape. Lead has no fission cross
section and the (n,2n) reaction threshold is greater than 6 MeV for all stable isotopes,
meaning there is no available channels capable of producing neutrons. Inelastic scattering
reactions are energetically forbidden below ~2 MeV, above the energy range of this
analysis.

Cross Sections of Natural Pb [barn]
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10-4
10-2
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Inelastic
Elastic
Capture
101

104

107

Energy [eV]
Figure 2.2 – Various cross sections of natural lead from ENDF/B-VII.1 [40].

Thermal motion of the lead nuclei only plays a role when the neutron velocity is
comparable to the thermal motion of the lead nuclei. Although this occurs roughly below
1 eV [32] which is above the lower limit of the useful range of the LSDS, assumption 3
extends this down to 0.1 eV for most of this work. Section 2.1.2 will not make use of
assumption 3.
Just as in ToF experiments, in order to perform energy dependent measurements, a
pulsed neutron source is needed for the LSDS. Although the first generation of LSDS
used a pulsed D-T source [41], more modern systems use pulsed spallation or evaporation
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sources where the neutrons are born in the an energy distribution closely resembling
( ). These sources are typically placed either at or very near the center of the LSDS and
can be assumed to be small and pulsed instantaneously, i.e. the sources distributions in
space and time can be assumed to be ( ) and ( ), respectively. These sources are not
necessarily isotropic but with assumption 5 (which is a common first order approximation
for neutron flux calculations [35]), the source term can also be assumed to be isotropic.
Assumption 4 is therefore verified. Assumption 6 follows from the idea that if the flux
starts isotropically and is not focused in any particular direction, it will remain isotropic.
Neutrons that leak from the LSDS can thermalize in the air and the surrounding
structures faster than in the LSDS. Cadmium is placed on all sides of the LSDS setups at
both RPI and LANL to prevent these neutrons from reentering the LSDS. Neutrons that
remain in the LSDS will follow the relationship between SDT and mean neutron energy
(which will be developed in Section 2.1.1) because they do not see anything other than
lead and do not “know” it is a finite medium. Because some neutrons can still leak from
the LSDS the analysis of the flux profile across the LSDS in Section 2.1.3 will not use
assumption 7.
2.1.1

Time-Energy Correlation

The time-energy correlation is of crucial importance for cross section measurements.
With ToF techniques, higher energy neutrons arrive at the detector before lower energy
neutrons simply because they travel faster. Neutrons reaching the detector at time
an energy

given by,
( )

where

have

is the mass of the neutron and

(

)

(2.1)

is the distance between the source and

detector. Often this equation is written in the second form where

⁄

. (2.1) can be complicated with the inclusion of relativistic effects but the mechanism
of equating time to neutron energy remains much simpler for ToF than for the LSDS.
Neutrons in a LSDS lose small amounts of momentum and energy every time they
collide with a lead nucleus. Lethargy [32], denoted
energy lost by a neutron and is defined as
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, is a measure of the amount of

(
where

)

(2.2)

is the maximum neutron energy. Looking at only elastic collisions, the

maximum energy a neutron can lose in a single collision is ⁄ where
(
and

is defined as

)

(2.3)

is the atomic mass of the nuclei. Making use of assumption 5, the average lethargy

gain per collision, , can be calculated [32] as
∫ [ (
For lead,

)

(

)]

, making

(

)

(

and

.

Knowing that the neutrons with velocity
before gaining an average lethargy of

(2.4)

)

will travel for an average of (

)

time

the following equation can be written:
(

(2.5)

)

From definition (2.2) it is known that
(2.6)
so the differential equation (2.5) can be recast into the form
(2.7)
Assuming the initial condition ( )

, (2.7) can be solved to yield
(2.8)

Solving for

yields
(

where

⁄(

). If

(2.9)

)

is taken as the velocity of a 2 MeV neutron (near the peak

of the evaporation neutron energy spectrum )

. Changing from velocity to

energy leaves the simple equation, which is very similar to (2.1),
̅

(

)
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(2.10)

⁄(

where

)

. Because (2.5) used the average time and

average lethargy gain (2.10) can only be used to calculate the average neutron energy ̅ .
At this point, it is interesting to set (

)

and show that for

the time-

energy correlation in the LSDS is similar to a ToF experiment with a 5.6 m flight path.
Most ToF stations are spaced further than 5.6 m from the neutron source (e.g. RPI has
stations at 15 m, 25m, 100 m and 250 m). This imposes certain restrictions on the
detector and electronics, which will be discussed in Chapter 0 but for now, it suffices to
say that the average neutron energy decreases quicker in the LSDS than for most ToF

Mean Neutron Energy [eV]

stations as can be seen in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3 – A plot of (2.10) and (2.1) comparing the average neutron energy as a function of time for
the LSDS and ToF stations at 5.6 m, 15 m, 100 m and 250 m.

2.1.2

Energy Resolution

The neutron flux in the LSDS can be characterized by a mean neutron energy and a fullwidth at half-max (FWHM). This spread has a large effect on cross section measurements
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and it is therefore important to understand the three sources this spread comes from. First,
the spread of neutron velocities is termed the velocity dispersion,
̅̅̅

, and defined as

̅

(2.11)

̅

The first cause of velocity dispersion comes from the method in which the neutrons
are produced and remains the primary cause while ̅

. Neutrons are born in the

energy spectrum, which has an initial mean energy

and a dispersion

of

approximately 0.3 [32]. Although most neutrons are born with about 2 MeV, the
dispersion of velocity starts very large since neutrons can born with any energy ranging
̅⁄

from 0 to 10’s MeV. This translates to a dispersion of

[36], where ̅ is the mean

neutron energy at any point in time.
Skipping ahead to after much of the slowing-down has occurred; the dispersion of
neutron velocities is related to the velocity dispersion of the lead nuclei. The velocity
dispersion of the neutrons is given as

⁄( ̅ ) [36], where

is the temperature of the

slowing-down medium. This is the dominant source of dispersion when ̅

.

The final method of dispersion is more complicated and affects the neutrons as they
slow-down. After the neutron pulse, the neutrons travel through the lead where they
begin to slow down. The faster neutrons will scatter more often than slower neutrons
because the expected time between collisions is inversely proportional to neutron speed.
In addition, neutrons with higher energy will lose more energy on average per collision
than slower neutrons. These two effects together will cause a “focusing” of the neutron
population around the average neutron energy given by (2.10). Results of simulations
performed by Rochman et al. [42] shows this focusing effect.
The focusing effect is not strong enough to overcome the statistical fluctuations of
distance between collisions and energy loss per collision completely. For a constant mean
free path the velocity dispersion is found to be ~ ⁄

for

[36].

These three mechanisms can be directly added to yield
̅
Noting that (

⁄ )

(

̅

⁄ ) , the energy dispersion is found to be [37]
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(2.12)

̅

̅

(2.13)

The resolution for the LSDS is typically given in terms of the FWHM and is
( ̅)
Assuming

(

100 keV,

̅

)

√

√
0.3 [30], and

̅

293 K,

̅

(2.14)

0.07,

0.14 eV and

6.65 × 10-5 eV-1. Figure 2.4 shows the theoretical resolution and the measured
resolution of the LSDS installed at RPI [43], [44], [45] and LANL [42]. Differences
between the measured and theoretical resolutions functions can be attributed to
epithermal neutrons reentering the LSDS, over-simplification of the initial neutron
energy distribution, and impurities in the lead.
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Figure 2.4 – Theoretical resolution [30] of the LSDS compared to the experimentally measured
resolutions of the RPI LSDS [39] and MCNPX simulated resolution of the LANL LSDS [42].
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5

To conclude the theoretical analysis of the LSDS resolution it is prudent to explain
its effects on cross section measurements. As previously described, neutron energies
evolves smoothly with time, both by decreasing in average energy and first decreasing
then increasing in spread. Any cross section measurement actually measures the
resolution-broadened cross section, averaged over some time (energy) interval. For ToF
experiments, the energy-resolution can be high, and the measured cross section is very
representative of the actual cross section. The LSDS has a very poor resolution to begin
with (~30 % at best) and a measured cross section will see significant broadening. An
example of the broadening is shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5 –

235

U fission cross section from ENDF/B-VII [40] compared to the broadened cross
sections using (2.15) and by MCNP.

When measuring cross sections, it is common to measure reactions that have already
been measured either to normalize the new measurement or to ensure that everything is
working properly. It is therefore important to be able to broaden evaluated cross sections
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using the LSDS resolution function to compare experimental results to evaluated cross
sections. The simple approximation that the neutron population’s velocity is distributed
normally about the mean velocity can be made. The broadened cross section,

, at the

time corresponding to a mean neutron energy ̅ can be calculated knowing the
unbroadened cross section

and the energy and time dependent flux ( ̅
( ̅)

√̅

(̅

∫

) ( )

) by
(2.15)

Written in terms of the resolution function ( ̅ ) the flux profile is
(̅

)

√

√
( ) ( ̅) ̅

(̅
( )

(

)
)
( ̅) ̅

(2.16)

Appendix A contains the code used to broaden cross sections for this work.
A second more computational intensive but more accurate method of cross section
broadening is to use MCNP to model the LSDS. Figure 2.5 shows the results of an F5:N
tally used in conjunction with the FM5 1 4 18 card which convoluted the flux from the
point tally directly with the fission cross section of material 4 (235U). As shown in Figure
2.5 (2.15), MCNP and experimental results agree well over most of the useful energy
range with a few exceptions. Experimental results are more broadened than the two
theoretical methods, which could be due to impurities in the lead (hydrogen from oil and
water or other materials from detectors placed in the LSDS) further broadening the flux
profile. The addition of just 1.8 ppm hydrogen can significantly improve the match
between MCNPX and experiments. Experimental points below 1 eV are all below either
model, possibly due to neutron absorption by any impurities not accounted for in either
model. Rochman et al. showed even 41 ppm of silver contaminant in the lead can
significantly increase absorption [42].
2.1.3

Flux Profile

The flux profile as a function of mean neutron energy can be derived from neutron agediffusion theory. The age equation [32] is
(

(

)

The neutron age, , is expressed as
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)

(2.17)

( )
where

(

)
(

∫

( )
( )

(

)

(2.18)

[32]. The solution to (2.17) is
)

( )

(
⁄

where the geometric buckling

)

(

for a cube of length

)

(2.19)

. The second

exponential term is added to the general solution to (2.17) to account for capture.
Bergman [30] stated that the mean neutron capture lifetime, , is constant and for lead is
. Transforming from
( )

and to

requires the use of (2.17) and (2.18) and using

( )⁄ the flux can be found to be
√

( )
where

is a function of position and source intensity.

can vary slightly depending on impurities in the lead and
180 cm cube

(2.20)
⁄

[37] but
⁄(

) and for a

. The flux profiles in the LSDS at the RPI and LANL are shown

in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6 – Comparison of neutron fluxes at RPI and LANL operated at their respective maximum
beam currents. The RPI line uses the parameters from Danon [45] and (2.20) and is normalized to
the integral of the equation given by Slovacek et al. [38] from 0.1 eV to 100 keV. The LANL line was
normalized to 1 neutron·cm–2·eV–1·proton–1 at 1 eV, near MCNPX results from Rochman et al. [42].

2.2 Comparison of LSDS’s
As mentioned before, this work made use of the LSDS’s at RPI and LANL. The RPI
LSDS, Figure 2.7, is located in Troy, NY at the Gaerttner Linear Accelerator Laboratory
(LINAC). A tantalum conversion target, shown in Figure 2.8, is bombarded with 60 MeV
electrons from the LINAC. The electrons slow-down in the tantalum producing
bremsstrahlung radiation which then undergoes (γ,n) reactions later in the tantalum. This
produces ~0.04 neutrons per electron on average. The LSDS at LANL, Figure 2.9, is
located in the Blue Room of the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE).
Protons are accelerated to 800 MeV by a linear accelerator and collected in the Proton
Storage Ring (PSR). Several linac pulses are collected in the PSR, which spills directly to
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the LSDS. The protons enter a tungsten target, Figure 2.10, just forward of the center of
the LSDS causing multiple spallation reactions. This process is much more efficient at
making neutrons than that used at RPI, producing 30 to 40 neutrons per proton. However,
between RPI operating at higher beam currents and having a larger LSDS which reduces
leakage, the fluxes at both facilities are comparable as shown was shown in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.7 – Photograph of the LSDS at RPI in the Target Room at the LINAC. The electron beam
enters through the beam tube. The target is air-cooled but the cooling air passes through copper
pipes submerged in a water cooled bath to transfer the heat out of the air.
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Figure 2.8 – Photograph of the RPI LSDS target (small box on the left) connected to the last section
of beam tube, consisting of 8 tantalum plates of various thicknesses and spacing. The first few plates
stop the high energy electrons from the LINAC, producing Bremsstrahlung radiation. Later plates
undergo (γ,n) reactions producing the neutron flux.

Figure 2.9 – Photograph of the LSDS at LANL in the Blue Room at LANSCE. The proton beam
enters the LSDS through the back. Cadmium sheeting is held to the side of the LSDS with tape.
Cadmium flaps lay over the detector channels (5 cm x 10 cm). The entire LSDS is on a lightweight
aluminum table which is capable of being rolled to the side of the room on a track. Photograph
courtesy of R. C. Haight.
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Figure 2.10 – Photograph of the tungsten target inside the LANL LSDS. 800 MeV protons from the
proton storage ring and stopped in the target, which then emits spallation neutrons. The target is
slightly forward of the center of the LSDS to offset the slight forward peaked neutron distribution.
Photograph courtesy of R. C. Haight.

Neutrons can thermalize in some of the surrounding material much more quickly
than in the LSDS therefore care must be taken to prevent neutrons that leaked from the
LSDS from reentering. Steel I-beams with packages of Li2CO3 inserted into the openings
are used to elevate the LSDS at RPI off the ground [38] to reduce neutron return from the
floor. The LANL LSDS is on a lightweight aluminum table and on a low-mass floor
above the blue room basement [42]. In addition to being elevated off the ground, room
return is minimized by adding cadmium sheets of 0.75 and 0.9 mm thickness over the
LSDS’s at RPI [39] and LANL [42], respectively.
Although each facility has its strengths and weaknesses, neither facility was
especially suited for measurement versus detector development more than the other was.
LANL had the additional benefit of also having the Isotope Production Facility (IPF).
The IPF has the capability of producing short-live radioactive samples that can be
brought to the LSDS before too many half-lives have elapsed. Although this will be
needed to expand the work presented here, the IPF was not utilized. Table 2.1 contains a
basic comparison chart of the RPI and LANL LSDS’s.
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Table 2.1 – Comparison chart of the LSDS at RPI and at LANL.

Attribute
Overall size
Brick size
Detector channel size
Support
Composition

Neutron Source

Neutron flux
Pulse width [ns]
Repetition rate [Hz]
Maximum average beam
current [µA]
[keV·µs2]
[µs]
[eV]
[eV]
[eV-1]

RPI
1.8m cube
2” x 4” x 8”
Configurable
Crossed steel I-beam [38]
>99.99% Lead [38] with
20.0 ppm carbon,,
4.52 ppm copper,
2.54 ppm thallium,
11.53 ppm bismuth
by weight1
~60 MeV electrons on a
tantalum target (see Figure
2.8)
See Figure 2.6.
100 ns - 5 µs
1 - 400
16

LANL
1.2m cube
0.4m x 0.4 m x 0.3 m
5cm x 10cm x 40cm
Lightweight aluminum table
Lead with impurities of
41 ± 6 ppm silver,
1.4 ± 0.2 ppm antimony,
< 0.029 ppm cadmium [42]

165 [45]
0.3 [45]
0.776 [45]
0.214 [45]
0.0835 [39]
0.128 [39]
3.05×10–5 [39]

161 [46]
0.37 [46]
0.506 [46]
0.22 [46]
0.0962
0.1653
1.0×10–5 4

1

Impurity concentrations provided by Y. D. Lee.
Fitted from MCNP calculations performed by D. Rochman et al. [42].
3
Fitted from MCNP calculations performed by D. Rochman et al. [42].
4
Fitted from MCNP calculations performed by D. Rochman et al. [42].
2
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800 MeV protons on a
tungsten target (see Figure
2.10
See Figure 2.6.
100 ns - 1 µs
1 - 40
1 [42]

3. DETECTOR DEVELOPMENT
Several detector concepts were designed, constructed, and tested for use in the LSDS.
This chapter will review some of those designs and compare their overall merit. The first
section will cover all of the design requirements and the remaining sections will discuss
the detector designs, successes, and failures in this project.

3.1 Detector requirements
The first detector requirement, and perhaps one of the least flexible, is not strictly
imposed by physics. The detector channels in the LSDS at LANL are only 10 cm wide by
5 cm tall by 40 cm deep. The detector channels needed to be back filled with lead to
eliminate unnecessary neutron leakage out of the LSDS and to prevent epithermal
neutrons that reenter the LSDS from easily making it back to the detector, so the entire 40
cm depth is not available. This requires detectors to be smaller than 5 cm x 10 cm x 20
cm to fit within the LANL detector channels. The detector channels at RPI are
configurable, however, introducing a large void into the LSDS can both change the timeenergy correlation and degrade the energy resolution. The same size requirement will be
imposed on detectors at RPI and LANL.
Requiring the detector to have the ability to detect α particles and protons is clearly
necessary because these are the telltale signs that an (n,α) or (n,p) event has occurred. In
order to meet this requirement, two restrictions must be imposed. First, the sample must
be thin enough to allow the charged particles to escape (no more than a few mg/cm 2).
Second, in order to contain a sufficient mass to perform the measurement, the sample
must have a large surface area (a few cm2 at most); the restriction on the detector stems
from this restriction on the sample. The detector must have an active surface area at least
as large as the sample, or the extra sample mass would not contribute to the
measurement. However, to minimize the detector’s sensitivity to noise and background,
the detector should have a small active volume. To get the best signal to noise ratio and
the lowest background rates from activation and γ-rays, the detector’s active thickness
should be selected to equal or just exceed the expected α particle or proton track length in
the detector material.
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The next few requirements stem from γ-flash issues. The charged particles that create
the neutrons in the LSDS at either RPI or LANL also create a large number of γ-rays,
either from Bremsstrahlung or evaporation reactions. At the same time that the γ-rays
interact with the detector, a strong electromagnetic interference can be picked up on the
signal cables and a pulse of high-energy neutrons hit the detector. This intense pulse,
termed the γ-flash, is able to paralyze most detectors and saturate the electronics. This is
a known problem with many pulsed neutron experiments [2]. This poses a large problem
for (n,α) and (n,p) cross section measurements since only a few γ-rays can deposit energy
greater than the ~10 MeV the highest energy α particles and protons are expected to
possess. Many experiments place detectors and electronics far enough from the neutron
source where the effect of the γ-flash is lessened; however, use of the LSDS requires that
the detector be placed within the LSDS and no more than ~100 cm from the target. Work
has previously been done with compensated detectors [2], [47], [48] , two detectors
combined such that they produce signals that are equal in magnitude and shape but
opposite in polarity during the γ-flash. The compensated detector design has the benefit
of nullifying the γ-flash signal before it reaches the preamplifier so that only the detector
becomes unresponsive during the γ-flash. Compensation techniques will be discussed in
further detail in Section 3.2. For any measurement of (n,p) or (n,α) cross sections to be
performed in the LSDS, the detector will need to be compensated to reduce the effect
from the γ-flash on the electronics, but also as insensitive to γ-rays and neutrons as
possible to reduce the γ-flash effect on the detector.
Other requirements are imposed by either the LSDS environment, the nature of (n,α)
and (n,p) reactions, including the possibility of performing these measurements on
radioactive samples with short half-lives, or the desired energy range of these
measurements. The total list of general design requirements for detectors used in this
work are:
1. Has to fit inside the limited space of the LANL LSDS detector
channels (5 cm x 10 cm x 20 cm);
2. Provide a distinct signal from the α’s and protons emitted during the
neutron induced reactions;
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3. Have a fast recovery from the strong γ-flash inside the LSDS, less than
1 μs is needed to record data at mean incident neutron energies of 100
keV;
4. Should contain as little hydrogenous materials as possible to preserve
the time/energy correlation and energy resolution of the neutron
population;
5. Have a fast response to provide accurate SDT information;
6. Be capable of working in the background radiation inside the LSDS;
7. Be able to eliminate any signal from decay radiation from the α
particle and proton signals;
8. Survive long enough before succumbing to radiation damage to
complete the measurement;
9. Be capable of containing a large enough sample to be measured in a
reasonable amount of time.
Detectors that do not meet all of these requirements may still be adequate given other
factors. For example, if a particular detector does not survive for very long in the LSDS it
can be replaced several times during a measurement. Similar qualifiers can be put on
most of the above requirements but these will be discussed for each detector individually.
Three solid-state detectors (1 - 3) and three ion chamber detector (4 - 7) concepts
were considered and/or tested for this experiment, including:
1. Solar cells
2. Passivated, Implanted, Planar Silicon (PIPS)
3. Silicon carbide (SiC) diode
4. Cylindrical ion chamber
5. Parallel plate ion chamber
6. Gas-Electron-Multiplier (GEM) foil
7. Diamond
Work with these detectors will be described, but first general methods of compensation
will be discussed.
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3.2 Compensation Design
Compensation involves adding signals from two detectors with opposite polarities.
During times of intense background and noise (i.e. during the γ-flash), the detectors
produce signals that are roughly equal in magnitude but opposite in polarity such that the
net signal is close to zero. This is necessary when detectors output such large signals
during the γ-flash that the signal from a single detector is able to saturate the amplifier,
causing it to become unresponsive for long periods. During rare events (e.g. (n,α) and
(n,p) reactions) it is very likely that only one detector produces a signal, which should
reach the amplifier without significant modification. For convention, it will be assumed
that the sample can only be “seen” by one of the two detectors; this detector will be
called the sample detector. The sample detector will also be assumed to produce a
positive signal during the γ-flash or when detecting a proton or α particle. Conversely, α
particles and protons from the sample cannot interact with the second detector (called the
compensating detector) must produce a negative signal during the γ-flash. In future
sections, the term detector will be used when referring to the combination of the sample
detector and compensating detector.
Three compensating circuits were used during this work. To distinguish them apart
they will be called the anti-parallel, anti-series, and transformer based circuits. The antiseries and anti-parallel circuits are simple designs but can only be used when a single
detector is capable of producing positive and negative signals of equal magnitude and
shape. As the names suggest, anti-series and anti-parallel compensating designs are
constructed by placing the two detector sides in series and parallel, respectively, and in
opposite orientations, as shown in Figure 3.1. Anti-parallel designs combine the positive
and negative signals outside of either detector and before any amplifiers, whereas the
anti-series design combines the signal from one detector in the other detector.
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Simplified Anti-Series
Compensating Circuit

Simplified Anti-Parallel
Compensating Circuit

Sample

Compensating
Compensating

Sample

Simplified Transformer
Based Compensating Circuit

Inverting

Isolating

Sample

Compensating

Figure 3.1 – Simplified anti-series (top left), anti-parallel (top right), and transformer based (bottom)
compensating circuit concepts. The detectors are drawn as black and white rectangles. The green
lines represent the signal path of a signal with a negative polarity from the compensating detector,
the red lines represent signals with a positive polarity from the sample detector or from the
compensating detector before being inverted, and the blue lines are the combined compensated
signal. The compensated signal goes to the preamplifier.

Self-powered detectors do not need an external bias voltage to operate and a simple
design can be used. Most detectors are not self-powered and a few modifications are
needed to the simple anti-series design, which can create some problems. If a bias voltage
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was applied to the black sides of the two detectors (as drawn in Figure 3.1), the white
sides must be grounded, as shown as in Figure 3.2. Grounding the white sides of the
detectors would cause the signal from the bottom detector to go straight to ground instead
of through the sample detector, and no compensation would occur. A decoupling resistor
can be used to isolate the AC-signal from the DC-ground, but this resistor would need to
have much larger impedance than the detector or some of the compensating signal
strength would be lost and compensation would not be perfect. Too large of a resistance
could electrically float the white side of the detector, which can increase noise or cause
additional problems if charge were to build up. The compensated signal would probably
not have this problem since the input impedance of the preamplifiers is often low and the
resistance of the decoupling resistor to the power supply (or RC-filter as drawn in Figure
3.2) can easily be several orders of magnitude larger than the preamplifier. Care must
also be taken when selecting the locations for these decoupling resistors because ringing
may occur if the length of the wires between the detector and these resistors are too great.

Sample

Compensating

Figure 3.2 – Wiring schematic of the biased anti-series compensating circuit. RC filters are put on
both biases. This design can decrease the compensating signal amplitude, which will reduce the
effectiveness of the signal compensation. In addition, this design may create a noisier signal and the
simple design shown in Figure 3.1. This design must be used instead of the simple anti-series circuit if
the detectors are not self-powered.
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The anti-parallel design is more versatile because it is more easily modified. Selfpowered detectors are not needed and either a single or two separate bias voltage power
supplies can be used to generate the required bias voltage. If the detector sides where the
signals are extracted from are not at the same potential, two capacitors can be added to
AC-couple the signals without short-circuiting the two detectors. Finally, unequal
responses to the γ-flash can occur for a large number of reasons, including low quality
control during the detector production or sample interaction with the γ-flash, producing
additional radiation. A resistor or potentiometer can be added before the signals are
combined to attenuate the signal from the detector that produces the larger signal during
the γ-flash. In addition, if the two sides are powered separately and the detectors’ internal
gains are related to the bias voltage across them, the compensation may also be varied by
separately varying the bias voltages. Figure 3.3 shows the circuit diagram of an antiparallel circuit capable of powering each detector separately and slightly attenuating the
signal from one of the detectors by using a potentiometer.

Compensating
Sample

Figure 3.3 – Wiring schematic of a more realistic anti-parallel compensating circuit. The bias across
the two detectors may be the same or different. The compensation may be adjusted by either
adjusting the potentiometer or the bias voltages. An RC-filter is added to each bias voltage reduce
noise pick up. Decoupling capacitors are added to both signal lines prevent short-circuiting.
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Lastly, when detectors cannot produce equal positive and negative signals, the
transformer based compensating circuit is required; the circuit schematic is shown in
Figure 3.4. Here, the detectors are identical, but one signal is fed through an inverting
transformer to invert the signal. Inverting the signals in this manner tends to alter the
signal shape. The second signal is fed through an isolating transformer to alter its shape
to match the inverted signal’s shape without also inverting the signal from the second
detector. The transformers also tend to attenuate signals and pick up noise on the signal
line, so this design was only used when the detector could only produce a single polarity;
the anti-parallel compensating circuit was used otherwise.

Inverting

Isolating
Sample

Compensating

Figure 3.4 – Transformer based compensating circuit. Depending on the way the ground is connected
to the two transformers, additional capacitors may be needed after the signals are combined to
prevent ground of the preamplifier input. An RC filter is applied to the input bias voltage to reduce
noise picked up from the power supply.
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Oscilloscope traces from the poly crystalline diamond detector using an anti-parallel
compensating circuit during the γ-flash in the LANL LSDS are shown in Figure 3.5.
They show how the γ-flash affects the signal, and how compensation improves the
detector response. Although the several compensated and uncompensated detectors were
tested, only one detector’s design allowed the compensation to be turned off remotely.
This was the compensated diamond detector, and was very fast. The effect is much more
pronounced for slower detectors.
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Figure 3.5 – Oscilloscope traces of the compensated poly crystalline diamond detector without (top)
and with (bottom) the compensating detector side powered. The upward spike in the uncompensated
trace (upper trace) is able to saturate the preamplifier, which then drops below the baseline and
almost saturates the preamplifier in the other direction. This does not occur when the compensating
circuit was powered (lower trace). The oscillations are due to RF picked up on by the preamplifier,
which drives it to oscillate.
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3.3 Ion Chamber Detectors
Although not necessary useful for this work due to their very different application,
commercially available modes are able to detect α particles, showing that consideration
of this detector class is warranted.
In general, ion chambers are large containers of a specific fill gas under an electrical
field. Ionizing radiation strips electrons off the fill gas, forming electron-ion pairs. Under
no or a weak electric field, the electrical attraction between an electron and ion causes the
electron to recombine with the ion and no signal can be detected. At moderate bias
voltages, the externally applied electric field is able to draw electrons and ions away from
each other and towards the anode and cathode, respectively. At even larger field
strengths, the electrons accelerated enough between collisions with the gas medium to
cause secondary ionization, causing an internal amplification signal. Before discussing
the types of ion chambers examined for this work, some general discussion of the nine
general detector design requirements in Section 3.1 will be made as they pertain to ion
chambers.
Electrons are light, so a small electric potential across the fill gas volume can cause
rapid acceleration and draws the electrons from one side to the other quickly. Maximizing
the electron drift speed allows the detector to recover faster, which helps to satisfy
detector requirements 3 and 5, recover from the γ-flash to allow measurement at high
incident neutron energies (low SDT), and allow for accurate SDT information for each
event. Certain ion chambers can produce signals with rise times on the order of 1 µs [49],
detectors slower than this would have difficulty recovering from the γ-flash quickly
enough to detect α particles and protons at short SDT. Methane and methane mixtures
have very high electron drift velocities [50]. P-10 (a mixture of 10% methane and 90%
argon) was chosen as the default fill gas for this work because of its high electron drift
speed, it was easily available, and presented fewer safety concerns than using pure
methane, which is flammable. The electron drift velocity of P-10 is somewhere between
4000 and 6000 m/s depending on the exact electric field and gas pressure.
Ion drift velocities are typically 1000 times slower than the electron drift velocity
[51]. The electronics, and specifically the amplifier, can be chosen to have time constants
that primarily amplify the fast component of the signal caused by the migrating electrons.
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Eliminating the signal component from the ions in this manner is not perfect, and during
the γ-flash, ions can be created in such high concentrations that the local electric field is
significantly reduced and free electrons may migrate slightly recombine with another ion
which decrease the signal strength. During and immediately after the γ-flash, the ion drift
velocity can be a major factor in determining the detector’s dead time.
Some commercially available ion chambers can be quite small (e.g. LND [52] makes
a 7.1 mm diameter fission chamber), however, many of these are designed to detect
fissions occurring inside the fission chamber. Fission events release ~200 MeV [32] and
the heavily ionized fission fragments can deposit their kinetic energies over a very short
distances, near 2 cm in air at standard temperature and pressure [53] depending on the
fragments mass, charge, and initial energy. α particles only have a charge of +2 which
allows their path lengths to be much longer at lower energies. A plot of α particle range
in air at standard temperature and pressure vs. energy can be found in Knoll [51] and is
about 3.5 cm for 5 MeV α particles and increases to 7.3 cm at 8 MeV. The Bethe-Bloch
equation [54] indicates that protons would have a range approximately 4 times larger than
α particles of the same initial energy. To collect enough of the α particle or proton energy
so the signal generated is above the signal noise level, ion chambers must be designed
with a few cm’s of gas in all directions. The exact dimensions will depend on the energy
of the α particle or proton, gas density, and gas type.
Four ion chambers were considered for this work, three used P-10 as the fill gas. The
fourth detector used a crystal of highly pure diamond instead of gas. The work performed
on each of these detectors and their merits will be discussed in turn.
3.3.1

Cylindrical Ion Chamber

Two types of cylindrical ion chambers are commonly used in industry to detect (n,α)
reactions. The first is filled with boron trifluoride (BF3) and is typically used in nuclear
reactors as source range instruments. Incident thermal neutrons are absorbed by the boron
in the fill gas, which then emits an α particle. If the isotope of interest can be put into a
gaseous form, this type of detector may be used. Unfortunately, this would specify the fill
gas, which may not have an acceptable electron drift velocity. In addition, gaseous
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samples may be harder to work with, especially if the sample is radioactive. This detector
concept was not developed further.
Lined ion chambers, as shown in Figure 3.6, are the second type of commonly used
cylindrical ion chambers. The fill gas can be specified independent of the sample and has
one main advantage over parallel plate ion chambers (these will be discussed in the next
section); the sample has a much larger possible area given the same size restraints.
Samples can either be deposited on a film that is then wrapped around the inside of the
cathode shell, or deposited directly on the cathode.

Cathode/Shell
Anode wire
Insulator
Sample
Figure 3.6 – Cylindrical ion chamber design.

The cylindrical ion chamber has many disadvantages, however. Operating the
detector with a reversed bias voltage (to try to invert the signal for compensation) does
not produce an identical signal when the detector is operated with a gain greater than
unity. Cylindrical ion chambers normally have a high internal gain (and are typically
called proportional counters), which is a result of the electrons being drawn through the
high electric field near the anode. Reversing the electric field causes the electrons to be
drawn to the shell, where the electric field is much smaller and cannot cause any
amplification. Ions are too heavy and large to gain enough energy to cause any signal
amplification under typically operating conditions. Inverting the bias voltage will reverse
the signal polarity but will also greatly reduce the signal amplitude and the transformer
based compensating circuit is needed.
The electrical field changes over the chamber, which means most of the drift volume
will not be operated at the electric field strength that maximizes the electron drift
velocity, giving this detector a slow recovery time. This problem is of particular
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importance immediately after the γ-flash where this detector can remain dead for 10’s to
100’s of µs.
This work is targeted towards samples with ng’s to mg’s of mass, and towards
samples that may have very high specific activities. With such small samples, the very
large sample areas provided by this detector are not likely needed. In addition, a method
of screening the decay radiation from these samples will be discussed in Chapter 6, but
this method cannot be applied to this detector.
Expected count rates during a measurement is still low, only a few counts per
second, which means any unnecessary decrease in proton or α particle collection
efficiency should be avoided. The curvature of the sample/cathode wall will tend to
eliminate some α particles and protons before they are able to traverse enough of the fill
gas to deposit enough energy to be detected, and the exact fraction of lost particles
depends on the required minimum path length and cathode radius. When the maximum
sample mass is limited by the sample’s surface area, the additional sample area provided
by the cylindrical ion chamber/proportional counts will overcome the fraction of particles
lost to the curvature of the sample. When sample masses are limited by the radiation
concerns or production limitations, as is the case for the isotopes of interest for this work,
use of the cylindrical ion chamber/proportional counter cannot increase the sample mass
and will only decrease count rate.
Lastly, the volume of the fill gas (the active volume of the detector) is quite large for
this detector. Larger active volumes can increase background counting rate due to γ-rays
or neutrons depositing energy in the active volume, or activation of the near-by materials
A cylindrical detector was constructed out of 6061 aluminum alloy, shown in Figure
3.7. Only one chamber was constructed so it was not compensated. The detector had an
inner diameter of 37 mm and was filled with P-10. The detector was designed to fail at an
internal pressurization of 235 psi gauge, so it was not pressurized beyond 60 psi absolute.
A 0.6 mil (0.152 mm) diameter stainless steel wire was run down the center of the
chamber. Alumina rods were used to support another aluminum plate used to hold the
other end of the anode wire. An oscilloscope trace is shown in Figure 3.8 and shows that
when this detector was tested in the LSDS it exhibited long dead times and a large
activation problem. The detector showed no appreciable sensitivity to γ sources, so the
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background pulses may have been neutron activation of the 27Al in the detector shell; 28Al
decays by emitting a β- particle.

Figure 3.7 – Photograph of the cylindrical ion chamber/proportional counter.
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Figure 3.8 – Oscilloscope trace of the cylindrical ion chamber/proportional counter in the LSDS
without a sample. The two large spikes are γ-flash events. The negative spike is part of the detector
recovering from the γ-flash. The amplitude of pulses immediately after the γ-flash are much smaller
than long after the γ-flash because the of the detector’s long recovery time, the time needed to clear
the ions from the fill gas and reestablish the bias voltage. Smaller resistors or larger capacitors could
help improve the time needed to reestablish a bias voltage but would not help clear ions from the
detector quickly. Counts at late slowing-down times (just before the next γ-flash) show that material
near the fill gas is being activated.

For all these reasons, the cylindrical ion chamber/proportional counter is not likely
the best detector for this work.
3.3.2

Parallel Plate Ion Chamber

Parallel plate ion chambers are more appropriate for this work. A diagram of a
compensated ion chamber is shown in Figure 3.9. The parallel plate design produces an
electric field that is much closer to uniform than the cylindrical ion chamber, which
allows the entire chamber to operate at a field strength that maximizes the drift velocity.
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Upper
plate
Sample
To
amplifier
Middle
plate
Lower
plate

Figure 3.9 – Diagram of a compensated ion chamber. The resistor to ground on the middle plate and
the decoupling capacitor before the amplifier are often incorporated directly into the amplifier’s
circuitry.

Figure 3.9 shows a simple method of compensating the parallel plate ion chamber.
This is an anti-parallel design, but because both signals can be extracted from the same
location, only one capacitor is needed. During the γ-flash, electron/ion pairs are produced
in both the upper and lower halves of the detector. In this example, the voltage polarities
were chosen so that electrons are always drawn upwards towards either the upper or
middle plate, while ions drift down towards the middle or lower plate. The middle plate
sees electrons from the upper half of the detector drifting away from it and electrons in
the lower half drifting towards it, creating signals of opposite polarity. As long as the
volumes are of equal size and shape, the signals produced during the γ-flash should be
roughly equal. If this detector is operated in the ion mode (no internal amplification),
adjusting the high voltages will have little effect on the signal amplitude. During an (n,α)
event, a signal is only generated in the upper half of the detector.
Romano et al. [47] used an ion chamber with this design to perform a measurement
of the 6Li(n,α)3H cross section in the LSDS at LANL as a preliminary attempt to
determine the feasibility of performing further (n,α) cross section measurements. Despite
some minor disagreements between the measured cross section and evaluations, Romano
showed that a measurement of the cross section for this reaction was possible using ~1 µg
of 6Li. Romano et al. noted a small deviation (under estimation) from the expected ⁄
cross section between around 2 - 4 eV, which was attributed to neutron interactions
within the chamber material. As beam current increased, this discrepancy increased (as
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did the recovery time after the γ-flash), leading to the remark that the resistors used in the
compensating circuit were probably too large.
Although this detector shows promise, the other two ion chamber detectors that will
be discussed next fall under the general category of parallel plate ion chambers and offer
additional advantages.
3.3.3

GEM Foil Detector

A GEM foil is a thin sheet of polyamide or Kapton with a conductive coating on both
sides and perforated through all three layers [55]. The GEM foils used in this work were
purchased from Tech-Etch [56] and were created from 50 µm sheets of Kapton with two
5 µm thick layers of copper; the remaining design specification for these GEM foils are
shown in Figure 3.10. A photograph of the GEM foil sheet (containing 16 GEM foils in
total) is shown in Figure 3.11.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.10 – Design parameters of the GEM foils used during this work. (a) is a single GEM foil, (b)
shows the arrangement of the perforations, and (c) is a cross sectional view of a single perforation
showing the double conical structure. In all images, brown material is solid copper, orange is the
Kapton, and red is the perforated region. The strip of copper on the side of the GEM foil was used as
a connection point where a wire could be soldered to provide the bias voltage. A second copper strip
is present on the other side of the Kapton to power the other side of the foil and rotated about the
GEM foil by 90° from the other contact strip.
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Figure 3.11 – Photograph of the GEM foils used during this work. The smaller GEM foils in the
upper-left quadrant of this sheet were designed for a smaller chamber than was used in this work.
The larger foils in the remaining three quadrants were used for this work.

The basic GEM foil detector is divided into three regions: the conversion volume,
the GEM foil, and the transfer region. An example is shown in Figure 3.12. For this
work, the sample is placed at the bottom of the conversion region, on the cathode. When
an α particle or proton is emitted, the particle traverses the conversion volume and ionizes
some of the fill gas. Electrons are drawn towards the GEM foil under the influence of an
electric field that maximizes the electron drift velocity. GEM foils of 50 µm are normally
operated with 300 - 500 V across the two sides, which creates an electric field greater
than 5 × 106 V/m, much greater than the electric field in the conversion volume. Once the
electrons approach the GEM foil, the electric field profile forces most of the electrons
into perforations. The extremely high field strength inside the perforations creates a large
internal gain; gains of 104 per foil have been reported [55] however, gains of 103 are
more commonly employed to minimize sparking. After leaving the GEM foil, the
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electrons enter the transfer region, which has an electric field that again maximizes the
electron drift velocity and does not create any additional electron/ion pairs. Several GEM
foils may be placed in series to increase the detectors internal gain; the detector setup
would then go: conversion volume, first GEM foil, first transfer region, second GEM,
second transfer region, third GEM, etc.
To
amplifier
Transfer region 2
Anode
GEM foil 2
Transfer region 1
GEM foil 1
Conversion
volume

Sample

Cathode

Figure 3.12 – Diagram of an uncompensated GEM foil detector with two GEM foils.

Only electrons in the final transfer region contribute to the signal induced on the
anode because the GEM foil acts as a Frisch grid [49]. Ions generated in the conversion
volume are drawn towards the cathode and do not create additional electron/ion pairs
because they collide with other gas molecules too often to gain enough energy to ionize
additional electrons. Events originating in any of the transfer volumes (γ-ray or neutron
interactions with the fill gas) miss one or more stages of amplification and signals
generated from these events are much smaller than events originating in the conversion
volume.
Since signal amplification is done in certain sections of the detector, much like near
the anode wire in the cylindrical ion chamber, the polarity of the GEM signal cannot be
inverted by switching the polarity of the bias voltage. Only the transformer based
compensating circuit can be used with the GEM detector.
Three GEM foil detector iterations were constructed. The first design was
uncompensated and not tested in LSDS. It was constructed using a single square GEM
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foil and was tested to ensure that the detector response could be predicted and that large
enough signals could be generated to see over the noise level with a single GEM foil. The
square GEM foil was 0.5” on side and placed 0.3 cm below the anode and 0.85 cm above
a 1 cm diameter
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Gd α source (3.18 MeV α source), which was placed on the cathode.

P-10 was flowed through the detector chamber at 1 atm. A 550 - 600 V bias was needed
across the GEM foil to generate significantly large signals to see over the noise level.
Later design iterations were constructed better so air could not leak into the P-10
atmosphere and so that less noise was picked up before the preamplifier, both reduced the
required voltage difference across the GEM foil. Figure 3.13 shows results from this
detector compared to MCNPX simulations using an F8 tally, which tallied the energy
deposited by 3.18 MeV α particles in the conversion volume. The odd shape is due to the
distributions of track lengths that the α particle could have. No path was available which
would fully stop the α particles.

1.0
MCA
MCNPX

Relative Counts
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Figure 3.13 – Comparison of an experimental MCA measurement and MCNPX simulation.
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3

The second GEM detector, shown in Figure 3.14, was an uncompensated single
circular foil used to measure the 6Li cross section in the LSDS, a photograph of the GEM
foil was shown in Figure 3.11. The circular GEM foil (shown previously in Figure 3.11)
had 7/8 ” diameter area with perforations, and a 1/8 ” thick ring with no perforations
surrounding the perforated region to minimize the electric field from bowing outwards
under the perforated region. All other the metal plates except the anode were grounded.
The conversion volume and transfer regions were 2.8 cm and 2 mm thick, respectively.
The measured 6Li(n,α)3H cross section is shown in Figure 3.15.

Figure 3.14 – Photograph of the second iteration of the GEM detector. The left photograph is of the
internals of the detector, and the right photograph is of the detector shell. The same shell was used
for the third GEM foil design.
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Figure 3.15 – 6Li(n,α)3H cross section measured using the single foil, uncompensated GEM detector.
The deviation from the ENDF at high energy is due to recovery issues from the γ-flash. The slight
bowing of the data points is likely because no correction for the detector’s position in the LSDS was
made and the theoretical flux profile, (2.20), was blindly applied.

The last design constructed was a compensated design and used four foils, two for
the sample detector side and two for the compensating detector side, and used the
transformer based compensating circuit. GEM foils of the same design as in the single
foil uncompensated GEM detector were used (7/8 ” diameter perforated area) were used
again. The first GEM foil was placed 17 mm above the cathode and each of the transfer
regions were 2 mm thick. A photograph of this detector is shown in Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.16 – Photograph of the third GEM foil detector.

The two sides were not perfectly compensated due to imperfections in the
construction of the GEM foils and detector chamber. A variable compensation circuit
(shown in Figure 3.17) was designed to vary the voltage on the first GEM foil on the
compensating side with only minimal effect on the rest of the detector. The compensating
circuit was designed like this to protect against too large of a voltage difference being put
across the first GEM foil on the compensating side. The components associated with the
sample side are designated by numbers while components on the compensating side by
letters;

and

are duplicated on both the sample and compensating sides. Resistors

were placed on the signal outputs to discharge the capacitors while nothing else was
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connected to the detector; these resistors were large enough that they did not affect the
signal sent to the preamplifier. Resistor

had large values and isolated the sample and

compensating sides from signals generated on the other side. All four capacitors are 4.7
µF and the values of the resistors are located in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 – Resistor values for the GEM foil detector voltage divider circuit.

Resistor

Resistance value [MΩ]
5.1
2
9.8
2
9.8
6.9
5.1
10
10
5.1
10
1
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To compensating circuit
Rdis

V1

Rdis

R1
Sample Anode
Ranode

Riso

R2

R3

Riso

R4

Riso

R5

RC

R6

Ranode

Transfer region 2
GEM foil 2

Riso

Riso

Transfer region 1
GEM foil 1
Conversion
volume

Riso

Riso

Cathode with
sample on one
side

RB
RA
VA
GEM foil A
Transfer region A
GEM foil B
Transfer region A
Compensating
Anode
Figure 3.17 – Circuit diagram of the variable compensated GEM detector. Only the sample detector
side is shown in the schematic on the right although the circuit powers both sides.

The primary power supply ( ) and power supply that could change the
compensation ( ) were nominal set to +1800 V and +350 V, respectively, but the
compensating power supply was adjusted by about 50 V in either direction to affect the
compensation. In this design, increasing

would decrease the potential across the first
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GEM foil on the compensating side (GEM Foil A). To prevent too large a potential
difference to develop across GEM Foil A, the circuit was constructed so that

would

only help to pull the voltage of the bottom of GEM Foil A up or down slightly, rather
than set the potential differential directly.
Analysis of the effects of different compensating voltages can be done by
simplifying the circuit shown in Figure 3.17 to that shown in Figure 3.18, where
are the series combinations of resistors
respectively. Currents

and

through

and resistors

and

through

,

are from the primary and compensating power supplies,

respectively, and their directions are indicated in Figure 3.18.
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Figure 3.18 – Simplified circuit diagram of the variable compensated GEM detector with

is the potential on the low voltage side of the first GEM foil on the sample
detector side, and can be determined as
(

)

(3.1)

Using this, the currents can be found to be
(
(

)

(

)(

)
)

(

(3.2)

)

and
(

)
(

(3.3)

)

The potential difference across the four GEM foils (

,

,

across GEM Foils 1, 2, A, and B, respectively), the two conversion gaps (
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, and
and

on the sample side and compensating side, respectively), and the transfer regions
(

) can be found as functions of

and

to be,
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)

(
(

)

(3.7)

)

(3.8)

and
(3.9)
Figure 3.19 shows the potential differences across the two conversion gaps and four
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Figure 3.19 – Plots of (3.5) through (3.9) when V1 = 1800 V.
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500

This detector was constructed several months after the GEM foil sheets were
originally purchased, over which time they were contaminated with dust, and the copper
began to oxidize. Applying bias voltages sufficient to cause the needed internal gain
could not be applied without causing some sparking across the GEM foils, so only table
top tests were performed on this detector. At a primary voltage of +1800 V and a
compensating voltage of +350 V the signal was very clean, other than the sparks. The
noise level in the oscilloscope did not change with or without the detector signal,
meaning the noise displayed on the oscilloscope trace was induced by the oscilloscope
and not the detector signal. The signal to noise ratio is better than 20:1 for the

241

Am α

particles (5.49 MeV) depositing the greatest energy, again conversion volume was not
thick enough to fully stop the α particles. This had the quietest signal of all of the
detectors used in this work because no preamplifier was needed to see signals so the
noise picked up after the detector was not amplified.
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Figure 3.20 – Oscilloscope trace of the signal from the third generation GEM foil detector operated
at a primary voltage of +1800 V and a compensating voltage of +350 V. This signal is straight from
the detector, no amplifier was used. The spread in pulse height is due to some α particles leaking
from the side of the conversion volume, where the electric field does not put the electrons to the
perforated region.

GEM foils are well suited for detectors that can be constructed in a clean room,
sealed, and never opened. Opening the detector exposes the foils to oxygen, humidity,
and dust, deteriorating the foils and making them prone to sparking. Since construction
was done at RPI and some of the testing was performed at LANL, the GEM detector was
not very well suited for the development phase of this work. Enough data was collected
so that the final GEM detector design can be considered.
Any final design can use the variable compensated circuit shown in Figure 3.17.
Considering the difficulty in replacing GEM foils, this circuit is still recommended over
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one in which the low-voltage side of GEM Foil A is directly determined by

to help

protect against damaging the GEM foil. Three GEM foils per detector side is also
suggested for any future iterations to allow the three foils to operate at lower gains (i.e.
lower voltages), which should help reduce the likelihood of sparking.
The second and third GEM detector designs were based off the 7/8” diameter GEM
foils, allowing for a detector with a diameter less than 5 cm. This orientation may not be
optimal. A better setup may be to have a detector that has a base no more than 20 cm x 40
cm and is no more than 5 cm tall, the compensating side would have to be placed next to
the sample side instead of back-to-back. Assuming a full 1 cm is needed around the base
to hold the GEM foils in place and connect any needed wires, the detector could have an
18 x 18 cm2 active area, which is easily larger than most feasible experiments need. This
volume of gas and the high internal gain is likely large enough that even with the low
sensitivity to γ-rays and high-energy neutrons, the charge on the anodes and later GEM
foils would be heavily depleted by the γ-flash. The detector should extend past the edge
of the sample no more than one α particle or proton range, when the α particle or proton
comes from the (n,α) or (n,p) reaction being measured. Detectors this large will also
suffer from activation problems since so much material will be in direct contact with the
detector’s active volume.
Transfer regions can easily be reduced to 1 mm each, if not smaller, and assuming
~1.5 cm of the 5 cm in the vertical direction are needed for the anode, cathode, guard
plates, environment seals, etc., the conversion volume can still be around 3 cm thick,
comparable to the designs used in testing. To improve the γ-flash recovery time and
speed of the detector, a thinner conversion volume should be used. With an approximate
electron drift velocity of 0.6 × 105 m/s [51], and assuming a 1 cm thick conversion gap,
the pulse length from the γ-flash would be ~1.7 µs, not accounting for the preamplifier
time constant or recharging of the anode. This is roughly the limiting speed required to
measure the full energy range of the LSDS.
Since the detectors tested already are not thick enough to allow full energy
deposition and signal to noise ratios are still very good, reducing the thickness will only
decrease the efficiency if the proton or α particle is no longer able to deposit enough
energy to surpass the noise level and lower level discriminator. Considering the very low
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noise level of this detector, the reduction in detector efficiency due to this is small for α
particles. However, given the lower energy deposition rate of protons in gas, the decrease
in solid angle may become significant for (n,p) reactions.
If a detector can be constructed in the right environment to avoid contamination with
dust and humidity, the GEM detector is likely suitable for (n,α) measurements. (n,p)
measurements probably require a very different detector because a gas based detector
would have to be too large to slow a proton enough to be detected, and also too large not
to suffer any ill effects from the γ-flash and material activation.
3.3.4

Diamond Detector

Although diamond (an allotrope of carbon) can be turned into a semiconductor when
doped with high concentrations of boron or nitrogen, the principles behind the diamond
detectors are closer to ion chambers than solid-state detectors in some respects. Although
incident radiation only needs to excite electrons to the valence band (requiring 5.5 eV), as
opposed to stripping the electron completely, diamond detectors are not doped and do not
require the presence of acceptor or donor levels in the forbidden energy gap. Electrons
and holes jump from atom to atom under the influence of an external electric field and
eventually reach the electrodes. Use of natural diamonds as radiation detectors date back
to 1945 [57], while experiments were performed as early as 1920 [58], but it was only
recently that synthetic diamonds of high enough purity have been produced to construct
high performance radiation detectors [59].
Diamond detectors can be made much smaller than gas-based ion chambers because
diamond is roughly 103 times denser than gas, and can fully stop α particles in 10’s of µm
and protons in 100’s of µm, depending on the initial energy. This solves the GEM
detector’s size problem when measuring (n,p) reaction cross sections. Also, these
detectors can be much faster than gas based ion chambers (with electron mobility of 4500
cm2·V–1·s–1 [60]) which will help the detector recover from the γ-flash sooner. Further
analysis, however, will reveal additional problems; creating of good electrical contacts on
the diamond surface has been particularly challenging in the past.
To be a good electrode, the material must be conductive, mechanically bonded to the
diamond to prevent it from peeling off, and be able to accept electrons from the bulk
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diamond material. Mechanically bonding the electrode is not too difficult, and neither is
ensuring it is conductive. Galbiati et al. [59] remarks about the common problem
encountered with diamond detector (ensuring the electrode can accept electrons from the
bulk material), and referred to it as the polarization phenomenon. Galbiati attributed the
polarization phenomena to a junction formed at the metal-diamond (electrode-diamond)
interface. This junction is only a few atomic layers thick, but has a built in field of about
1 V/nm [59]. Electrons can become trapped at the edge of the bulk diamond and, over
time, reduce the electric field strength in the bulk diamond. If the electric field is reduced
to levels below what is needed to stay in the ionization region, the detector will enter the
recombination region and incomplete charge collection occurs, which reduces signal
strength and decreases energy resolution.
The first diamond detector tested was a 500 µm thick 5 x 5 mm2 single crystal
detector purchased from Diamond Detectors Ltd. [61]. The electrodes were plated on
Diamond Detector’s novel diamond-like carbon (DLC) layer, ~200 nm of gold and
relatively small amount of platinum or chromium to bond the gold to the DLC layer [59].
A single crystal detector was chosen over the cheaper poly crystalline detectors because
of their spectroscopy quality (higher energy resolution). Table top tests with this detector
and a

241

Am α source showed that at a 150 V bias the polarization phenomena still

occurred and its effects were visibly within apparent in under one hour, as shown in
Figure 3.21.
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Figure 3.21 – MCA spectra over different 30 minute time intervals for three and a half hours starting
from the first minute the bias voltage was applied to the detector. The polarization effect decreases
the average pulse height and broadens the energy resolution by reducing charge collection.

It was discovered that if the bias voltage was switched after the polarization
phenomena began to affect the signal, the signal would almost return to its initial state.
This was attributed to the annihilation of electrons and holes during their drift across the
detector from one electrode to the other. In addition, if the original bias voltage was
increased, the polarization effect could be delayed or reduced. For this work, it was
decided to operate at higher voltages and automatically switch the polarity of the applied
voltage every five minutes.
Since the single crystal detector was not compensated, so a second detector had to be
purchased. A single crystal detector was originally chosen over the poly crystalline
detector to reduce the polarization phenomena and improve charge collection. Since the
single crystal detector stilled exhibited incomplete charge completion and was limited in
size due to manufacturing ability, a large poly crystalline detector was purchased. The
second diamond detector, shown in Figure 3.22, was a custom designed 12 mm x 24 mm
x 0.2 mm poly crystalline plate with three electrodes on the top of the diamond plate and
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one on the bottom. Electrodes were made from aluminum instead of gold to reduce
neutron capture near the detector, and reduce background counts from γ-rays. Two of the
electrodes were 10 x 10 mm2 and acted as the two detector halves, the sample and
compensating detectors. The third electrode was put in between the two detector
electrodes, with 0.25 mm between it and the two detector electrodes, 1.5 mm wide, and
electrically grounded. This electrode was added to prevent electrons and holes from one
detector’s active volume from migrating over to the other detector’s active volume and
inducing signals in both detectors. The backside of the detector was one large grounded
electrode that ran the length and width of the other three electrodes, and served as the
second electrode for both detector halves. A printed circuit board was constructed with an
anti-parallel compensating circuit, and the diamond plate was held to the printed circuit
board by two copper-beryllium fingers. Electrical contacts were only made by
mechanical pressure to avoid introduction of additional materials near the detector.

Figure 3.22 – Photograph of the original poly crystalline diamond detector.
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The top electrodes were applied incorrectly and a small path (not visible) was left
connecting one of the large detector electrodes to the center isolation strip. This
prevented biasing the detector correctly (grounding the back and middle top electrodes
and applying +250 V and –250 V to the two top detector electrodes) and the detector
eventually had to be returned to the manufacturer for repairs. After etching away and
reapplying the electrodes, the diamond detector seemed to be completely insensitive to
radiation and Diamond Detectors Ltd. replaced the crystal with the one shown in Figure
3.23. The crystal was 26 x 26 mm2 and the two detector electrodes were 12 x 24.5 mm2,
and no isolation electrode was applied.

Figure 3.23 – Photograph of the second poly crystalline diamond detector.

The second detector was tested to ensure the two detector sides were isolated (which
they were), and then to see to what extent this detector was affected by the polarization
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phenomena. Figure 3.24 shows MCA spectra taken of a

241

Am α source using the poly

crystalline detector. The collection time for the four runs was kept to one minute so that
the polarization phenomena could not significantly affect any individual spectra. The
black curve was taken immediately after turning on the bias power supply and represents
the baseline pulse height spectra. As can be seen by the baseline spectra, the poly
crystalline detector shows very poor energy resolution, which is attributed to charge
trapping at grain boundaries. After operating for one hour without switching the bias
polarity, the spectra shifted slightly (red spectra). This is not as dramatic of a shift as was
seen in the single crystalline detector, likely because of a combination of the already poor
energy resolution and the greater electric field inside the crystal. This shift is great
enough to affect cross section measurements so the bias polarities do need to be shifted.
After completion of the second run, the voltage polarities were switched and another
(green) spectrum was collected. The spectra with no α source was collected after the first
three runs were collected and the detector was powered down for several hours; the bias
was turned back on before the measurement was taken.
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Figure 3.24 – MCA spectra from the poly crystalline detector showing the polarization effect and the
results from switching the bias polarities.

A measurement of the 50V(n,p)50Ti cross section was attempted in the LSDS at RPI
using this detector. The bias polarity on the two detector electrodes were ±250 V, always
opposite in polarity, and switched automatically every five minutes. The detector suffered
from two problems. The first problem was related to the activation of nearby materials,
shown in Figure 3.25. After a few minutes, background counts from activation would
completely swap any signal expected from any (n,α) experiment. The RPI LINAC was
operated at a beam current of 12 µA for approximately 1 hour, and immediately after
shutting the beam off, data was still collected to determine the decay constant activated
material. Two half-lives of 93.71 min and 2.23 hr were found using a LevenbergMarquardt fitting method [62] and a trace of the fitted parameters is shown in Figure
3.25; fitting three independent half-lives did not significantly improve the fit and the third
one was found to be very long and had a very low initial activity. The 9.71 min half-life
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is likely from the positron decay of 62Cu (9.72 min half-life [63]) since 62Cu is only one
neutron away from the stable
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Cu located on the printed circuit board and in close

proximity to the detector. A specific isotope responsible for the 2.23 hr half-life could not
be determined and is likely from two or more radioisotopes with very close half-lives.
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Figure 3.25 – Decay of the activated material being measured by the diamond detector.

Second, while measuring background (no sample) with the beam on, the counts vs.
SDT showed significant structure that did not correspond to γ-flash, as shown in Figure
3.26. The peaks after 20 µs were long after the γ-flash and could not be either attributed
to the γ-flash or ringing caused by the γ-flash. The peaks are likely clusters of resonances
making them difficult to identify. To try to eliminate this background, two additional
measurements were performed. Two 0.25 mm thick 25 x 25 mm2 tantalum foils was
placed over the detector, one on each side, to determine if γ-rays could be the problem.
The presence of tantalum changed the SDT spectrum as shown in Figure 3.26. To verify
that the new SDT spectrum is not from (n,p) or (n,α) reactions, 5 mill thick Kapton was
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placed between the detector and tantalum. The addition of the plastic did not significantly
change the SDT spectra.
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Figure 3.26 – Counts as a function of SDT. Counts were normalized by the number of counts from
the flux monitor. All runs were 30 minutes long and at an average beam current of 10 µA. The
similarity between the Bare Ta foil and Ta foil covered by Kapton runs indicates that the difference
between those two runs and the no sample run is due to (n,γ) reactions in tantalum, not (n,α) or (n,p)
reactions.

Although this detector is very fast, can produce a reasonably high signal-to-noise
ratio, and is easy to compensate, it has several problems making it unusable in the LSDS.
The polarization problem decreases signal amplitude, which makes estimating its
detection efficiency very difficult. Single crystalline detectors cannot be produced large
enough to cover an entire sample and a poly crystalline detector would have to be used.
The poor energy resolution of the poly crystalline detector would push the signals from α
particles and protons into the noise, which would lower the detectors efficiency. Finally,
and most importantly, the diamond is sensitive to γ-rays (and possibly neutrons).
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3.4 Solid-State Detectors
Solid-state devices are typically constructed out of a single crystal of silicon and electron
acceptor (p-type) or donor (n-type) materials are implanted in the material to produce the
desired electrical properties. This case of detectors offers two advantages over ion
chambers but also have two major drawbacks.
As with the diamond detector, the fact that the active volume in a solid-state detector
is a solid allows the detector to stop heavy charged particles in a few 100 µm at most.
Detectors this small would have no problem fully stopping protons and α particles given
the size restraints imposed by the LSDS, which helps to create larger signals and better
separate them from any noise. Another note that has not been discussed yet is that unless
a detector is wider than the sample by at least the range of the charged particle, particles
can leak from the sides of the detectors before depositing enough energy to be detected.
This could be a problem with some of the gas chambers used for this work and could get
worse if sample sizes exceeded a few cm’s in diameter. For solid stated detectors that
only need to extend beyond the sample by a mm at most, this is not likely to occur.
The second advantage has to do with the speed of the detector. As discussed before,
the ion chambers used in this work used P-10 as a fill gas, which has a maximum electron
mobility of 6000 m·s–1 [51], and the diamond detector had an electron drift speed of 4500
cm2·V–1·s–1. Electrons can migrate much more quickly in silicon, the electron mobility is
1350 cm2·V–1·s–1 [51]. Given a 1 cm active volume for an ion chamber filled with P-10,
versus a 40 µm thick under a 20 V bias (typical of the PIPS detectors that will be
discussed shortly), the pulse rise time of the silicon based semiconductor detector is
almost 3000 times sharper than the P-10 gas ion chamber. Compared to a 200 µm thick
diamond detector operated with a 250 V bias, the solid-state detector is about twice as
fast.
The operation of these detectors relies on an almost perfect crystal structure. Due to
their low mass, electrons, β particles, and γ-rays are not likely to cause damage to the
crystal lattice structure. Heavy ions and high-energy neutrons are more likely to cause
damage because they can transfer enough momentum to a silicon atom to dislocate it
from its original lattice location. Although the LSDS does not have a significant neutron
flux at high-energies, there is a very large neutron flux at energies great enough to cause
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radiation damage, the LSDS at LANL has a much greater flux at higher neutron energies
than the LSDS at RPI. Of the great number of dislocations that are created, only a small
fraction do not anneal out in the subsequent heating and cooling of the material near the
area affected by the radiation interaction [9], but damage can build up over time.
Radiation damage in the crystal bulk can create traps, which can prevent full charge
collection, reducing signal amplitude and degrade energy resolution. Damage on the
crystal surface can increase the leakage current. Leakage current can degrade the energy
resolution of the detector, but more importantly, if the detector leakage current is great
enough, the bias across the detector may fall below what is needed to keep the crystal
fully depleted, which again causes incomplete charge collection.
Finally, ion chambers are commonly operated with internal gains greater than unity;
the GEM foil detector was able to operate with internal gains greater than 103. Solid-state
detectors can be operated in the proportional region, but are not typically designed for
this mode of operation. Signals from these detectors are therefore smaller than the GEM
foil detector. The diamond detector was also not operated with any internal amplification
and the signals from the diamond detector and solid-state detectors should be of
comparable amplitude, however the lower energy needed to generate hole/ion pairs in the
solid state detector will make this detector slightly nosier.
When first used in the LSDS three decades ago, solid-state detectors experienced
significant gain shifts almost immediately after the first neutron pulse, according to R. C.
Block. In the 30 years since that attempt, the technology has improved enough to warrant
another attempt. Three detectors were considered which offered their own benefits and
drawbacks.
3.4.1

Solar Cell Detectors

Rochman et al. [42] used photovoltaic cells (solar cells) to detect fission fragments
during measurements of the fission cross section of 239Pu in the LSDS at LANL. As part
of the work presented here, Danon et al. [48] was able to perform a measurement of the
6

Li(n,α)3H cross section using a compensated detector also based on solar cells.
The relatively low quality control during solar cell production also creates cells with

widely varying responses to the γ-flash. At ~$5 per cell, dozens can be purchased and
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tested until two produced similar results. Testing was done by measuring the voltage
output of each solar cell in the ambient light of a room light by fluorescent lights, results
varied from about 80 mV to 110 mV. Care was taken to ensure that each solar cell was
facing directly upwards to minimize the effect of different incident angles providing
different light intensities.
The first solar cell detector tested in the LSDS was an anti-parallel design and was
constructed from two 2 x 10 mm2 solar cells. To account for the differences in response
to the γ-flash between the two detectors, a motorized potentiometer was used to reduce
the signal from one detector. A motorized potentiometer was used to allow the
compensation to be adjusted without having to remove the detector from the LSDS. The
motorized potentiometer was too large and attenuated the signal too much so a second
potentiometer was added to the other detector. The second potentiometer was not
adjusted. The variable compensation was sufficient to prevent saturation of the
preamplifier, as shown by oscilloscope trace in Figure 3.28, but signals were also very
weak, which may have also helped prevent saturation. In addition, the signal generated by
the two detectors during each γ-flash varied at first. As the detectors near the end of their
usefulness, the variations became more drastic until the γ-flash would be positive and
sometimes be negative. Signals from a

239

Pu α source recorded prior to placing the

detector in the LSDS are shown in Figure 3.29, showing a signal to noise ratio of 3 or 4
to 1.

Figure 3.27 – Photograph of the anti-parallel solar cell detector.
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Figure 3.28 – Oscilloscope trace of the γ-flash from the anti-parallel solar cell detector through a 45
ns Cremat preamplifier.
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Figure 3.29 – Oscilloscope trace of the 5.15 MeV α particles from a 239Pu α source.

Despite these issues, a measurement of the 6Li(n,α)3H cross section was made using
this detector. The results are shown in Figure 3.30 and published in Danon et al. [48].
The LANL LSDS was operated at 8 Hz and a proton current of 30 nA, far less than the
maximum beam current. The measurement diverged from ENDF evaluations above about
10 keV due to γ-flash issues. The dip in the cross section from 1 to 10 eV was due to
structure in the signal, which dipped between about 200 µs and 400 µs, which may cause
pulses to fall short of the lower limit discriminator.
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Figure 3.30 – Li(n,α) H cross section measured with the anti-parallel compensated solar cell
detector.

A second detector based on solar cells was developed to test the anti-series
compensation circuit. This detector was constructed by placing two 4 mm x 4 mm solar
cells back to back in a Teflon holder, shown in Figure 3.31. Copper tape was used to
create the contacts on the top of the solar cells, the backs of the solar cells were pressed
together by the Teflon holder only. This detector did not perform any better than the antiparallel detector.
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Figure 3.31 – Photograph of the anti-series solar cell detector.

It was determined that solar cells were not ideal for this work because they produced
low signal to noise ratios, as shown in Figure 3.32. This made them too susceptible to
oscillations in the signal that can be caused by the γ-flash. In addition, a small amount of
radiation damage could case the signal to drop below the noise level, making the signal
indistinguishable from noise.
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Figure 3.32 – Oscilloscope traces of signals from the anti-series solar cell detector. This screen shot
was recorded with a desktop experiment using a Cremat 45 ns preamplifier. The noise band (upper
band) and 5.15 MeV 239Pu α particle band (lower band) shows a signal to noise ratio of about 4:1 for
5.15 MeV α particles.

3.4.2

PIPS Detector

PIPS, passivated-implanted planar silicon, represents the next step up in quality solidstate detectors. Canberra [64] produces these detectors as high quality charged particle
detectors, which should translate to better signal to noise ratios. If the crystal structure is
of higher quality, it should also be possible that more radiation damage can occur before
becoming noticeable.
Initially, two PIPS detectors (model number PD 150-30-EPI 40 AM) were purchased
and one was tested in the LSDS to see if radiation damage caused permanent gain shift.
Before irradiation and after 4 hours in the LSDS at RPI operated at average beam current
of 8 µA, the detector was tested with a 148Gd α source and the MCA spectrum are shown
in Figure 3.33. A small improvement in the detector’s energy resolution was observed but
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can be attributed to small differences in the setup before and after the irradiation and are
not likely a direct result of irradiation. No gain shift was observed.
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Figure 3.33 – MCA spectra of 3.18 MeV α particles from an 148Gd source before and after irradiation
for 4 hours in the RPI LSDS operated with an average beam current of 8 µA. The improved
resolution is likely due to slight differences in the setup and not actually due to radiation damage
improving the detector’s resolution.

Development of this detector continued to a side-by-side compensated detector
shown in Figure 3.34. The compensating circuit was of the transformer based
compensating circuit design. This detector was test in the LSDS at LANL and had a
natural samarium oxide (~4 mg) sample placed in the sample holder, which would
emitted α particles with ~10 MeV during (n,α) reactions, depending on the isotope.
Figure 3.35 shows oscilloscope traces of the PIPS detector with a beam current of 28 nA,
showing total of about 2 minutes of data, the γ-flash, and two counts expected to be from
samarium.
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Figure 3.34 – Photograph of the side-by-side compensated PIPS detector.
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Figure 3.35 – Oscilloscope trace of 2 minutes of data collected from the side-by-side PIPS detector at
LANL when the proton beam was operated at 28 nA early in the experiment (i.e. before too much
radiation damage had occurred). The γ-flash from the side-by-side compensated lasted roughly 10 µs
and was 4 - 5 times stronger than the larges signals from α particles.

The compensating circuit turned the unipolar signals from the detectors into bipolar
signals, and the circuit was attached such that the α particles from the sample produced
bipolar signals where the negative lobe occurred before the positive lobe. In later
measurements, the circuit was set up so that the sample always produced signals where
the positive lobe was first.
Due to delays in testing and adjusting other experiments, data collection did not
begin for several hours. By then enough radiation damage had been done to the detectors
that the bias needed to fully deplete the detector could not be established due to an
increased leakage current (2 - 3 µA). This caused the signal pulse amplitude to drop to
about a third of the amplitudes of the pulses shown in Figure 3.35, and the noise
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increased substantially. A measurement was still made of the cross section of natural
samarium, and is shown in Figure 3.36.
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Figure 3.36 – Measured natSm(n,α) cross section compared to two evaluations [40] of the 147Sm and a
measurement made by Gledenov et al. [2] combined with the ENDF-VII.0 evaluation of the
149

Sm(n,α) cross section.

Although the measurement is of very poor statistics, suffered from noise problems,
and could only extend up to between 1 and 2 keV due to γ-flash problems, this cross
section is able to reproduce evaluations [40] and another experiment [2] with enough
accuracy to show that this method could be used. A second set of these PIPS detectors
(same model number) and isotopically enriched

147

Sm and

149

Sm were purchased for a

second attempt. Because of the very high capture cross section of samarium, the detector
system was redesigned so that the detectors were face-to-face, shown in Figure 3.37. This
design would help to reduce the count rate due to near simultaneous γ-rays interactions
within a detector and made sure that the count rate due to γ-rays emitted from the sample
are roughly equal on both detectors. The data acquisition system and data analysis
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method used in this work will be discussed in Chapter 4 and a complete description of
this measurement and the results will be given in Chapter 5.

Figure 3.37 – Exploded view of the face-to-face PIPS detector. Part of the detector shell was cut away
to see the detector inside.

The success of the PIPS detectors warrants a further look at its two faults. First, PIPS
detectors are doped with boron, which has a high (n,α) cross section and can produce a
significant, time-dependent α background. If the threshold for detection must be set
above the 2.7 MeV that these α particles can possess, this background would be
discriminated out easily. If not, the counts from the compensating detector can be used to
estimate the time-dependent background on the sample detector.
Second, the transformer based compensating circuit was needed because the
detectors were commercially produced to be identical, and no method was provided to
extract a signal off the other side of the silicon crystal. As stated before, the inverting and
isolating transformers can act as antennas and pick up additional noise before the
preamplifier and when possible, and the anti-parallel compensating circuit should be
used. Producing a single detector where the crystal is simply installed into the detector
housing upside-down and reversing the bias voltage polarity may be sufficient to allow
an anti-parallel compensating circuit to be used. Alternatively, if the active region was on
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top of an intrinsic region (effectively a dead region), or electrical bonding relied on the
specific n-type or p-type material, the dopant materials can be applied in the reverse order
and with the other dopant type would normally be applied with. The latter method may
increase of decrease the background counting rate from

10

B(n,α)7Li reactions if the

dopant concentrations were not identical in the first place.
The final problem encountered when using the PIPS detectors is that they eventually
will succumb to radiation damage. The simple solution to this problem is to replace the
detectors every few hours. The more involved solution is use a material that is more
resilient to radiation damage, such as silicon carbide (SiC).
3.4.3

SiC Detector

SiC diode detectors would have been the next solid-state detector to develop but
budgetary considerations prevented purchasing these detectors. SiC is highly radiation
resilient [65], and has large saturated drift velocities [66] , although its electron mobility
is less than silicon’s [51]. SiC is typically doped with aluminum and nitrogen, which
would eliminate the background from 10B(n,α)7Li reactions present in the PIPS detectors.
SiC diodes have been used previously to detect light ions above 5 MeV [67].
Since SiC is of interest to several other fields of engineering, several companies
routinely produce SiC detectors of different sizes, dopant concentrations, dopant layer
thicknesses, as well as crystal lattice structure for research or industrial use. This is useful
because, unlike the solar cells and PIPS, a SiC detector can easily be designed
specifically for the certain measurements, although this adds cost.
Ideally, detectors should have an active volume that is only as large as needed to
reduce noise and γ-flash problems, while still collecting all of the charge possible from
each α particle and proton event. This is achieved by selecting a detector area only
slightly larger than the sample area and a thickness no thicker than the charged particle
can penetrate into the detector. The charged particle range in SiC can be determined
using the Bethe-Bloch equation [54], or calculated using programs like SRIM [54].
The depletion thickness can be calculated for a p-n junction with an acceptor
concentration of

in the p-type material and an donor concentration of

material as the sum of

and

, where
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in the n-type

√

(

(3.10)

)

is how far the depletion region extends into the n-type material, and
√

(

(3.11)

)

is how far the depletion region extends into the p-type material.
constant of the material, and

is the charge of an electron.

the junction as is given as the sum of the applied voltage,
(
where

is the Boltzmann constant,

concentration. Normally,

)

is temperature, and
and the approximation

is the dielectric

is the total potential across
, and the contact voltage,
(3.12)
is the intrinsic charge carrier
can be made. If the

correct section of dopant concentrations is selected, the applied bias voltage can be
selected so that a small voltage will extend the depletion thickness to the surface of the
crystal, which eliminates or nearly eliminates the surface dead layer. Higher voltages will
increase the thickness allowing higher energy or lower mass particles to stop within the
active layer. Acceptor and donor concentrations of 0.5 × 1015 cm–3 and 1.5 × 1015 cm–3,
respectively, can achieve this effect. The depletion thickness as a function of applied bias
voltage is shown in Figure 3.38. Using these concentrations, the minimum applied
voltage can be determined, which is the maximum of

and the minimum voltage

needed to fully deplete the p-type region. Representative minimum operating voltages for
some examples is given in Table 3.2.
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Figure 3.38 – Depletion thickness in a SiC as a function of applied bias. V was assumed equal to the
applied bias and NA and ND are 0.5× 1015 cm–3 and 1.5× 1015 cm–3, respectively.

Table 3.2 – Required bias voltages for a SiC detector with NA and ND are 0.5× 1015 cm-3 and 1.5× 1015
cm–3.

Charged
Particle and
Energy
5 MeV α
10 MeV α
2.5 MeV proton
5 MeV proton

Particle Range

15.9 µm
46.3 µm
46.1 µm
146 µm

Minimum Voltage [V]
5 µm thick 10 µm thick 20 µm thick
p-type
p-type
p-type
region
region
region
55
16
7
795
615
325
785
605
320
9225
8585
7320

The voltages needed to stop 5 MeV protons are likely too high to achieve without
very careful design considerations and machining. The required voltages could be
reduced if the dopant concentrations were reduced. However, Raciti et al. [67] found that
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devices with lower dopant concentrations were more susceptible to radiation damage and
Napoli et al. [68] found some SiC material to be less radiation hard than certain silicon
diode detectors (like the PIPS detectors purchased for this work). The only advantage of
moving to a SiC detector would be the additional flexibility provided by the
manufacturer, but Canberra would likely be willing to produce PIPS detector to specific
dimensions and with the desired depletion thicknesses for an extra cost. SiC diodes do
not seem to offer any additional benefits over the PIPS detectors and no SiC detectors
were tested as part of this work.
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4. DAQ SYSTEM AND DATA REDUCTION
Due to their similarities, data acquisition for SDT measurements in a LSDS can be
accomplished with the same equipment as with ToF experiments. The rapid decrease in
mean neutron energy, issues brought about by the γ-flash, and the broad neutron energy
resolution make simple ToF clocks less than optimal for measurements in the LSDS. In
this work, a 12-bit digitizer was used to collect information from the detector. This
chapter will discuss the DAQ system, its associated electronics, and the programs used
for data collection and data analysis during this work.

4.1 DAQ System
Much like the detectors, the DAQ system used here evolved over the course of this work,
but unlike the detectors, only one basic DAQ system was developed. This section will
describe the general hardware making up the DAQ system; a list of the component model
numbers and settings will be given at the end of the discussion. Some notes about the
software used to collect and analyze the data will be given in this section; however, most
of the specifics will be given in Appendix B and Section 4.3.
4.1.1

Hardware

The measurement described in Chapter 5 was performed before the final DAQ system
design was developed, and although the major functions described in this section were
still performed, some of the components used were different from those in the final
design. The specific components used to perform that measurement will be given in
Chapter 5, while the components used in the final design will be discussed in this chapter.
The only major change to the DAQ system between the measurement discussed in
Chapter 5 and the final design was the addition of a second digitizer board, which served
to record the flux monitor. A fission chamber, located in the LSDS, served as a flux
monitor at RPI, and the number of fission events is proportional to the flux in the LSDS.
At LANL, a coil of wires around the beam tube, called the toroid, measured the induced
magnetic field from the proton beam directly. The original digitizer board was produced
by Acqiris under model number DC440. Agilent Technologies purchased Acqiris shortly
after the first board was purchased, and continued to produce the same board under the
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model number U1066A-001. The only difference between the two boards was the color
of the front panel. No distinction between the two boards will be made from here on other
than when referring to which signal a board recorded.
The DAQ boards, shown in the DAQ crate in Figure 4.1, contain two digitizer
channels each. A DC-coupled 100 MHz bandwidth BNC connector and an AC-coupled
300 MHz bandwidth SMA connector are available for both of the input channels. The
AC-coupled input was not used in this work. Two user configurable input/output ports
are labeled “I/O A” and “I/O B” were used as an “Enable/Disable” input and “Board
Ready” output, respectively, and will be discussed later. The DAQ computer and boards
were connected through a PCI/PXI port offering transfer rates up to 100 MB/s [69]. The
“Trigger In”, “AS Bus”, “TR OUT”, and “CLK IN” ports were not used during this work.

Figure 4.1 – Photograph of the two DAQ boards in a DAQ crate. The bottom board is the PCI/PXI
interface to the computer.

The digitizer used in this work converted the continuous analog signal from a
detector to a series of discrete, digital measurements of the signal voltage (called
samples) at a maximum sampling rate of 420 MHz (~2.38 ns between samples) with 12
bits of precision. Samples were in the range [–2048, +2047] and correspond to the signal
input voltage by
(4.1)
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where

is the signal voltage in volts and

(RDV). The full scale,

is the sample value in its raw digital value

, is the voltage change between sample values of –2048 and

+2047, and was limited to values of 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, or 10 V for the DC440 digitizer.
is the scale offset in volts, and can be modified so that a signal voltage of 0 V could
correspond to any raw digital value, or even beyond the sample range if desired. For this
work,

was generally kept close to or equal to 0 V for the channel digitizing the

detector.
Although the board will almost continuously take samples and be able to save them
to an onboard memory buffer, at its maximum sampling rate (corresponding to data
collection rates of >800 MB/s), data is recorded faster than it can be transferred to the
computer to be saved, and a data rejection method is needed. A threshold trigger
(composed of both level and direction) is used to identify series of consecutive samples
that may contain data that need to be saved for further analysis. The term “event” will be
used to refer to when the signal crossed the trigger threshold, and the term “waveform”
will refer to the collection of samples collected because of a single event. Samples not
part of a waveform are overwritten in the onboard memory buffer and never transferred
to the computer to be permanently saved. Figure 4.2 shows an example of one waveform
composed of 30 samples total and 10 pre-trigger samples (samples taken before the
trigger threshold was exceeded). Samples prior to the 10th before the trigger threshold
was exceeded (red points) are measured but never transferred to the computer and the
waveform is composed of the remaining samples (green points).
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Figure 4.2 – Example of a waveform. In this example, the DAQ system is set to record 10 pre-trigger
samples and 30 samples total at a sampling rate of 100 MHz (1 sample per 10 ns). The blue line
represents the actual signal, the gray line is the trigger threshold of 0.6 V, the red dots are the
measured samples that are never transferred to the computer, and the green dots make up a single
waveform.

Immediately after the last sample of a waveform is taken, the board stops taking
samples, and spends its time marking the waveforms position in the memory buffer and
preparing to accept another event, also called rearm. During this time, the board is also
incapable of accepting another event. This time is called “rearming time” and makes up
part of the system dead time and will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.2.1. The
digitizer is capable of recording single waveforms and transferring them to the computer
individually, however, there is a large overhead accompanying each data transfer and the
board cannot rearm until after the data transfer is finished. The time spent transferring
data is called the “data transfer time” and is the other component of the system dead time.
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If one tried to operate in this mode, the first event at a low SDT (most likely the γ-flash
itself) would prevent data collection for a large portion of the SDT of interest, creating
severe dead time issues.
Operating in that mode is not feasible so it was necessary to collect several
waveforms and transfer all of these at once. This collection of waveforms is called a
sequence. Operating in this mode greatly reduced the data transfer time and system dead
time but actually could exacerbate the previously mentioned dead time problem.
In sequence mode, two methods are easily developed to minimize the system dead
time issue. The simpler method is to make sure a single series is made up of several times
the average number of waveforms collected per neutron pulse. Data transfer would still
be done without concern for the SDT if enough neutron pulses were recorded at once and
data from the first and last neutron pulse in each sequence could be thrown out.
Accounting for this lost data is easy and minimal error would have been introduced into
the measurement. This method would work except that the DAQ system developed here
was developed for an additional project with additional restrictions, which will not be
mentioned here, and the second approach was needed.
A different method was developed which ensured that each sequence corresponded
to a single neutron pulse. First, a sequence was defined so that it could contain 3 - 5 times
the number of expected events per neutron pulse. This ensured that events from a single
neutron pulse would not trigger the board enough times to complete the sequence (give
the board the number of expected waveforms and allow data transfer to start). Second, a
series of pules was injected into the digitizer input at late SDTs for each neutron pulse.
The pulses would trigger the board in rapid succession and complete the sequence. This
ensured that data form each neutron pulse began transferring after of the useful portion of
the SDT data was collected and finished before the next neutron pulse. This method
could collect data continuously, and without throwing out any data from any neutron
pulse.
The pulses injected after the useful SDT were chosen to be square pulses that overrange the digitizer, extend beyond collected waveform window, and denoted TRM (short
for termination) in the DAQ system’s source code. The known shape made them easy to
identify and remove during the initial stages of post-processing. At minimum, enough
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TRM pulses were injected to complete a sequence containing no events. The TRM pulses
were actually injected long enough after the useful SDT region that a steady state
background measurement would be collected during the measurement.
In addition to samples, each waveform has an associated timestamp, or a 64-bit
integer giving the time that particular event occurred in ps. ToF clocks typically have a
separate input for a “Start” signal, and all times can be measured from this reference
point. The DAQ boards used here did not have this separate input and timestamps were
measured from when the computer sent the “Start Acquisition” command. Instead, a
reference signal was injected directly into the signal input, which triggered the collection
of a waveform. This pulse (denoted T_0), was triggered off of the LINAC or PSR start
signal, and therefore occurred at the same time relative to each neutron pulse.
An ideal sequence corresponds to a single neutron pulse, starts with a T_0, ends with
a few TRMs, and contains some events from the γ-flash, noise, background, and (n,α) or
(n,p) events in the sample between the T_0 and TRM. To ensure the first waveform in the
sequence was a T_0, the board was prevented from accepting triggers after the TRMs by
use of the Enable/Disable signal on I/O A. A logic-high signal would allow the board to
rearm from the previous waveform collection or arm for the first waveform in a new
sequence, while a logic-low prevented rearming. In contrast to most disable features, this
disable signal would only prevent rearming, so a disable signal would have no effect if
the board was already capable of receiving an event. The Enable/Disable signal was sent
a logic-high signal just before the T_0 was sent and remained until most of the TRM
pulses had been sent.
As a diagnostic, I/O B was set to be the “Board Ready” output. When the board was
capable of accepting triggers, I/O B outputted a logic-high, otherwise it outputted a logiclow. Figure 4.3 shows a timing diagram of one sequence.
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Figure 4.3 – Timing diagram of the T_0 and TRM pulses on the DAQ input signal (blue line),
Enable/Disable signal (pink) and the Board Ready signal (green) for one neutron pulse. A T_0 pulse
is injected prior to the neutron pulse that begins the SDT region (where (n,α) and (n,p) events should
occur) while TRM pulses are injected long after the SDT region has ended allowing a steady state
background measurement to be performed during the region marked BKG. The DAQ system is
capable of accepting a trigger (signified by a high on the Board Ready signal) only when the
Enable/Disable signal is high and only after rearming from the previous waveform. The long low on
the Board Ready signal near the end of the timing diagram starts because the sequence was
completed and the board will not rearm until after data was transferred to the computer. The
spacing of the T_0 and TRM pulses were chosen to ensure clarity for this figure only and are not
representative of the actual timing parameters used during this work.

Two pulse generators were required for the DAQ system. The first pulse generator
was triggered off the start signal from either the LINAC or PSR and generated the T_0
pulse, Enable/Disable signal, and the signal that triggered the second pulse generator to
begin the train of TRM pulses. The T_0 and TRM pulses were combined with the
amplified signal from the detector before being digitized. Figure 4.4 is the wiring
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schematic of the DAQ system with two boards. Table 4.1 contains the list of components
and model numbers for the final DAQ system. Table 4.2 gives typical pulse generator
setup parameters for measurements performed at RPI; the only difference at LANL
would be a greater number of TRM pulses and the TRM would be injected later.

DAQ Crate
Detector
Input

I/O A

I/O B

To oscilliscope
Board Ready
Enable/Disable

In Out

To detector
T_0

In Out

To flux monitor
In Out

A

B

C

Ext

Pulse Gen.

In Out

To LINAC
Start Signal

To oscilliscope
TRM Start
TRM
A

T_0 and TRM

Ext

Pulse Gen.
Figure 4.4 – Basic wiring schematic of the DAQ system with two DAQ boards.

Table 4.1 – List of components in the final DAQ system.

Component
SC
PG1
PG2

Device
Fan-In Fan-Out (FIFO) Unit
Pulse Generator
Pulse Generator
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Model
CAEN N401
BNC 555
BNC 555

Table 4.2 – Settings for the two BNC 555 Pulse/Delay Generator.

PG1
Signal
Polarity
Output
Amplitude
Mode
Gate
Width [s]
Delay [s]
PG2
Signal
Polarity
Output
Amplitude
Mode
Gate
Width [s]
Delay [s]

EXTin
Burst Mode

Triggered
1

Channel
A
B
C
D
T_0
Enable/Disable
Not used
TRM Start
Active High
Active High
Active High
N/A
TTL
Adjustable
TTL
N/A
N/A
12
N/A
N/A
Single Shot
Single Shot
Single Shot
N/A
Disabled
Disabled
Disabled
N/A
0.0000001
0.0012
0.0000001
N/A
0.0000011
0.0041
0.000001
N/A
EXTin
Triggered
Burst Mode
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Channel
A
B
C
D
TRM
Not used
Not used
Not used
Active High
N/A
N/A
N/A
Adjustable
N/A
N/A
N/A
12
N/A
N/A
N/A
Normal
N/A
N/A
N/A
Disabled
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.00000105
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.0
N/A
N/A
N/A

The DAQ system was always placed outside of the target room. Figure 4.5 shows the
DAQ system setup as used at RPI. A patch panel (labeled 1) was used to bring signals
from the target room to the data acquisition area. Signals from the detector and flux
monitor were amplified by Cremat CR-150 shaping amplifiers (labeled 2) with 100 ns
time constants. Two Berkeley Nucleonics Corporation model 555 Digital Delay/Pulse
generators (555 timer) (labeled 3) are shown, one was triggered off the LINAC start

1

TRM pulses will start being injected at this time. At RPI, this parameter was set to about 4 ms but could be
increased to about 20 ms at LANL.
2
This value is the number of TRM pulses injected, 10 was standard at RPI but was increased to between 20
and 40 for an equivalent experiment at LANL. Larger values are possible, and necessary if the average
number of event per linac trigger becomes large.
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signal to create the T_0, Enable/Disable signals, and to trigger the start the of the TRM
pulses. The second 555 timer created the TRM pulses. Detector signals and the T_0 and
TRMs were combined using a Caen Quad Linear Fan-In Fan-Out (FIFO) model N401 unit
(labeled 4). Signals could be displayed on the oscilloscope (labeled 5), were collected by
the DAQ boards (labeled 6) and saved to the DAQ computer (labeled 7). Detector bias
voltages were provided by a NHQ 204M high voltage power supply (labeled 8). Good
luck mojo was amply supplied by Enrico the sacrificial rubber chicken (labeled 9). Space
constraints at LANL cause the components to be more dispersed among other
experiments so no photograph is shown here. The toroid signal did not require any
amplification so the only difference between the physical setups at RPI and LANL was
that only one amplifier was used at LANL.

Figure 4.5 – Photograph of the DAQ system in its final configuration at RPI. Components are: (1)
patch panel to target room, (2) Cremat shaping amplifiers, (3) pulse generators, (4) FIFO used to
combine the T_0 pulse, TRM pulses and detector signal, (5) oscilloscope , (6) is the DAQ crate, (7)
computer, (8) high voltage power supply, (9) Enrico the good luck rubber chicken.

A computer code was written in Visual C++ and ran on a Dell OptiPlex GX620 (3.2
GHz, 2 GB of RAM) to communicate with and control the DAQ system. This program is
too long to be included here in its entirety but flow diagrams of the more major threads
and code segments are included in Appendix B.
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4.1.2

Trigger

The triggering mechanism is worth discussing separately since a short discussion now
will aid in clarifying the signal processing discussion later. Even though the board only
has a simple threshold trigger instead of a more advanced FPGA (field programmable
gate array), when used in combination with the digital signal processing and some
manipulation of the signal prior to digitization, the threshold trigger allowed additional
data to be collected during a measurement.
Detector signals can be divided into two categories, unipolar and bipolar. Signal
noise is typically composed of both positive and negative parts, so unipolar signals
(signals having only a positive or negative component) should be easier to distinguish
from noise than bipolar signals (signals having both positive and negative components).
Signals from the flux monitor at RPI and toroid signals at LANL are unipolar signals.
Converting the signal from the detector into a bipolar signal before digitization has
certain advantages because of the detector compensation and digital signal processing.
The detector signal is composed of signals from the sample detector and
compensating detector, which would be unipolar signals with positive and negative
polarities, respectively. The trigger threshold could only be set to a single value, which
means that collecting signals from both detectors simultaneously would be impossible for
unipolar signals. If the signals were bipolar, and the threshold was set to some positive
value, signals from both detectors would be recorded and the only difference would be
whether the negative portion of the signal occurred before or after the positive portion.
To distinguish the three kinds of pulses, they were termed UPS (unipolar), PLL (positivelobe-leading bipolar), and NLL (negative-lobe-leading bipolar). Figure 4.6 shows
examples of PLL, NLL, and UPS pulses, in addition to T_0 and TRM pulses.
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Figure 4.6 – Examples of digitized waveforms of type T_0, TRM, PLL, NLL and UPS.

Two possible advantages to being able to record both the sample detector and
compensating detectors are apparent. First and most simply, the effective detector size is
doubled so that the sample mass can be doubled without increasing the sample thickness.
This would effectively turn both detectors into sample detectors, but the detector as a
whole would remain compensated since the γ-flash would still produce roughly equal
magnitude and opposite polarity pulses in each detector. Care should be taken if expected
count rates are large because (n,α) or (n,p) events registering on both detectors nearly
simultaneously would compensate each other and no signal or a highly distorted signal
would be recorded.
When counting rates are high, and background from the sample is a concern (as it
was during the measurement that will be discussed in Chapter 5), the sample can be kept
on just the sample detector. In this way, the signal from the compensating detector is
composed of only time-dependent and time-independent background, and because signals
from the compensating detector and sample detector are distinguishable, a measurement
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of the background counting rate can be made simultaneously with the cross section
measurement. This was the preferred method during this work and further discussion on
how the background counting rate was determined and removed from the measurement
will be discussed in Section 4.3.
4.1.3

Software

Three programs were written to collect and analyze data for this work. The “LSDS DAQ”
program controlled the DAQ boards, compressed the data, and saved the data to raw data
files. The “Converter” program decompress the raw data files, removed T_0 and TRM
pulses, and reduced the remaining waveforms to a series of key parameters. Finally, the
“Data Reducer” program read in the parameters output by the “Converter” program,
binned many of the parameters into histograms, and outputted the measured cross section.
The source codes are all too large to include here. Instead, Appendix B contains some
important code segments, flow diagrams, and descriptions of key aspects of the DAQ
programs not strictly necessary to analyzing the data. Appendix B is intended to be a
reference for how the LSDS DAQ program is structured. Some aspects of the Converter
and Data Reducer programs are simple enough and important enough to data analysis that
they will be discussed later in Section 4.3.
Before continuing, some code segments will be given later in this chapter and in
several of the appendices. All variable names, function names, and code segments will be
set in font type Courier New. When discussing the DAQ software, array indexes b, c,
j, and k will always represent the index of a board, channel, waveform, and sample,
respectively. All four indexes are used in almost every class but each class will have a
different instance of each index to avoid confusion by unintentional cross talk between
different threads.
The class CSetup was used extensively throughout the LSDS DAQ and Converter
programs. CSetup contains all of the parameters needed to define a sequence (including
the total number of samples per waveform, number of waveforms per sequence, full
scale, offset, etc.) in addition to other parameters need to perform control the DAQ
boards. The full definition of this class can be found in Appendix B.
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Finally, names of variables, classes, and pointers written in all capital letters will
signify that they are pointers to the same location in memory regardless of which thread
is being discussed, e.g. a pointer to class CSetup written as SETUP will always point to
the same location in memory. Variables, classes, and pointers written in lower case are
local variables. The only exception to this is when going between the three different
programs. The information in these variables and classes will be identical, but because
information is only passed in one direction (e.g. LSDS DAQ to Converter to Data
Reducer) using binary files, they will not point to the same location in memory.

4.2 System Capabilities
Knoll [51] defines dead time as the “minimum time that must separate two events in
order that they be recorded as two separate pulses”. Some mention of the system dead
time has already been made and although dead time in the detector was minimized during
the detector design, the DAQ board is unable to trigger while rearming after collecting
each waveform or while transferring data. Knowledge of a system’s capabilities is vital to
understanding its strengths and weaknesses and to this end the dead times associated with
the rearming and data transfer were characterized.
4.2.1

Rearming Time

The system dead time from the time spent rearming after each event,

, can be

approximated by
(4.2)
where

is the total number of samples per waveform,

is the sampling rate, and

and

are constants. The sampling rate was kept at 420 MHz for the entirety of this work
except when characterizing the system dead times, and the sampling time,

⁄ ,

varied but remained near 1 µs. Figure 4.7 shows some sample dead time data taken
compared to (4.2). Dead time was measured as the pulse width of the board ready signal
from I/O B, which corresponds to the time between the board accepting one event and
being capable of accepting another trigger.

and

were found to be 140 and 0.5 µs,

respectively. The dead time did not vary significantly between triggers. Given the typical
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sampling times of ~1 µs and sampling rates of 420 MHz, typical rearming times were
approximately 1.5 to 2 µs.
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Figure 4.7 – Measured dead time at different ts and f compared with (4.2). Sampling times of ~1 µs
and sampling rates of 420 MHz were typical for this work. The number of samples per waveform,
Nwf, was changed so the same sampling times were measured at different sampling rates.

4.2.2

Data Transfer Time

The time spent transferring data from the computer to the board,

, forms the

majority of the system dead time. Transferring data relies on the software being allocated
processor time and communication time through the PCI bus and this can fluctuate
significantly depending on the other tasks the computer is performing and their priorities.
Figure 4.8 shows these delays are normally small but occasionally can be quite long, over
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99.9% of the data transfers were completed in under 0.75 ms (0.48 ms average) for this
particular setup, while the majority of the remaining times were greater than 4 ms.
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Figure 4.8 – Measured data transfer times for operating parameters typical at RPI, f = 420 MHz, Ns
= 504, Nb = 1, Nc = 1, 180 sequences per second, and 10 waveforms per sequence. DTDT was measured
by injecting only T_0 pulses (no TRM pulses or detector signal). The time between consecutive T_0
pulses was ~5.556 ms (corresponding to 180 Hz). The timestamp of the first T_0 pulses in the
sequence was 5.556 ms minus the delay caused by transferring the data and beginning the sequence
acquisition. If the data transfer occurred instantly, the average timestamp of the first T_0 in a
sequence would be equal to 5.556 ms and DTDT would be 0. Measurements of DTDT less than 400 µs
were actually recorded when data transfer took longer than the time between consecutive T_0’s and
should actually be tallied at times greater than 5.556 ms.

The time needed to transfer all of the data is proportional to the amount of data being
transferred. For a single sequence (all of the information collected from a single channel
and a single neutron pulse) the data that needs to be transferred comes from the number
of samples per waveform,

, (2 bytes per sample) plus the 8-byte timestamp associated
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with each of the

waveforms. In addition, a small padding, comprised of

bytes, must also be transferred with the data from each waveform.

was

approximately 400 for the boards used in this work when operated at a sampling rate of
420 MHz [70]. Total data transferred per active channel on board

to be calculated as

[70]
(
, and

)

(4.3)

must be identical for each channel on a board but may vary between boards

so the number the of bytes per board,

, is found by multiplying (4.3) by the

number of active channels on board ,

, which was always equal to one for this

work. The total number of data bytes transferred,
over each of the

, is found by summing

boards and becomes
∑(

The data transfer rate,

)

(4.4)

, for boards connected to the computer through a

National Instruments MXI-2 interface (as was done for this work) is ~0.012 µs per byte.
There is also an overhead in beginning the data transfer,

, which is related

to the computer recalling the required commands from memory and opening up a
communication line with the board. A direct-to-memory (DMA) method is used to
minimize this overhead. For the computer used in this work,

was

approximately 15.6 µs [70].
In addition to the DMA overhead, a conversion from the circular buffers on the DAQ
board to a linear buffer is needed and has its own overhead.
factor of ~20 smaller than

is typically a

[70], but must be paid for each waveform. For the

computer used here

was approximately 0.8 µs per waveform.

The time to spent copying the samples to the computer buffer is non-negligible when
a large number of samples is being transferred. Here,
The minimum data transfer time,

was ~0.00156 ns per sample.

, can be approximated by adding the overhead

times to the time actually required to transfer the data, and is given by [70]
(

)
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(4.5)

where

is the total number of waveforms summed over all boards and

is the

number of extra samples that must be transferred with each waveform. For the example
shown in Figure 4.8, (4.5) comes out to be ~270 µs. (4.5) under predicts the dead time
from data transfer because (4.5) is only the data transfer time and additional overhead
must be included to determine the dead time.
The data transfer time could not be measured independently, and is actually
irrelevant in this work. Instead, the time between the collection of the last event in one
sequence to when the board was armed for the collection of the first event in the next
sequence was measured using the Board Ready signal. 200 µs per board must be added to
(4.5) to account for the delay until the computer was told the sequence was completed
and the overhead in starting another acquisition. Figure 4.9 shows some sample data
transfer time measurements compared to the modified version of (4.5).

Data Transfer Time [s]
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Nch = 2, Nb = 1
Nch = 2, Nb = 2
Nch = 4, Nb = 2

0
0

20000

40000

60000

Nbytes [bytes]
Figure 4.9 – Measured data transfer times compared to (4.5) plus an additional 200 µs per board.
Nwfb was held constant at 10 and the different Nbytes were obtained by varying Nsb.
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The approximate equation fits the data with reasonable accuracy. Since this is only
the minimum transfer time, additional time should be allotted to ensure data transfer has
time to be completed before the next neutron pulse arrives. Figure 4.8 showed that the
spread of data transfer times was around 300 µs, which should be independent of the
amount of data being transferred. The minimum recommended time allotted for data
transfer,

, can be given as
(4.6)

4.3 Raw Data Reduction
Data reduction was accomplished in several parts: read in raw data files, identify T_0
and TRM pulses, reduce the remaining waveforms to key parameters, eliminate bad
sequences, partially correct their timestamps, apply the pulse-shape and pulse-height
discrimination methods, and finally compute the measured cross section. This section
will describe the analysis method. Since signal shapes and signal-to-noise ratios can vary
between experiments, depending on the detector, electronics, cables, etc., the methods of
pulse shape and pulse height discrimination will be discussed without specifying specific
values which need to be changed for each experiment. The values used for the analysis of
the measurement made on the two samarium isotopes will be discussed in Chapter 5.
Raw data files created by the LSDS DAQ program were read by the Converter
program. The Converter first reads in the file header, which gives all of the necessary
parameters to define SETUP, continues by reading in and analyzing a single sequence at
a time. A flow diagram of the analysis method for a single file is given in Figure 4.10.
The sequence is stored in a class called CSequence (definition is given below), which
stores the samples and timestamps in an arrays called WF and TS, respectively. During
the analysis, CSequence populates the arrays WFTYPE, LMIN, LMAX, VMIN, VMAX,
ZLOW, ZHIGH, and AREA (defined in Table 4.3); these parameters, and TS, are written to
the a reduced data files which are read in by the Data Reducer program. The remainder of
this chapter will discuss the data analysis method in more detail.
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Figure 4.10 – Flow diagram of the basic analysis performed in the Convert program.
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ref class CSequence
{
public:
CSequence(void); ~CSequence(void); //contrsuctor/destructor
void Define(void);
//
void CorrectTS(void);
//adjusts TS so T_0 ooccurs at 0
void PrepareWF(unsigned char board, unsigned char channel, long wf);
void ModifyRawWFs(void);
//modify waveform if needed
void LocateExtremes(void);
//determins L and V of min/max
void AnalyzeWFs(void);
//
void AnalyzeSequence(void);
//
bool UnPackSequence(FileStream ^fs); //extracts TSs and WFs from file
bool PrepareWFOutput(unsigned char board, unsigned char channel, long
wf, array <unsigned char> ^Resultschar);//prepare to write waveform
//as ascii
CSetup ^SETUP;
bool
unsigned char
array <unsigned char>
String
array <array <array <short>^>^>
array
array
array
array
array

UseSequence;
//is sequence usable
ID;
//b,c,flags
^SEQTYPE;
//sequence type
^WF_string;
//string rep of WF
^VMIN,
^VMAX, //min/max sample value
^LMIN,
^LMAX; //min/max sample loc
<array <array <long>^>^> ^ZLOW,
^ZHIGH; //base line
<array <array <unsigned char>^>^> ^WFTYPE;//TYPE of WF
<long long>
^T0;
//TS of T_0 pulse
<array <long long>^>
^TS;
//timestamps
<array <array <long long>^>^>
^AREA; //area under WF

private:
bool IsWF_T_0(void); //returns true if the WF is a T_0
bool IsWF_TRM(void); //returns true if the WF is a TRM pulse
bool IsWF_OSC(void); //returns true if the WF is a OSC
bool
unsigned char

Mod1, Mod2, Mod3;
i,
b,c;
long
j, J,
t0,
k,
kex,
m,
lmax;
array <array <array <short,2>^>^>
array <unsigned char>
};

//sequence modifiers or flags
//index of channel
//of board, channel
//waveform
//T_0 waveform
//sample
//min or max sample while searching
//output sequence array
//location of max sample
^WF;//samples from one sequence
^sequence; //compressed sequence
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Table 4.3 – Meanings of the arrays used in CSequence.

array
WF
TS
LMIN
LMAX
VMIN
VMAX
ZLOW
ZHIGH
AREA
WFTYPE
SEQTYPE

4.3.1

Meaning
Collection of all the samples form a sequence
Timestamps of all the events from a sequence
Index of the lowest sample value in a waveform
Index of the greatest sample value in a waveform
Value of the lowest sample value in a waveform
Value of the greatest sample value in a waveform
Average of the first few samples of a waveform
Average of the last few samples of a waveform
Integral under a waveform
Code used to identify the type of pulse described by a waveform
Code used to identify problems with the sequence

Basic Waveform Identification

Basic waveform identification is the first step in data analysis. The AnalyzeWFs
function (given below) assigns each waveform a code, identifying its type. The waveform
type was stored in an array called WFTYPE. The meanings of the WFTYPE codes are
given in Table 4.4. As stated before, T_0 and TRM pulses are square pulses of known
length and arrive at given times relative to the neutron pulse. Both pulses are analyzed
using the code segments given below which simply states that before the pulse begins,
the signal should be near the baseline a RDV of 0 (normally 0 V) and must over range the
digitizer (have RDV of 2047 or be greater than

⁄ ) during the pulse. After the T_0

pulse, the signal should return to a baseline value near a RDV of 0. The lengths of the
recorded waveforms were not long enough to see the end of the TRM pulses. In reality,
samples taken before or after any pulse do not have RDVs of 0 because of noise. Instead
of requiring signals to be zero before T_0 and TRM pulses, they are only required to be
below NoiseLevel, some RDV above the noise level. NoiseLevel was determined
by locating a hand full of T_0 pulses manually and raising NoiseLevel until all of
these events returned true when processed through the IsWF_T_0 function and were
typically between 500 and 1000. Lastly, some signal smoothing was noticeable near the
edges of the square pulses so a few samples around the beginning and end of the pulses
excluded from this analysis.
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void CSequence::AnalyzeWFs(void)
{//Determine wach WFTYPE
for (b = 0; b < SETUP->NumBoardsInUse; b++)
{
for (c = 0; c < SETUP->NumChannelsEnabled[b]; c++)
{
for (j = 0; j < SETUP->NumWFPerSeq[b]; j++)
{
WFTYPE[b][c][j] = -1;
switch(SETUP->Mode & 0x0E)
{
case 0x00://ALPHA - SDT
if (IsWF_T_0()) { WFTYPE[b][c][j] = T_0; break;
if (IsWF_TRM()) { WFTYPE[b][c][j] = TRM; break;
case 0x02://ALPHA - MCA
ModifyRawWFs();
LocateExtremes();
if (IsWF_OSC()) { WFTYPE[b][c][j] = OSC; break;
else
{ WFTYPE[b][c][j] = OTH; break;
default://????
WFTYPE[b][c][j] = 3;
break;
}
}
}
}
}

}
}

}
}

bool CSequence::IsWF_T_0(void)
{//is the waveform a T_0?
for (k = 0; k < SETUP->NumPretriggerSamples[b] - 5; k++)
{ if (WF[b][c][j,k] > NoiseLevel) return false; }
for (k += 10; k < (long) (T_0Length * SETUP->SamplingRate[b]) +
SETUP->NumPretriggerSamples[b] - 5; k++)
{ if (WF[b][c][j,k] < 2047) return false; }
for (k += 50; k < SETUP->NumSamplesPerWF[b]; k++)
{ if (WF[b][c][j,k] > NoiseLevel) return false; }
return true;
}
bool CSequence::IsWF_TRM(void)
{//is the waveform a TRM?
for (k = 0; k < SETUP->NumPretriggerSamples[b] - 5; k++)
{ if (WF[b][c][j,k] > NoiseLevel) return false; }
for (k += 10; k < SETUP->NumSamplesPerWF[b]; k++)
{ if (WF[b][c][j,k] < 2047)
return false; }
return true;
}
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void CSequence::ModifyRawWFs(void)
{//modify the raw waveform is needed
switch(SETUP->Mode & 0x0C)
{
case 0x00://ALPHA - invert if diamond voltage was switched
if (Mod1 && b == 0 && c == 0)
{
for (k = 0; k < SETUP->NumSamplesPerWF[0]; k++)
WF[b][c][j,k] = - (WF[0][0][j,k] + 1);
}
break;
}
}
bool CSequence::IsWF_OSC(void)
{//is the waveform a OSC?
if (b == 1)
return false;
for (k = 0; k < MAX(0, LMAX[b][c][j] - 100); k++)
{ if (WF[b][c][j,k] > VMAX[b][c][j] - 200)
return
for (k += 200; k < SETUP->NumSamplesPerWF[b]; k++)
{ if (WF[b][c][j,k] > VMAX[b][c][j] - 200)
return
for (k = 0; k < MAX(0, LMIN[b][c][j] - 100); k++)
{ if (WF[b][c][j,k] < VMIN[b][c][j] + 200)
return
for (k += 200; k < SETUP->NumSamplesPerWF[b]; k++)
{ if (WF[b][c][j,k] < VMIN[b][c][j] + 200)
return
return false;
}

true; }
true; }
true; }
true; }

void CSequence::LocateExtremes(void)
{//determine AREA, LMIN, LMAX, VMIN, VMAX, ZLOW, ZHIGH
AREA[b][c][j] = 0;
LMIN[b][c][j] = 0;
LMAX[b][c][j] = 0;
ZLOW[b][c][j] = 0;
ZHIGH[b][c][j] = 0;
for (k = 0; k < Z_Length; k++)
ZLOW[b][c][j] += WF[b][c][j,k];
for (k = SETUP->NumSamplesPerWF[b] - Z_Length;
k < SETUP->NumSamplesPerWF[b]; k++)
ZHIGH[b][c][j] += WF[b][c][j,k];
for (k = 0; k < SETUP->NumSamplesPerWF[b]; k++)
{
AREA[b][c][j] += WF[b][c][j,k];
if (WF[b][c][j,k] < WF[b][c][j,LMIN[b][c][j]])
LMIN[b][c][j] = (short) (k);
if (WF[b][c][j,k] > WF[b][c][j,LMAX[b][c][j]])
LMAX[b][c][j] = (short) (k);
}
AREA[b][c][j] -= (ZLOW[b][c][j] * SETUP->NumSamplesPerWF[b]/Z_Length);
VMIN[b][c][j] = WF[b][c][j,LMIN[b][c][j]];
VMAX[b][c][j] = WF[b][c][j,LMAX[b][c][j]];
}
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Table 4.4 – Meaning of the codes used in WFTYPE.

Code
T_0
TRM
OSC
OTH
PLL
NLL
UPS
NFG

Value
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
9

Meaning
Start time reference pulse
Termination pulses
Oscillation
Everything else
Positive-lobe-leading
Negative-lobe-leading
Unipolar signal
No good

Program Used In
Converter
Converter
Converter
Converter
Data Reducer
Data Reducer
Data Reducer
Data Reducer

If a waveform was determined not to be a T_0 or TRM pulse, it is processed through
the ModifyRawWFs function. The PIPS detector would produce bypolar pulses with
PLL pulses from the sample detector and NLL pulses from the compensating detector.
However, the polarity of the singals from the diamond detector were not defined because
the the bias voltage was switched every few minutes. To conform results from the
diamond detector, which constantly switched signal polarities, to the same standards
developed for the PIPS detector, the remaining waveforms were processed with the
ModifyRawWFs function. This function looked for a specific flag saying that the
applied polarity would produce NLL pulses on the sample detector. When flagged,
ModifyRawWFs inverted the original waveform so that negative-lobe-leading pulses
would pass the PLL criteria and vice versa.
After being processed by the ModifyRawWFs functions, each non-T_0 and nonTRM waveform was analyzed by the LocateExtremes function. Seven parameters
were determined including the location of the minimum and maximum samples (LMIN
and LMAX, respectively), the values of the minimum and maximum samples (VMIN and
VMAX, respectively), the pulse integral (AREA), and the sum of the first and last few
samples (ZLOW and ZHIGH, repsectively). Since the signal voltage was a function of the
gain of the shaping amplifiers, which could not easily be saved from one experiment to
the next, the vertical scale of the waveforms were kept as its RDV. The time difference
between samples is given as the inverse of the sampling rate, which ends up as an
awkward decimal value, so the horizontal scale was kept in terms of samples.
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OSC pulses are events from oscillations from the preamplifier or noise in general. If
signal amplitudes are too low, some of the events from α particles can meet the criteria
for OSC pulses, so this criteria was not commonly applied. The remaining waveforms are
all classified as OTH and will be further categorized in the Data Reducer program.
4.3.2

Sequence Analysis and Timestamp Correction

Although efforts were made to ensure that each sequence corresponded to a single
neutron pulse, that the first waveform in the sequence was the only T_0 pulse, and that
each sequence ended with at least one TRM pulse, occasionally a problem would occur
this would render a particular sequence unusable. The two primary ways that sequences
were rendered unusable were data transfer from the previous neutron pulse was delayed
significantly enough that the T_0 pulse was not recorded, or too many events were
received which prevented any TRM pulses from being recorded.
If data transfer was significantly delayed, no T_0 would be recorded and data
collection began in the middle of the useful SDT region. First, all events in that sequence
were left without a reference start time and second was that the no data was collected
during the early SDT. Using the first TRM pulse as reference instead of the T_0 and
accounting for the additional dead time at early SDT’s is not difficult.
On the other hand, if too many events were recorded before the TRM pulse was
injected, no TRM pulses would be recorded and the measurement of the low-energy
portion of the cross section and background measurement would be biased due to dead
time issues. Again, this is not difficult to account for.
Since these were both rare events (

1% of all sequences) no attempt to recover

these sequences was made and they were normally removed from further analysis. Other,
rarer problems were easily accounted for and the data could be recovered in some
situations. A small amount of further investigation could be performed to determine why
these sequences were non-ideal.
The function DetermineSequenceType was called to identify problems with
the sequence and assign it a code (saved to the array SEQTYPE) to ease
troubleshooting; the code segment is given below, a flow chart of this function is shown
in Figure 4.11, and SEQTYPE codes are given in Table 4.5. Sequences that begin with a
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T_0 and have atleast one TRM are assigned a value of 0 and sequences that should be
removed from analysis are flagged with values greater than 128. Once analyzed,
DetermineSequenceType would call the CorrectTS function to adjust the
timestamps so that the first T_0 pulse occurred at time 0.
Table 4.5 – Meaning of sequence analysis code SEQTYPE.

Bit
0x01
0x02
0x04
0x08
0x10
0x20
0x40
0x80

Meaning
There was no T_0 pulse
A T_0 pulse was not first
There are multiple T_0 pulses
Missed part of the SDT
There were no TRMs
There were no TRM pulses after the T_0 pulse
N/A
Flag - Do not use this sequence

void CSequence::CorrectTS(void)
{//corect TS so the first T_0 occurs at 0
for (b = 0; b < SETUP->NumBoardsInUse; b++)
{
for (j = 0; j < SETUP->NumWFPerSeq[b]; j++)
TS[b][j] -= T0[b];
}
}
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void CSequence::AnalyzeSequence(void)
{//analyze sequence and determine SEQTYPE
for (b = 0, c = 0; b < SETUP->NumBoardsInUse; b++)
{
SEQTYPE[b] = 0;
for (t0=0; t0<SETUP->NumWFPerSeq[b] && WFTYPE[b][c][t0]!=T_0; t0++);
if (t0 == SETUP->NumWFPerSeq[b])
{//no T_0
SEQTYPE[b] |= 0x01;//missed T_0
for (j=0; j<SETUP->NumWFPerSeq[b] && WFTYPE[b][c][j]!=TRM; j++);
if (j == SETUP->NumWFPerSeq[b])
{
j--;
SEQTYPE[b] |= 0x80 | 0x10;//missed TRM's, don't use
}
else
T0[b] = TS[b][j] - ave_TRM_TS;
if (TS[b][j] < ave_TRM_TS)
SEQTYPE[b] |= 0x80 | 0x08;//missed part of SDT, don't use
}
else
{//at least one T_0
T0[b] = TS[b][t0];
if (t0 != 0)
SEQTYPE[b] |= 0x02;//T_0 not first
for (j=t0+1; j<SETUP->NumWFPerSeq[b] && WFTYPE[b][c][j]!=T_0; j++);
if (j != SETUP->NumWFPerSeq[b])
SEQTYPE[b] |= 0x04;//multiple T_0
for (j=SETUP->NumWFPerSeq[b]-1; j>=0 && WFTYPE[b][c][j]!=TRM; j--);
if (j < t0)
{
SEQTYPE[b] |= 0x20;//no TRMS before T_0
if (j == -1)
SEQTYPE[b] |= 0x10;//no TRMS
if (TS[b][SETUP->NumWFPerSeq[b] - 1] - TS[b][t0] < ave_TRM_TS)
SEQTYPE[b] |= 0x80 | 0x08;//missed part of SDT
}
}
}
UseSequence = true;
if (!(SETUP->Mode & 0x02))
{//SDT
switch (SETUP->Mode & 0x0E)
{
case 0x00://ALPHA
for (b = 0; b < SETUP->NumBoardsInUse; b++)
{
if (SEQTYPE[b] & 0x80)
UseSequence = false;
}
break;
}
}
CorrectTS();
}
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Figure 4.11 – Flow chart of DetermineSequenceType.
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4.3.3

Advanced Waveform Analysis

After each sequence was analyzed, the Converter program wrote the TS, LMIN, LMAX,
VMIN, VMAX, ZLOW, ZHIGH, and AREA values for all OTH pulses in usable sequences.
The Data Reducer program was then ran in order to analyze the remaining waveforms in
order to determine if they were from (n,α) and (n,p) reactions from the either the sample
detector or compensating detector, or if they were just noise.
Pulse shape analysis was not strictly required for UPS pulses. The toroid signal at
LANL was not sensitive to the γ-flash, and had a large enough signal to noise ratio that
no noise was recorded; any event recorded from the toroid was assumed a UPS pulse and
used in the calculation of the measurement’s normalization factor. AREA was summed
over every waveform from the toroid signal to determine the flux normalization factor
since the total number of protons in a single beam pulse was proportional to the total area
under the toroid signal. Most of the signals from the fission chamber at RPI were also
large compared to the noise, however, some signals could be quiet low, so a lower limit
discriminator was used to ensure all events from noise were eliminated and the remaining
events were classified as UPS pulses. Because of the lower limit discriminator, it was
important to ensure the effect of any signal offset (during the γ-flash) was minimized.
The flux normalization at RPI was taken as the total number of events from the flux
monitor exceeding the lower limit discriminator and between times corresponding to
mean neutron energies of 1 eV and 1 keV.
Events from the detector are put into one of three classifications (PLL, NLL or NFG)
based on three criteria. The first step attempts to eliminate pulses with positive and
negative lobes of very different heights. These events may have been driven by RF
interference on the preamplifier or by the coincidence of several γ-rays. The samples used
in this work were thick, i.e. the charged particle may lose an appreciable amount of
energy and enter the detector with a large range of energies. For this reason, a ratio of the
maximum sample value to minimum sample value was more appropriate than setting a
lower bound to the maximum sample value and an upper limit to the minimum sample
value; this ratio will be called the amplitude ratio. In addition, there is no reason to
assume that the amplitude of the minimum and maximum sample values must be the
exact same so upper and lower bounds to the amplitude ratio are needed. Finally, it is
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conceivable that a small DC-offset could exist on the signal input. To remove the effect
of this DC-offset on the amplitude ratio, the DC-offset can be subtracted from the
minimum and maximum sample values. The DC-adjusted amplitude ratio can be written
as
(4.7)
where

and

RDV), respectively.

are the maximum and minimum sample values (given in their
and

are the maximum and minimum allowed DCis the waveform’s DC-offset in its RDV.

adjusted amplitude ratios, respectively, and

The DC-adjusted amplitude ratio was defined such that it is always positive. Figure 4.12
illustrates these values with an example waveform. As stated before, since experiments
can vary drastically based on amplifier settings, electronics, detector, experimental
conditions, etc., so values for

and

, and a method for determining

done for each individual measurement.

and

must be

should not vary much if the

detector and electronics are kept constant, and can be determined by taking a
measurement with an α particle source and determining the range of the DC-adjusted
amplitude ratios for the setup. An easy method to determine

is to collect several

samples before and after the pulse and average them to get the DC-offset.
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Figure 4.12 – Example waveform with values needed for pulse shape analysis labeled. The waveform
is the black curve, the minimum and maximum of the waveform are annotated with red points, and
the green dashed line is the DC-offset. The blue dashed horizontal and vertical lines are drawn for
clarity.

The second pulse-shape-discrimination criterion eliminates pulses that are too sharp
or too broad by comparing the time between recording the minimum and maximum
samples. Much like the amplitude ratio, a range of values must be accepted and the pulse
shape criterion for PLL and NLL pulses can be given as
(4.8)
and
(4.9)
respectively. This criterion may depend on the detector and electronics so

and

must be adjusted for each experiment but can be measured with a source to
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calibrate the system. The two criteria differ only by a negative sign because the
maximum sample will occur earlier than the minimum pulse for PLL pulse (i.e.
), and vice versa for NLL pulses.
Waveforms failing criteria (4.7), or both (4.8) and (4.9), are categorized at NFG.
Alternatively, if a waveform meets criterion (4.7) and (4.8), it is characterized as a PLL,
and if it meets (4.7) and (4.9) it is a NLL. (4.8) and (4.9) are mutually exclusive so no
waveform may meet both criteria
In addition to the pulse shape criteria, a lower limit discriminator is placed on the
maximum sample value and can be written as
(4.10)
where

is the maximum sample value, and

is the value of the lower limit

discriminator. PLL and NLL pulses meeting (4.10) are allowed to contribute to the cross
section. This criterion is applied to eliminate very low energy events, which are likely β
particles or γ-rays.
4.3.4

Cross Section Computation

Timestamps of PLL and NLL pulses were binned in time bins of varying widths
according to the LSDS resolution function,
edge of the

th

( ), as given by (2.14). The lower energy

energy bin is given by
(

)

(4.11)

The factor of 0.2 narrowed the bin widths so that more bins were used, which better
showed changes in the measured broadened cross section and avoided averaging the
broadened cross section over too large of an energy range. Statistical uncertainties begin
to overwhelm actual changes in the broadened cross section if too many bins were used.
0.2 was a compromise between these two situations. The upper edge of the
same as the lower edge of the

th

th

bin is the

bin with the upper edge of the first bin being 100

keV. The measured cross section for each bin can be attributed to the energy
corresponding to the bin’s average time while the widths were chosen to align with the
values calculated as

.
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The calculation of the measured cross section is described in Thompson et al. [71] .
The number of counts over the

th

energy bin,

can be calculated as
(4.12)

where

is the number of atoms of the isotope being investigated.

has units of cm–2

and is calculated as
( )

∫
( ) is given by (2.20).

where

(4.13)

is a normalization constant accounting for the detector

efficiency and flux normalization and can be determined either from calibrating the flux
monitors to using that to determine the absolute neutron flux at the detector’s location, or
using the flux monitor to normalize the measurement of an unknown sample to a known
sample.

may vary from bin to bin if (2.20) was determined to be inadequate to describe

( ).
is the background corrected counts over the
counted over bin ,

th

bin is the number of PLL pulses

minus and background counts. Although the pulse shape and

pulse height discrimination should remove most of the background events that are not α
particles or protons, some other events may be able to pass the pulse shape criteria, and
some background events may have come from radioactive decay from either a radioactive
sample or activation of the detector. Long after a neutron pulse, the number of neutrons
left in the LSDS is small, and a time-independent background rate can be collected. The
time-independent rate of background pulses passing the PLL pulse shape and pulse
height criteria is given by number of PLL pulses recorded during the background
measurement,

, divided by the length of time per neutron pulse the background

measurement was performed for,

, and the number of counts in bin

time-independent background can be calculated as

⁄

, where

from this
is the bin

width in time. Since NLL pulses are a combination of time-dependent and timeindependent pulses, and no (n,α) or (n,p) events from the sample, the time-dependent
background can be determined by performing the same steps just outlined to the NLL
pulses. The full background corrected counts from bin can be calculated as
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(
where

)

(4.14)

are the NLL time-independent background counting rate, and

and

number of NLL counts in bin , respectively. Finally, the measured cross section can be
calculated as
(4.15)
The uncertainty in the counts, sample mass and normalization constant can be
propagated through (4.15) to give the uncertainty in the cross section,
√(
where

)

(

)

(

and is given by

)

(4.16)

is the uncertainty in the number of atoms of isotope being investigated,

is

the uncertainty in the normalization constant, and
√

(

) (

)

(4.17)

Thermal values can also be extrapolated from the measurement. The method used to
extrapolate thermal cross section values is discussed in Appendix C.
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5. SAMARIUM MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS
As a proof of concept, a measurement of the (n,α) cross section of

147

Sm and

149

Sm was

performed. The majority of the information present in this chapter can also be found in
Thompson et al. [71] , which was published in support of all of the work presented here.
Samarium was chosen because it is an intermediate mass isotope, some measured
isotopic ratios show discrepancies with astrophysical p- and s-process calculations [15],
enriched isotopic samples were readily available from Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL), and a recent measurement of the

147

Sm(n,α)144Nd cross section was performed

by Gledenov et al. [2] and provided independent verification of the results presented
here. This chapter will review the work presented in reference [71].1

5.1 Sample Preparation
Two isotopically enriched samples were purchased from ORNL,

147

Sm and

149

Sm.

Isotopic compositions of the two samples as assayed by ORNL are given in Table 5.1.
Both samples were provided in the oxide form, Sm2O3.
Table 5.1 – Isotopic fractions (in percent) of samples as given by ORNL.

Sample

Sm-144

Sm-147

Sm-148

Sm-149

Sm-147
Sm-149

0.05±0.00
0.035±0.01

98.30±0.05
0.371±0.01

0.85±0.02
0.781±0.01

0.36±0.01
97.669±0.03

Sm-150

Sm-152

Sm-154

0.11±0.01
0.571±0.01

0.21±0.01
0.392±0.01

0.12±0.01
0.181±0.01

Sm-147
Sm-149

The samarium oxide was reacted with concentrated nitric acid to form the highly
soluble Sm(NO3)3. The heat released during this reaction was enough to boil away most
of the water from the nitric acid, so the remaining material was dissolved in deionized

Portions of this chapter have previous appeared as: J. T. Thompson, T. Kelley, E. Blain, R. C. Haight, J. M.
O’Donnell and Y. Danon, "Measurement of (n,α) Reactions on 147Sm and 149Sm Using a Lead SlowingDown Spectrometer," Nuclear Instrumentation and Methods in Physics Research A, vol. 673, no. 1, pp. 1621, 2012.
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water until no sediment remained after sitting overnight; about 3 mL of deionized water
was used. The solution was stippled to 99.9% aluminum disks forming ~1 cm diameter
circles. To ensure that all of the samarium nitrate was deposited, the container was filled
a second time with deionized water, which was also stippled to the sample. These
samples were left on a hotplate turned to high for a day to reduce the water mass in the
sample. Mass of the samarium in the sample was derived from the mass of the oxide
initially used. Table 2 contains all of the sample parameters.
Table 5.2 – Summary of sample parameters [71].

Sample
Sm-147
Sm-149

Oxide mass [mg]
9.6 ± 0.05
9.4 ± 0.05

Sample area [cm2]
1.45 ± 0.08
1.55 ± 0.04

Mass of isotope [mg]
8.11 ± 0.04
7.91 ± 0.04

The heat from the hotplate was able to decompose some of the nitric ions and some
of the Sm(NO3)3 decomposed to Sm2O3. Flaking of the samples did not begin until after
the measurement, so the total mass of the samarium isotopes could still be calculated
using the initial mass of oxide reacted with the acid. A photograph of the two samples is
given in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1 – Photograph of the two samarium samples. The 149Sm sample is on the left, and 147Sm is
on the right. The US quarter is shown for size reference.
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5.2 Detector and Electronics
The 2nd generation PIPS detector (as discussed in Section 3.4.2) was used for this
measurement. Quickly repeating its design features, two Canberra model PD-150-3040EPI-40 PIPS detectors were arranged in an aluminum shell such that their active
surfaces were centered on, facing, and within ~4 mm of each other. Each detector had an
active area of 150 mm2 and a depletion or active thickness of 40 µm when biased with
+20 V.
The sample was inserted in between the two detectors. Since the sample was only on
one side of the aluminum backing, α particles could only reach one detector (the sample
detector). An air gap of 2 mm separated the sample detector’s active surface and the
sample’s surface. After the sample was inserted, aluminum tape was placed around the
opening for the sample to block any light from entering the detector housing. A
photograph of the two detectors, detector housing, and sample holder plates are shown in
Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2 – Photograph of the detector chamber. The detector shell with one detector installed is
labeled (1) and the second detector is labeled (2). Samples are held in place by the disks labeled (3)
and are placed in the slit in the detector shell. Aluminum tape was placed around the slit in the
detector shell after the sample is installed to stop light from reaching the detector.

Detector compensation was achieved using the transformer based compensation
circuit described in Section 3.2. The circuit schematic with component values and model
numbers labeled is redrawn in Figure 5.3. Signals from both detectors were extracted
through 4.7 nF capacitors and sent though Phillips Scientiﬁc 460 inverting transformers,
one of these transformers was modiﬁed so that it was non-inverting. Signals were then
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combined and coupled to the input of a Cremat CR-110 preampliﬁer modiﬁed to have a
45 ns decay time though another 4.7 nF capacitor. The output of the preampliﬁer was sent
to a Cremat CR-200 shaping ampliﬁer with a time constant of 100 ns. Although pulses
from each detector were negative, the compensating circuit inverted one signal and
produced large overshoots in both, making them bi-polar pulses. Pulses from the sample
detector were positive-lobe-leading bipolar (PLL) pulses, while the compensating

Sa
m

2 mm

ple

detector produced negative-lobe-leading bipolar (NLL), as was discussed in Chapter 4.

PIPS
Det.

4.7nF

PIPS
Det.

5M

5M

Phillips
Scientific
Model #460
Inverting
Transformer

4.7nF

Phillips
Scientific
Model #460
Inverting
Transformer
(Modified)

4.7nF
4.7nF
5M

NHQ 204M
HVPS (20V)
45ns Cramet
model 110
Pre-Amplifier

100ns Cremat
To DAQ
model 200
Shaper Amplifier

Figure 5.3 – Wiring diagram of the compensated detector and electronics. The top box is the detector
chamber shown in Figure 5.2, the bottom box is the compensation circuit.
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5.3 DAQ System
The DAQ system (based on an Agilent 12-bit digitizer, model number U1066A-001)
used during this measurement was previously described in Chapter 4 with three
exceptions. First, only one digitizer channel was available, so no flux monitor was
recorded. Second, a Tabor Pulse Generator was used to create the TRM pulses instead of a
second BNC 555 Timer; one 555 Timer was still used to generate the T_0 pulse,
Enable/Disable signal, and TRM Start signal. Lastly, the T_0 pulses, TRM pulses, and
shaping amplifier output were directly coupled through 4.7 nF capacitors. The DAQ
system wiring schematic used during this measurement starting from the shaping
amplifier and through the digitizer board is shown in Figure 5.4. The pulser settings used
for this measurement are given in Table 5.3 and Table 5.4.
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DAQ Crate
Detector
Input

From shaping
amplifier output

I/O A

I/O B

To oscilliscope

Enable/Disable
4.7 nF
T_0
4.7 nF
A

B

C

Ext

Pulse Gen.
TRM Start
TRM

A

Ext

Pulse Gen.

From LINAC
Start

Figure 5.4 – Wiring schematic of the DAQ system. The circuit diagram of the detector and
compensating circuit is shown in Figure 5.3.
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Table 5.3 – Settings for a single BNC 555 Pulse/Delay Generator used in conjunction with the Tabor
pulse generator.

Burst Mode
EXTin

Signal
Polarity
Output
Mode
Gate
Width [s]
Delay [s]

A
TRM Start
Active High
TTL/CMOS
Single Shoot
Disabled
0.0000001
0.0040005

1
Triggered

Channel
B
C
T_0
DAQ Enable
Active High
Active Low
TTL/CMOS
TTL/CMOS
Single Shoot
Single Shoot
Disabled
Disabled
0.0000006
0.001
0.000001
0.0045005

D
Not used
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Table 5.4 – Settings for the Tabor pulse generator.

Frequency
Amplitude
Offset
Output waveform
Duty cycle
Burst
Trigger

500.0 kHz
4.00 V
0.00 V
Square
50%
12
Ext

The digitizer was set to its maximum sampling rate of 420 MHz (~2.38 ns per
sample) and had a full scale ranging from –1 V to 1 V. Waveforms consisted of 84 pretrigger samples and 336 samples total, making each waveform 800 ns long, of which 200
ns were before the trigger threshold was exceeded. The trigger threshold was set to a
+300 mV and required a positive slope.

5.4 Analysis
The analysis method described in Section 4.3 formed the basis of the analysis performed
for this measurement.
The capacitor coupling the TRM pulses to the digitizer board input and the board’s
termination acted as an RC filter and changed the shape of the TRM pulses. A modified
IsWF_TRM function was needed and is given below. The modified function
discriminated waveforms that were too high before the trigger (indicating it was not a
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step increase), or where the maximum sample was not close to where the trigger
threshold was exceeded. The T_0 pulses were short enough in duration that no effects
from the RC filter were noticeable.
bool CSequence::IsWF_TRM(void)
{//is the waveform a TRM?
for (k = 0; k < SETUP->NumPretriggerSamples[0] - 10; k++)
{ if (WF[b][c][j,k] > 600) return false; }
if (VMAX[b][c][j] < 1000 ||
LMAX[b][c][j] < SETUP->NumPretriggerSamples[0] - 1 ||
LMAX[b][c][j] > SETUP->NumPretriggerSamples[0] + 20)
return false;
return true;
}

The next step was to identify the parameters for pulse-shape-discrimination, the
limits in (4.7), (4.8), and (4.9). For this, an

241

Am α source was placed in front of the

sample detector. The limits for (4.7), (4.8), and (4.9) were selected based on results
obtained from the 241Am source.
The first pulse-shape-discrimination criteria applied eliminated pulses that were too
narrow or too broad and was described by (4.8) and (4.9). Figure 5.5 shows the difference
between the time the minimum of the waveform was recorded,
maximum of the waveform was recorded,

, and the time the

. To pass the first discrimination criteria

the location of the maximum and minimum of the waveform were required to be between
80 and 120 samples apart (~190 ns to ~ 286 ns apart), that is to say that PLL and NLL
pulses must satisfy
(5.1)
and
(5.2)
respectively.
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Figure 5.5 – Histogram of the time between the minimum and maximum samples recorded from an
241

Am α source.

The second criterion is placed on the DC-adjusted ratio of maximum to minimum
values, or
(5.3)
where
respectively.

and

are the values of the maximum and minimum samples,

accounts for the DC-offset and was computed as the average of the first

20 samples for waveforms satisfying (5.1). For waveforms satisfying (5.2),

was taken

as the average of samples 180 to 199 corresponding to the 20 samples located roughly
after the positive lobe of the NLL pulse and roughly 229 ns to 274 ns after the trigger
threshold was exceeded. Figure 5.6 shows the results obtained from
to select these limits.
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0
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0.9
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1.1

1.2

DC adjusted ratio of minimum to maximum
Figure 5.6 – Histogram of the DC-adjusted amplitude ratio, (4.7), recorded from an 241Am α source.
These results do not vary significantly when the energy of the α particles is varied.

The pulse-shape-discrimination criteria limits in (5.1), (5.2), and (5.3) were always
selected to be less strict than the

241

Am results would suggest. This was because the

samarium samples were thick enough to significantly degrade the energy of the emitted α
particles. The α particle energy from (n,α) reaction could range from 0 to the reactions Qvalue since some α particles were completely stopped in the sample. Signals from α
particles with only a small amount of energy remaining were smaller and therefore
affected more by noise. The criteria limits were relaxed to allow more of these pulses to
pass. Some representative PLL pulses and pulses failing pulse-shape-discrimination (NFG
pulses or no good pulses) are shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7 – Representative pulses for PLL caused by (n,α) reactions in 147Sm (top) and noise caused
by the γ-ﬂash and γ pile-up (bottom) collected during the measurement of 147Sm sample. The x-axis is
time relative to the event trigger.

PIPS detectors are constructed with a boron dopant that produces a low energy α
background, which is capable of passing the pulse-shape-discrimination criteria and
required a second method of discrimination. Q-values of the (n,α) reactions in
149

Sm, and

10

147

Sm,

B are 10.127, 9.436 and 2.789 MeV, respectively, so boron α events were

easily removed through pulse-height-discrimination. Figure 5.8 shows pulse height
spectra from both detectors (PLL and NLL) during the
were caused by

10

147

Sm run. All of the NLL events

7

B(n,α) Li reactions, the γ-ﬂash, or γ pile-up so the lower limit

discriminator value of 600 was chosen to eliminate the majority of NLL events. The
remaining NLL’s comprised the time-dependent background.
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Figure 5.8 – Pulse height spectra of NLL and PLL pulses for the 147Sm run for all slowing-down times.
Some PLL pulses were able to over-range the digitizer producing the peak at an RDV of 2047. Below
an RDV of 600 the NLL pulses count rate is comparable to the PLL pulse count rate, indicating that a
large portion of PLL pulses are from background events such as the γ-flash, 10B(n,α)7Li reactions.

Time spectra from the 147Sm measurement are shown in Figure 5.9. Noise picked up
after the signals were combined caused ringing and limited the measurement without
pulse shape discrimination to below 10 keV. As can be seen in Figure 5.9, the
combination of pulse shape and height discrimination eliminated much of the counts from
the γ-ﬂash in the high-energy range and extended the measurement from ~10 µs (~1 keV)
to ~1 µs (~100 keV).
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Figure 5.9 – Time spectra of counts from the 147Sm measurement. The top plot is the spectra created
by all events with no pulse-shape-discrimination, the middle plot is filtered to include only PLL pulses
(passing the pulse-shape-discrimination criteria given by in (5.1) and (5.3)), and the bottom plot is
filtered to only include PLL pulses passing the pulse-height-discrimination.
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5.5 Results
Figure 5.10 shows the
ENDF/B-VI.8,

147

Sm(n,α)144Nd cross section measured here compared to

ENDF/B-VII.1,

JENDL-3.3,

JENDL-4.0

evaluations

and

the

measurement by Gledenov et al. [2], all of which were broadened by applying (2.16) and
using the method given in Appendix A. The evaluations between ENDF/B-VII.0 and
ENDF/B-VII.1 did not change so only ENDF/B-VII.1 is labeled. The new measurement
presented here shows the best agreement with the shape of the measurement made by
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Figure 5.10 – Measured 147Sm(n,α)144Nd cross section [71] compared to previous measurements [2],
[72] and evaluations [40] broadened by applying (2.16) and using the method given in Appendix A.

Figure 5.11 shows the results of the

149

Sm(n,α)146Nd cross section compared to the

broadened evaluations from ENDF/B-VII.1, JENDL-3.3 and JENDL-4.0. Again, the
evaluation from ENDF/B-VII.0 and ENDF/B-VII.1 were identical so only ENDF/B-VII.1
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is shown. The measurement here lacks the structure predicted in both ENDF and JENDL
below 10 eV. Some structure is present in the 10 eV to 1 keV region but not to the degree
that appears in the evaluations. It seems that, due to lack of information, the evaluated
(n,α) cross section is a simple scaled down version of the total cross section. The lack of
structure near the 0.0976 and 0.88 eV resonances would suggest that these resonances do
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not contribute signiﬁcantly to the (n,α) reaction (Γα << Γ).
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Figure 5.11 – Measured 149Sm(n,α)146Nd cross section [71] compared to previous measurements [72],
[73], [74], [75], [76] [77], [78] and evaluations [40] broadened by applying (2.16) and using the
method given in Appendix A

Results published by Andzheevski et al. [77], [78] were the results of filtered beam
measurements. During their second measurement in 1988 [78], a beam monitor based off
of the Li(n,α)t reaction was used to normalize the results, whereas during the
measurement published in 1980 [77] used a curve fit to estimate the flux. Considering the
spread of neutron energies reported in each publication (FWHM of 0.72 keV [77] and
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0.65 keV [78] 1.37 keV and 2.0 keV, respectively), such a large drop over the average
cross section in partially overlapping energy regions is not likely. Evaluations [72] tend
to put more weight to the results reported in [78], and data collected during this work
shows better agreement with [78] then with [77]. In addition, the measurement agrees
with Popov et al. [73] results that at an average neutron energy of 30 keV the (n,α) cross
section was <6 µbarn.
Large error bars are present in both measurements above 1 keV and in the

147

Sm

measurement below ~2 eV. The primary cause of the large error bars is from the counting
statistics. Although the large error bars make it difﬁcult to determine resonance
parameters, the results are useful to compare gross structures and differences between
different evaluations.
Zhang et al. [79] also performed measurement of the 149Sm(n,α)146Nd reaction at 4.5,
5.0, 5.5, 6.0, and 6.5 MeV in order to improve the statistical model calculations. Zhang et
al. performed TALYS [80] calculations to fit their experimental results, which can be
used to model down to 1 keV [80], part of lower energy region from this work. Zhang’s
TALYS calculation falls slightly above the data presented here, but still below
Andzheevski et al. [77].
To extrapolate the cross section to values at 0.0253 eV data from 0.09 eV to 1 eV
were ﬁtted to the equation

using the nonlinear, iterative Levenberg-Marquardt

method mentioned Section 4.3.4 and described in Appendix C.

and

are constants,

and error in the measurement was taken as the each weight of each data point. This model
was chosen over the characteristic ⁄ shape (

–0.5) because the low-lying or bound

level (negative energy) resonances can cause deviations from the ⁄ shape.
–0.4 ± 0.2 and predict a thermal cross

The results of this extrapolation give
section of 0.3 ± 0.3 mbarn for

147

Sm. The thermal cross section predicted here for

147

Sm

is lower than the 0.69 ± 0.15 mbarn reported by Cheifetz et al. [72]. Low count statistics
below 1 eV from

147

Sm lead to the large uncertainty in the predicted thermal cross

section. In addition, no correction was made for the low end of the resonance structure
(which has a much shallower slope) that was made for nearby resonance at 3.397 eV
[40]. To improve the fit, an LSDS resolution broadened resonance (which can be
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modeled using the Briet-Wigner single-level formula [32] and the broadening method
discussed in Appendix A) at 3.397 eV can be added to the simplified model
–0.684 ± 0.001 and predict an 11.5 ± 1.1

Using the same method, results give
mbarn thermal neutron cross section for

149

Sm. Okamoto [74] reported a 28.5 ± 3.7

thermal cross section, Cheifetz et al. [72], Beg and Macfarlane [75], and Andreev and
Sirotkin [76] reported higher values closer to 43 mbarn. Again, this measurement
predicted a lower thermal cross section than previously measured.
The
149

147

Sm cross section is very low compared to the

Sm contamination of the

149

Sm below 1 eV, making a

147

Sm sample a concern in this energy range. To eliminate

any cross contamination from the two samples different glassware and pipettes were used
and each contained only the one solution being deposited. The small amount of
the enriched
147

147

149

Sm in

Sm sample (0.36%) would contribute less than 5% of the measured

Sm(n,α)144Nd cross section.
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6. MAGNETIC DEFLECTION AND COLLIMATION
The energy released during the decay of unstable nuclei can be deposited in the detector
and mimic (n,α) or (n,p) reactions, and if enough energy is deposited quickly enough the
detector may become paralyzed and insensitive to α particles and protons all together. In
order to expand the method presented here to allow short-lived radioisotopes to be
measured, particularly ones that undergo β– and β+ decay, a method of eliminating β
particles from the detector with minimal effect on protons and α particles was developed.
This chapter details the work performed designing a magnetic deflector/collimator.

6.1 Basic Physics
A charged particle with charge
will experience a force,

and velocity

moving through a magnetic field of

, given by
(6.1)

For simplicity, the direction of the magnetic field will define the –x-axis, the source of
charged particles (i.e. the sample) will lie on the xy-plane and be centered on the origin,
and the detector is placed at a positive z-location, parallel to and centered above the
source along the +z-axis. This simplifies (6.1) to
| |
where

is the angle between

( )

(6.2)

and the +x-axis. ,

, and

are the magnitudes of

velocity, magnetic field, and the centripetal force, respectively. The absolute value of
taken to ensure that

is not negative. In addition,

is

is confined to the yz-plane making

a constant. The radius of the circle (or helix) traced out by a charged particle is given
by
(

( ))

(6.3)

is equal to the particles momentum . The rest mass,

, of a β particle is small (511

keV/ 2), making it necessary to use the relativistic form of momentum for all but the
absolutely lowest energy β particles. The relativistic form of momentum is expressed as
)

√(
where

is kinetic energy, and

(

)

(6.4)

is the speed of light. Combining (6.2), (6.3), and (6.4)

gives the radius of the helix as a function of

and
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as

(

)

( )

( )

(6.5)

The geometry is shown in Figure 6.1

Figure 6.1 – Geometry of one emitted β– particle. The β is emitted at angle θ from the x-axis and
angle φ from the y-axis in the yz-plane causing it to travel along a helix with radius R.

This is already enough information to prove that a magnetic deflector can deflect β
particles from the detector without significantly removing protons and α particles. Table
6.1 shows an example of the radii of protons, α particles, and β particles emitted by 48V
under the influence of three different magnetic field strengths. The most energetic β
possible is deflected with a radius at least 80 times smaller than the radius of either the α
particle or proton. Figure 6.2 shows some representative paths that these particles could
follow. Given the already low count rates encountered in this work, it is reasonable to
assume the distance between the detector and source will be kept as small as possible (~1
or 2 cm) to keep the solid angle efficiency as high as possible. Over this small distance,
heavy charged particles can be assumed to still travel in straight lines and the remaining
discussion will be limited to β particles. For consistency, all analysis in this section will
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be performed assuming positrons are being deflected; however, β– would behave
identically to β+ if the magnetic field was directed along the –x-axis.
Table 6.1 – Energies of charged particles emitted by 48V and their radii of deflection in different
magnetic fields. All particles are emitted perpendicular to the magnetic field.

Particle
α
p
β+

Energy
[keV]
2056 [81] 1
4697 [81] 2
295 [82] 3
696 [83]4

Radius of Deflection under a Magnetic Field [mm]
0.1 T
0.2 T
0.4 T
4144
2072
1036
3136
1568
784
20.8
10.4
5.2
36.5
18.2
9.1

1

The value was obtained by assuming the Q-value of the (n,α) reaction is entirely released in the form of
kinetic energies of the resultant α particle and 45Sc nucleus. The Q-value was obtained from Wapstra et al.
[81].
2
The value was obtained by assuming the Q-value of the (n,α) reaction is entirely released in the form of
kinetic energies of the resultant α particle and 45Sc nucleus. The Q-value was obtained from Wapstra et al
[81].
3
This is the weighted average of all possible positron emission energies [82].
4
This is the maximum energy of the most probably decay scheme emitting a positron. Approximately half
of decays will undergo electron capture and the other half will follow a decay path that emits a positron
with an energy up to 696 keV [82]. 0.395% of all 48V decays follow a decay path in which higher energy
positron may be emitted [81]. This path was ignored due to its low probability.
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Figure 6.2 – Traces of the paths followed by a 3 MeV proton, a 5 MeV α particle, and two 1 MeV β+
particles in a 0.5 T magnetic field directed into the page. Energies were selected to be representative
of typical emission energies of isotopes that may be encountered while measuring (n,α) and (n,p)
cross sections of short-lived radioisotopes. One positron is emitted with an initial velocity pointed
along the y-axis, the initial velocities of other three particles are directed along the z-axis, all are
perpendicular to the magnetic field. The particle energies were selected to represent likely energies
that could be encountered during this work.

Figure 6.2 shows that the azimuthal angle of emission becomes important in
determining the apex height ( ), or maximum height a β particle will reach. From
geometric considerations shown in Figure 6.3, the apex height is found to be
(
where

)

(

)(

( ))

is the azimuthal angle of emission and is measured from the +y-axis.
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(6.6)
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Figure 6.3 – Possible path traveled by a charged particle emitted with azimuthal angle φ. In three
dimensions the charged particle (red path) would follow a helix around a magnetic field line, either
directly into or out of the page depending on its initial direction. The maximum height is a function
of the φ and the radius R and is a maximum when φ = 0 for a given R.

The detector can be placed at large distances from the sample to ensure all of the β
particles are deflected away from the detector, but this also decreases the solid angle
efficiency for collection of α particles and proton. Most detectors should be able to
function with a small incident β flux so it is worth also looking at the number of β
particles reaching the detector as a function of the detector height above the sample,
The fraction of β particles,
distributions of , , and

, reaching or exceeding

)

can be calculated from the

by
( )

(

.

∫

(

∫

)

( )

∫

( )

(

( )

(6.7)

)

where β particles are born in a spread of energies which generally can be closely
approximated [84] by
( )

(

)

⁄
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(

) (

)

(6.8)

where

is the Q-value for the decay and

unity. The factor of (

)

is used to normalize the area under

( ) to

( ) is inserted to ensure proper normalization over all

solid angles when emission is isotropic.
The limits of integration in (6.7) are selected to include all possible kinetic energies
and emission angles that cause β particles to reach or surpass the height of the detector,
i.e.
(6.9)
β particles cannot be born with more kinetic energy than the Q-value for the decay, which
sets the first limit of integration as
(6.10)
By solving (6.6) for
⁄ and

when

, and

and

are selected to maximize

(i.e.

), the minimum emission energy that can satisfy (6.9) is
⁄

((
The limits of

(

)

) )

(6.11)

must be chosen such that the radius of the helix traced out by a β particle

with kinetic energy

⁄ . Solving (6.6) for these conditions when

is at least

yields
( )

(

)

(6.12)

and by symmetry
( )

(

)

(6.13)

)

(6.14)

is found to be
(
by solving (6.6) for

when

)

(

. All smaller ’s increase

, making the last limit of

integration
(
is not simply the reflection of
because all particles born with

)
about 0 as

(6.15)
was of

about

⁄

begin by moving into the sample backing

and are stopped before turning back up towards the detector. Figure 6.4 shows
representative plots of (6.7).
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Figure 6.4 – Plots of (6.7). The detector is assumed infinitely large so the fraction of α particles and
protons reaching the detector is 0.5. This assumption will be changed in the next section.

The magnetic field can be increased to deflect β particles away from the detector
faster, but at some point, technological limits are reached and the magnetic field reaches a
maximum achievable value. Using strong rare earth magnets and geometries similar to
those used in the samarium measurement (source and detector diameters on the order of 1
cm), magnetic fields of ~0.5 T (or slightly greater) can be achieved. Instead, other
methods can be employed to reduce

further, including the use of a collimator.

6.2 Collimation
Without a collimator,

was limited to 0 because all particles with

would have

immediately enter the sample backing and been stopped before reaching the detector. A
collimator wall can be added to eliminate some β particles emitted with

because

these initial trajectories send β particles out towards the side before reaching their apex
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heights. Even if the fraction of β particles eliminated by the collimator is small, the β
particles that are removed are those that would have reached the greatest apex height. For
now, it will be assumed that β particles entering the collimator wall are instantly stopped.
The simplest geometry to analyze is a vertical wall, located at

and flush with

the sample and detector. For symmetry and to ensure the source and detector have a finite
widths, it will be assumed that there is a second collimator wall at

.

will be

referred to as the collimators half-width. Figure 6.5 shows this geometry and its effects
and how the particle’s initial y-location,

on the upper and lower limits of

important. Following this example, the collimator walls located at

, becomes
and at

will be referred to as right and left collimator walls, respectively.
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Figure 6.5 – Effects of a collimator and distributed source on the limits of φ. φmin is identified as the
azimuthal angle of emission that causes the charged particle to impact the collimator and detector
simultaneously (blue trace), trace out a path where the collimator surface is a tangent (red trace), or
0 (green trace) if the particle is born too far from the collimator to impact the collimator. φmax is
either the angle that causes the charged particle to apex at the detector surface (plum trace), or the
angle which causes the charged particle to reach the corner between the detector and collimator
(lime trace).
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Three possible situations give rise to the limitations on
shown in Figure 6.5. First, some combinations of , , and

, resulting in three limits
(i.e.

) make it

impossible for the β particle to interact with the right collimator wall and

is the

same as the uncollimated setup (green path from Figure 6.5). Secondly, β particles
emitted with small deflection radii will typically need to extend far in the +y-direction
before gaining enough height to reach the detector. The smallest

is determined by the

path that has the surface of the right collimator wall as a tangent. This limiting factor is
also true for β particles emitted with large deflection radii but exceedingly close to the
right collimator. β particles along these paths skim the surface of the collimator but do
not enter it (shown as the red path in Figure 6.5). Finally, β particles emitted with large
radii (relative to

) but far from the right collimator wall are able to reach the detector

without having to first change direction of motion along the y-direction. The minimum
causes the β particle to reach the detector and collimator

possible value of

simultaneously (blue path in Figure 6.5). For compactness, the definition
(6.16)
is made, and the lower limit of

becomes

(
(

)

(

√

)
)

(

)

(6.17)

{
where
{

(6.18)

is limited by two mechanisms. As with the uncollimated setup, β particles
must still be born with a small enough

to allow the β particle to reach the detector,

which can be given by equating (6.6) to

, and is shown by the plum path from Figure

6.5. Additionally, the particle must reach the detector before the left collimator wall at
. This upper limit on

causes β particles to intersect the detector and left
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collimator simultaneously and is shown as the lime path in Figure 6.5. The upper limit of
can be defined as
(
(

)
{

(

)
(6.19)

√

)

(

)

where,
(6.20)
The limits on the
on

and

and

must also be modified. It is easiest to derive the limitations

by looking at the limits on . The maximum radius is not limited by geometry

since paths described by straight lines (

) can avoid the collimators indefinitely

with the correct selection of emission angles. Instead,

is limited by the maximum

energy β particles can possess, and is given by
(

)

(6.21)

remains limited solely by the Q-value for the decay and (6.10) holds true.
The minimum radius is limited by three situations. When a β particle is emitted
sufficiently far from the right collimator wall for

to be equal to 0, like any β particle in

the uncollimated geometry, the radius of the path must be at least

⁄ . This particle will

not interact with either collimator wall but will follow a path that has the detector surface
as a tangent. Alternatively, if the collimator walls are far apart but the β particle is
emitted close to the right collimator wall, the β particle can follow a path that has both the
right collimator wall and detector surface as tangents. Finally, when the collimator is
narrow compared to the detector height, the β particle may be able to interact with both
collimator walls, causing the limiting path to have the right collimator wall as a tangent
and intersect the detector surface and left collimator wall simultaneously.
Mathematically, these limits can be written as
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(

√

( )

(6.22)

√

(
{

)

(

)

√

)

is found in an identical manner as in the analysis of the uncollimated system,
but can be left in terms of

, resulting in
)

√(

The maximum allowed value of
With the introduction of
)

(6.23)

for a given , and is
(

(

)

⁄ . (6.5) can be used to equate the limiting radius

(6.23) reduces to (6.11) when
from (6.22) to the limiting

(

∫

)

(

)

(6.24)
about ⁄ .

remains the reflection of

it becomes necessary to modify (6.7) to
∫

∫

( ) ( )

∫

( )

(6.25)

( ) is the function describing how the β particles are initially distributed on the sample
surface, e.g. for a point source
(

)

( )

( ), for a uniform rectangular source

and for a uniform circular source

( )

(

√

)

where

( )
is either

the sample’s radius or half-width. The two new limits of integration must also be defined.
The left most position a β particle can be emitted from is on the left collimator wall,
that is
(6.26)
since this example assumed the source extends to both collimator walls and no further.
Determining the right most position a β particle can be emitted from and still reach the
collimator is more complicated because three different situations must be examined. The
first condition is simply that the β particle cannot be emitted beyond the boundary of the
source or collimator wall. The two remaining conditions can both be determined by
setting
of

and solving for

when

and

⁄ . Emission at values

from this location would cause the β particle to either be deflected directly into the
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would leave the β particle incapable of reaching the

right collimator wall while larger

detector height or colliding with the left collimator before reaching the detector. All of
these paths have the right collimator wall as a tangent. Mathematically,
{

√

(6.27)

where
{
and

(6.28)

is one of the solutions to
(

)

(

√

)

(

)

(6.29)

Analytical solutions to this quartic equation can be written, but writing out the rather long
result does not add anything to this discussion, so it will not be given. With this result,
(6.25) is fully defined.
Evaluations of (6.25) are shown in Figure 6.6 for a

1 MeV and

0.5 T for

various collimator widths as a function of detector height above the sample. The addition
of collimator walls can be seen to decrease the fraction of β particles reaching the
detector and the improvement is more drastic at smaller collimator wall separations (i.e.
at small values of

). Before the addition of collimator walls, the detector was assumed

infinitely large, which meant that the solid angle for the collection of protons and α
particles was

. Since in this example, the detector had a finite width (but still infinite

length) curves were added showing how solid angle efficiency decreased as
or

decreased

increased. Section 6.4 is discuss how slanting the collimator walls (so that the

detector is wider than the sample) can increase the solid angle while only slightly
decreasing the fraction of β particles deflected.
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Figure 6.6 – Plots of (6.25). The detector is assumed infinitely long in the x-direction. The magnetic
field and Q-value for β decay were held constant at 0.5 T and 1 MeV, respectively. Some protons
and/or α particles are removed due to the decrease in solid angle efficiency of the detector, but are
still assumed to be unaffected by the magnetic field.

Eliminating a greater fraction of β particles is desirable, but the collimator has a
second, more important effect. Setting

greater than the maximum apex height,

,

does not aid in eliminating β particles since all β particles have been completely deflected
away from the detector at that point. However, increasing

above

does decrease

the solid angle efficiency for the collection of protons and α particles. Looking back at
⁄ , and

(6.6), the maximum

will occur when

occurs when

. Plugging these values into (6.6) and (6.17) yields
{

√

,

(

)

which, in turn,

(6.30)

As long as the collimator width is less than the greatest radius a β particle can achieve,
the β particles cannot reach as high in a collimated system as an uncollimated system.
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The infinitely long geometry analyzed shows that a collimator can be used to reduce
the fraction of β particles reaching a detector placed at

, and more importantly, to

reduce the maximum apex height. However, constructing such a system is not feasible
because no limits were placed on the sample, collimator, or detector in the x-dimension.
Adding collimator walls at

further reduced

(

) because particles must then

reach the detector before impacting either of these walls, which, depending on the
, can further limit the range

and

may take. These additional collimator walls also give

importance to the β particles’ initial x-position,

, and add an extra variable to integrate

over just as the first two collimator walls added the dependence on

. Moving to more

complex geometries (e.g. cylindrical or parallelogram collimators) quickly makes the
already complex integrals almost unmanageable and it becomes much easier to analyze
collimator designs using a Monte Carlo process. A Monte Carlo program (called PTIM)
was written for this work and is described in Appendix 10. A simple experiment was
performed to verify that the PTIM code could accurately predict the effect of a magnetic
field on β particle detection.

6.3 Experimental Verification
Experiments with magnets and a mixed α/β– source were performed to verify that the
theoretical model (PTIM code) could be used to accurately describe a physical situation.
The mixed α/β– source made of 230Th (

4.77 MeV) and 204Tl (

764 keV) was

used to simulate a (n,α) cross section measurement of a β-emitting radioisotope. The
center of the source contained a 10 mm diameter deposition of

230

Th used to simulate

(n,α) reactions, and the 204Tl was deposited in a ring extending from the edge of the 230Th
area to an outer diameter of 20 mm. The total α and β activities were 27 nCi and 100 µCi,
respectively.
A Canberra PIPS detector (Model # PD 450-17-100 AM) with 100 µm depletion
thickness was used to measure the α and β particle energy spectra and counting rates
simultaneously. Counts were recorded for 1 hr for 4 different setups.
Three runs were performed with 1” wide by 1” tall Neodymium-Iron-Boron (NdFeB)
magnets. The magnet thickness was varied to generate different magnetic field strengths
between the sample and detector. An additional run was performed with no magnets.
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Table 6.2 contains the magnet thicknesses used in each run and the measured magnetic
field at a position directly between centers of the two magnets. For each of the three runs
performed with magnets, two identical magnets were placed in a holder separated by 14.5
mm and oriented so that they attracted each other. The magnetic field produced by this
geometry was roughly parabolic along all three axes, dropped to half its center value at
the upper, lower, front, and back edges of the magnetics, and increased to roughly twice
its center value at the surface of the magnets. The measured magnetic field profile is
shown in Figure 6.7.
Table 6.2 – Parameters for different magnetic deflector runs. Two 1” wide by 1” tall magnetics of the
given thickness were separated by 14.5 mm and produced a magnetic field in the center plane
between the two magnets equal to the given center magnetic field strength.

Magnet Thickness [in]
0
1/4
1/2
1

Center Magnetic Field Strength [T]
0
0.23
0.35
0.48
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-0.25
0.00
0.25
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Distance from the Center of the Center of the
Deflector Volume Center [in]
Figure 6.7 – Measured magnetic field profiles for 1” thick magnet.

To minimize the introduction of geometric differences between runs, the source was
fixed to the bottom of the magnet holder, 10 mm below the bottom edge of the magnets.
Two 2.35 mm thick Teflon sheets were also fixed to the magnet holder. One Teflon sheet
had a 13 mm diameter hole and was affixed to the surface of the source such that the hole
in the sheet was concentric with the α source and a fraction of the β source was still
visible. The second Teflon sheet had a 6.6 mm diameter hole and was placed on the top
surface of the magnets and concentric with the hole of the first Teflon sheet. These two
Teflon sheets ensured that the detector area visible to the source remained at the same
relative position from one run to the next. The relatively narrow holes in the Teflon
sheets compared to distance between the sheets minimized the effect of the varying
magnetic field in the x- and y- directions. A single Teflon sheet was able to stop all of the
β particles emitted from the sample.
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The entire geometry described in this section was placed in a vacuum chamber,
which was evacuated using a rough pump. The experimental setup is shown in Figure
6.8.

Vacuum
Chamber

Detector
Magnet

Source

Figure 6.8 – NdFeB magnets (1” x 1” x 1”) in a vacuum chamber used the measure deflected β
particles.
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MCA spectra were taken for the four runs and are shown in Figure 6.9 and Figure
6.10. Figure 6.9 shows the energy spectra of α particles are unaffected by the magnetic
field except for a small shift to the right in the run with 1” magnets. The corresponding β
spectra, shown in Figure 6.10, could not be measured down to channel number 0 due to
noise, and a lower limit discriminator removed data below about channel number 60.
Table 6.3 contains the area under the α and β peaks.
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Figure 6.9 – Experimental α particle spectra. Data was collected without a source for 15 minutes; the
results are scaled up by a factor of four.
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Figure 6.10 – Experimental β particle spectra after recording for one hour. Background
measurements for each geometry are not shown but never constitute a significant contribution to the
count rate. Data was collected without a source for 15 minutes; the results are scaled up by a factor
of four.

Table 6.3 – Area under the α and β peaks in one hour.

Center Magnetic Field
Strength [T]
0
0.23
0.35
0.48

Counts in α peak
(Channel 900 to 1000)
2576
2421
2533
2777

Counts in β peak
(Channel 60 to 125)
33100
13866
5429
3625

Since the detector is not thick enough to fully stop most of the β particles it is
important to determine the endpoint energy of the β curves in order to calibrate the
energy scale. Figure 6.11 shows MCNP simulations of the distribution of energy deposit
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in the 100 µm thick active thickness of the detector by monoenergetic electrons. The peak
near the full energy of the electrons indicates that if a 764 keV β particle were to reach
the detector, it is likely that it could deposit its full energy and the endpoint of the β peak
from Figure 6.10 does correspond to 764 keV. Linearly extrapolating on a lin-log scale
shows that channel 125 is roughly where all four experiments cross the y-axis. The
energy calibration was performed knowing that channels 125 and 920 corresponded to
the maximum β particle energy and the α particle energy respectively, which means the
lower limit discriminator was set to roughly 460 keV. Above the lower limit
discriminator, noise did not significantly contribute to the signal.

Counts

1.0
T = 300 keV
T = 400 keV
T= 500 keV
T = 600 keV
T = 700 keV
T = 800 keV
0.5

0.0
0

200

400

600

800

Distribution of Energy Deposited in Detector [keV]
Figure 6.11 – Distributions of the energy deposited in 100 µm of silicon from several monoenergetic
electrons as calculated by MCNP.

Finally, to show that the PTIM program is capable of reproducing these results,
simulations were performed matching the experimental geometry. The magnetic field
profile was simplified to a constant along the x- and y-directions and a parabolic shape
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along the z-axis. The magnetic field had a center value given by Table 6.2 and and
dropped to half its maximum value at the upper and lower edges of the magnets, as given
by the equation
(
where

)

(

(

is the center magnetic field strength,

is the z-distances from where

) )

(6.31)

is the height of the magnets, and

was measured. Simulated pulse height spectra are

shown in Figure 6.12.
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Figure 6.12 – Simulated β particle spectra energy spectra reaching the detector.

Figure 6.13 shows experimental deflection results compared to simulation results.
Experimental α counts were normalized to the average of the four runs while
experimental and simulated β counts were normalized to the number of counts when no
magnets were present. Simulations of the magnetic deflector show reasonable agreement
with experiments. Error was most likely introduced into the simulation with the
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approximation of the parabolic magnetic field profile beyond the space directly between
the magnets, the assumed perfect alignment of the holes in the Teflon sheets, and the
assumption that β particles will deposit all of their energy in the detector. Section 6.4.2
will show how the magnetic field behaves slightly beyond the magnets (in the Teflon
sheets). Slight misalignment of holes in the Teflon sheets either could cause additional
collimation or reduced collimation of β particles depending on the average angle of the β
particles near the upper Teflon sheet, which can be affected by the magnetic field
strength and direction. Lastly, MCNP results from the energy deposited in the detector
could be used to improve the MCA spectra from PTIM. Simulations using the PTIM
program given in Appendix 10 should be satisfactory to determine what fraction of β
particles can be deflected given a specific geometry. In addition, the program can be used
to determine the minimum detector height above the sample needed to deflect the β
particles from the detector completely.
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Figure 6.13 – Normalized α and β counts from the experimental setup compared to approximations
and simulations. α particle counts were normalized to the average of the four runs and the large mass
of the α particle means no applicable deflection was expected and the count rate should be constant. β
particle counts were normalized such that the setup with no magnets was normalized to unity. The
error bars the normalized β counts from experimental results are smaller than the data points.

6.4 Magnetic Deflector/Collimator Design
In designing a magnetic deflector/collimator system, there are several parameters to
select and optimize. Additionally, the purpose of the magnetic deflector/collimator is to
extend the range of measurable isotopes to short-lived β emitters, which means that even
the sample should not have any a priori definition (i.e. shape, size, Q-value, or energy
spread). This is enough flexibility to make any general optimization impossible so this
section will discuss general design considerations in the context of an example: a

48

V

sample prepared for the measurement of the 48V(n,p)48Ti cross section. It will be assumed
that:
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1. a 2×109 Bq 48V sample is uniformly deposited in a 1 cm2 area,
2. exactly half of the decays follow the decay scheme with a β endpoint
energy of ~700 keV [83] while the other half undergo electron capture
resulting in no emission of charged particles,
3. (6.8) describes the energy spectrum of the emitted positrons exactly,
4. the detector is only sensitive to protons and β particles, not γ-rays,
5. the total detector area is limited to 4 cm2 at most by either
technological or budgetary considerations, and half of this total area
must be used for the compensating side,
6. a minimum magnetic field strength of 0.5 T magnetic field is present
and the field is uniform throughout the deflector volume, giving the
700 keV β particles a maximum radius of ~7.3 mm
7. the protons remain unaffected by the magnetic field,
8. any particle entering the collimator is instantly stopped,
9. a β particle reaching the detector deposits all of its energy in the
detector, and
10. the detector and electronics recover from β particles or proton
interactions in ~400 ns and the signals produced by protons and β
particles are indistinguishable by pulse shape discrimination.
6.4.1

Optimization

Designing the deflector/collimator will require optimization of several geometric
parameters by the correct selection of certain geometric parameters. Figures-ofmerit, FOM, could include geometric efficiency for collection of protons, fraction
of β particles deflected away from the detector, and energy deposition rate from
the β particles not deflected. These terms are calculated as
(6.32)
(
and
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)

(6.33)

(6.34)
respectively. Engineering and construction difficulties will also be considered, however it
is difficult to construct a meaningful FOM so no formal definition will be given.
is the geometric efficiency for collection of the emitted protons and can be
calculated as the solid angle,

, subtended by the detector. A large

keeps the proton

collection efficiency high and allows for shorter experiment times, or lower mass samples
with lower activities. The calculation of

is discussed in Appendix E.

is the fraction of positrons deflected from the detector. Small changes in this FoM
become important when the rate of β particles reaching the detector is low enough that
individual β’s can be detected and may appear as protons to the DAQ system. Larger
reductions in

become necessary when β particles appear as noise in the signal and can

cause signals from protons to fail pulse shape discrimination. For minor design changes,
can be used to roughly estimate the improvement of the modification, but larger
changes in

may also be indicative of a change in the energy spectrum of β particles

reaching the detector, which can affect
is the ratio of

.

, the energy deposited by a single proton divided by pulse length

(~10 keV/ns in this example), to

, the energy deposition rate by β particles in the

detector. If this ratio is near unity and the number of β particles reaching the detector is
small, it is statistically possible for some β particles to interact with the detector quickly
enough to mimic a single proton. However, if

is large and the β particle interaction

rate is high, a steady current may be drawn through the detector which can result in a
worst-case scenario of complete detector insensitivity to protons.
Table 6.4 contains a list of problems that can occur under certain conditions.
Numerical values are not given to the ranges of the FOMs because they are dependent on
several other factors, including but not limited to sample activity, maximum β energy,
energy spectrum of β particles reaching the detector, detector recovery time, electronics,
discriminator level, detector response to β particles vs. protons, etc.
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Table 6.4 – Problems that may be encountered at different values of the magnetic
deflector/collimator FOMs.

Additional Consideration

Low
Very
High
Low

Modest

Very
Low

Effect
Longer counting times will be
needed.
Counting time is much larger Sample may decay away before
than sample half-life
measurement is finished.
Multiple samples will be
needed.
Counting time is longer than Multiple attempts will be
available machine time
needed to collect the desired
statistics.
High energy β particles and Individual β particles may pass
low discriminator level
discrimination and be counted
as a proton.
A large background rate will
need to be subtracted from the
low proton counting rate.
Modest energy β particles or Multiple β particles may mimic
low discriminator level, very a single proton.
relaxed pulse shape criteria
Modest energy β particles or Multiple β particles may pass
low trigger threshold, strict trigger threshold but should be
pulse shape criteria
eliminated by pulse shape
discrimination and increase
system dead time.
Low energy β particles or
The β particle signals on top of
modest trigger threshold,
the proton signal may distort the
very strict pulse shape
proton signal enough to fail
criteria
pulse shape discrimination.
β particles will create a DC
current from the detector.
High current through the
The bias across the detector will
detector
be decreased to below the
Very
minimum required voltage and
high
the detector will become
unresponsive to protons.
Low current through the
The bias voltage power supply
detector
will supply the additional
current needed to maintain the
required bias voltage. The
High
voltage across the detector may
still decrease, and increase to
the desired level as the sample
decays.
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Eliminating unnecessary degrees of freedom early in the design process is always
useful. To that extent, it is easily shown that the optimal radii of the collimator near the
surface of the sample,
, and detector,
and

, and detector,

, are equal to the radii of the sample,

, respectively. As an example, Figure 6.14 shows some evaluations of

for constant

5.64 mm and

5 mm while

and

are individually varied.
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Figure 6.14 – Plots of εΩ (curves) and εN (points) for different Rclower and Rcupper when Rs = Rd = 5.64
mm and Hd = 5 mm. Data points for εN were calculated using the PTIM program. Absolute errors on
all εN points are not shown but are less than 0.02. The points in green circles represent collimators
with vertical walls (i.e. Rclower = Rcupper).

The relatively steep slopes of

and

when

or

is less than 5.6 mm is

due to the source or detector being directly covered by the collimator. Above this domain,
is constant and

continues to decrease slowly until the collimator is too large to see

β particles that would have otherwise reached the detector. Table 6.5 contains the
combined FOM

showing that the greatest value occurs when

and

. Although this is just one example, it is easy to reason that this result is true
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regardless of other geometric conditions. At this point the definitions
will be made and there will be no further mention of

or

and
.

Table 6.5 – FOM εΩεN for the different geometries plotted in Figure 6.14.

Lower
Collimator
Radius
(
)
[mm]

Upper collimator radius (
) [mm]
4
5
6
7
5.64
0.043971 0.043589 0.07207 0.072003 0.071974
4
0.061286 0.060447 0.103085 0.10294 0.102827
5
5.64 0.072013 0.070769 0.122972 0.122812 0.122696
0.071968 0.070709 0.122817 0.122729 0.122641
6
0.071939 0.070637 0.122684 0.122658 0.122641
7
0.071888 0.070652 0.122666 0.122613 0.122612
8

8
0.071917
0.102804
0.122639
0.122645
0.122675
0.122586

Section 6.2 showed how adding a collimator comprised of two parallel walls could
help eliminate positrons that would have reached the detector in the absences of any
collimation and Figure 6.14 assumed a circular detector, sample, and collimator. These
are not the only two geometries and it becomes necessary to define what geometries will
be considered. As a first step, it would seem natural to limit this discussion to the more
common detector shapes and their close geometric relatives.
In general, a circular geometry has three independent variables: source radius,
detector radius, and detector height above the sample,
the source area,

, is assumed to be 1 cm2,

maximum detector area,

,

, and

, respectively. Since

is fixed at 5.64 mm. The assumed

, was set to 2 cm2, giving

a maximum value of 7.98 mm.

At times during the optimization, it will make sense to talk about the slant of the
collimator wall rather than the detector radius, which will be defined as
(

)

(6.35)

is not an independent variable since it can be expressed in terms of the of geometric
parameters. Oval and ellipsoidal geometries will not be analyzed because they are very
uncommon shapes for detectors.
A rectangular geometry has more parameters that can be varied, source and detector
half-widths in both the x- and y-directions and the detector height above the source. The
additional subscripts of

and

will be added to
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and

to specify the half-width in

the x- or y-direction, respectively. In addition, the collimator walls do not need to be
parallel or perpendicular to the magnetic field. This analysis will assume that one set of
collimator walls traces out the lines
set of walls traces out the lines
geometries with

on the sample surface, and that the other
( )

, where

is the collimator’s skew. For

, the sample and detector are actually parallelograms. Again,

must still equal 1 cm2, but since this is only one constraint.
the independent variable and

will typically be treated as

can be defined in terms of

and

statement can be made for the detector. For the rectangular geometry,

. A similar
will define the

slant of the collimator walls parallel (or at least not perpendicular) to the y-axis, and
will define the slant of the collimator walls parallel to x-axis, i.e.
(

)

(6.36)

(

)

(6.37)

and

Although parallelogram detectors are common, a rectangular detector may easily be
seated into the parallelogram geometry with minimal loss of active area depending on
and

, and will be discussed. Figure 6.15 shows the parallelogram geometry with the

adjustable parameters labeled. Table 6.6 shows the effects of different setup geometries.
Squares and parallelograms are special cases of the rectangular geometry.
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b)

a)

c)

d)

Figure 6.15 – Images of the parallelogram geometry showing the parameters that can be varied.
Image a) is an isometric view, b) is a side view, c) is the front view, and d) is a bottom view of just the
sample. Images a) b) and c) are drawn with no skew (α = 0) for clarity, image d) shows sample with a
skew of 20°. One magnet and a collimator wall were moved in the isometric view (a) and removed in
the front view (b), and a collimator wall was removed in the side view (b) to gain a better view inside
the coll. The green components are the detector. Blue components represent the sample backing, with
the light blue being the area the sample is limited to. Magnets are drawn in grey and the dark grey
and white components are the collimator walls.
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Table 6.6 – εΩ and εN for different geometries. The Geometry column gives the shape of the sample
and detector. γ and δ were set to zero for each simulation.

Geometry

[mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [rad]
5
5.64
5.64
N/A
Circle
4
5.64
5.64
N/A
Circle
6
5.64
5.64
N/A
Circle
5
5.64
5
N/A
Circle
5
5.64
6
N/A
Circle
5
5
5
N/A
Circle
5
5
5
5
5
0
Square
5
2
12.5
2
12.5
0
Rectangle
5
12.5
2
12.5
2
0
Rectangle
5
5
5
5
⁄
Parallelogram 5
5
5
5
5
⁄
Parallelogram 5
When

[%]
93.4238
90.1981
95.7513
94.4025
92.8860
94.9826
93.6818
95.5761
95.4712
93.8474
94.2066

[%]
13.161
16.185
10.851
10.909
14.406
12.491
11.465
9.457
9.457
11.182
10.677

, the circular geometry is able to deflected and eliminate a

greater fraction of the emitted β particles than the square geometry. This can be explained
by noting that

for the circular geometry is always less than or equal to

, which

means that the average distance between the collimator wall and the β particle’s initial
location is less in the circular geometry than the rectangular geometry on average.
Reviewing the results from Section 6.2, β particles will impact the collimator unless they
are born with a

, and

is greater for β particles born closer to the left

collimator wall. This effect can be reproduced in part by skewing the left collimator walls
in the rectangular geometry. With skewed walls, β particles initially emitted in the +xdirection would see an effective

smaller than the actual

, which increases

.

On the other hand, β particles initially emitted in the –x-direction see an effective
increase in

and a corresponding decrease in

isotropic, fewer β particles are born with the smaller
increase

, however, since emission is
’s and there should be a net

. Figure 6.16 shows simulations run to verify this effect.
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Figure 6.16 – Plots of εN and εΩ for different α as a function of Rsy for a As = Ad = 1 cm2.

At small and large values of

, opposite collimator walls are so close together that

β particles aren’t likely to travel far before reaching one side of the collimator or the other
and the effect of

on

is small. For more intermediate values of

, the majority of β

particles are born far enough from any collimator wall that a β particle’s x-position can
significantly change and effects from the collimator’s skew can be seen.
Although a clear trend is present in

, the improvement based solely on changes in

is marginal, however, two other effects work to the skewed collimator design. First,
Figure 6.16 shows that

is a maximum when

. Secondly, it will be discussed

later, but the skewed collimator walls are the permanent magnets used to create the
magnetic field and complications arise in trying to construct a strong uniform magnetic
field if these magnets are skewed. Both of these problems can be overcome, however, at
this point it is easiest (even if not necessarily best) to set

.

Although not strictly necessary, the high energy of the β particles and the high
activity of this sample in this example indicates that it is probably necessary to ensure
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that all of the β particles are deflected away from the detector. Even if not strictly
necessary in the general case, it would seem best to try to eliminate all β particles from
the detector. The exception to this would be when the Q-value is very low and the
detector can function under small but constant current flowing through the detector, or
when the activity is very low and the small constant background can be easily subtracted
out from the measurement.
Prior to now,

was used in this discussion to remove any effects of changing the

detector height. This has been fine up until now because the discussion was limited to
eliminating unnecessary degrees of freedom that would have been shown to hold true
regardless of when they were introduced, but since
β particles are deflected away from the detector,
prudent to introduce

is now defined such that all of the
is equal to unity. At this point it is

, the maximum apex height of any β particle. Calculation of

for both circular and rectangular geometries as a function of

and

is somewhat

lengthy, but can be found in Appendix F. To ensure that every β particle is deflected
away from the detector,

must be set

. For the remainder of this discussion,

.
Figure 6.17 shows evaluations of
independent of

. At large values of

as a function of

and

, where

(

⁄ ). A smaller

will remove β particles emitted with ’s smaller than some minimum value of
in Appendix F) and decrease

from 0 is dependent on

is

, β particles may be emitted with a

allowing them to reach an apex height of

as

;

; the point where

and .
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(defined

begins to increase
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Figure 6.17 – Plots of Hmax for a 700 keV β particle as a function of Rsy evaluated for different values
of γ.

Although it was necessary to determine
calculated correctly. Figure 6.18 shows the FOM
small
width

,

, it was only so that
as a function of

could be

, , and . At a

asymptotes to a value corresponding to a line source and a detector of
( ), while a at larger

source and a detector of width of

, the asymptotic value corresponds to a line
( ).
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Figure 6.18 – Plots of εΩ for a detector placed at Hmax for 700 keV β particles as a function of Rsy
evaluated at different values of γ and δ. As was held constant at 1 cm2 but Ad was allowed to vary
beyond the assumed maximum of 2 cm2.

As can be seen in Figure 6.18, larger values of

or

result in larger solid angle

efficiencies while maintaining complete deflection of all β particles. With only this
information, it would seem desirable to set

and

to a large value near

however physically this is not possible. The main reason

increases when

increased is simply that the detector gets larger. The detector area,
terms of the source geometry, and angles

and

If either

or

is

, can be given in

as
( )) (

(

⁄ ,

( ))

(6.38)

were set equal to ⁄ , the detector would have an infinite area, which is

not physically possible. Since

does not appear in the derivation of

and when constant magnetic field is assumed,

can be chosen to maximize

provides the last constraint needed to specify the circular geometry.
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, but affects

,

. This

To fully specify the rectangular geometry,
values that maximize
5 mm,

⁄

and

can the chosen by selecting the

. As can be seen in Figure 6.19,
giving a

⁄

is maximized at roughly

for this example.
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Figure 6.19 – εΩ as a function γ and Rsy. The detector area was held constant at 2 cm2. The nonsymmetry is caused by the smaller values of Hd allowed at small Rsy and small γ.

Thus far, no mentions of scattered β particles, electrons ejected from the collimator
walls as a result of β particles interacting with the collimator material, or charging of the
residual gas in the deflector volume have been made. These will be discussed shortly, in
addition to an examination of the assumption of a constant magnetic field.
6.4.2

Magnets and Non-uniform Magnetic Field Effects

Ideally, the strongest magnetic field possible is best. This statement is made knowing that
there are technological and physical limitations to achievable magnetic field strengths. It
would seem logical to use superconducting electromagnets due to their prevalence in the
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super colliders [85] and given the fact that their sole purpose in super colliders is to
deflect charged particles. These superconducting electromagnets require extremely low
temperatures to operate and typically use liquid helium as coolant because it boils around
4 K. Size restrictions imposed by the LSDS and a desire to keep to total amount of nonlead mass as low as possible to preserve the time-energy relationship means that the
normally required thermal insulation most likely cannot be used. Even if the magnetics
could be sufficiently cooled without insulation, moisture from the air would condense on
the magnets in the form of ice (adding hydrogen into the LSDS), and in all likelihood
damage the detector.
Since superconducting electromagnets cannot be used, it is reasonable to consider
non-superconducting electromagnets. Helmholtz coils (a pair of inductor coils with the
same number of turns and current aligned along the same axis) are typically used when
uniform magnetic fields are needed. The magnetic field at the mid-plane,

( ), can be

calculated from
( )

(

∫

(6.39)
(

where

( ))

( )

( ))

is the permeability of free space, is the current flowing through each coil,

the number of windings comprising each coil,

is the radius of the coils, and

distance between the two coils. To achieve the most uniform field,
to

is

is the

should be set equal

⁄ . Looking at typical electromagnets (Helmholtz coils included), copper wire is

normally used due to its abundance in industry and favorable thermal and electrical
properties. To reach a magnetic field strength of 0.5 T, a Helmholtz coil of
and

25 mm

⁄ , constructed from 18 gauge magnet wire (1.02362 mm diameter, and a

recommended maximum current of 18 amps when isolated from other wires [86]), and
operated at 5 amps would require 2780 windings around each coil. Each coil would have
a cross sectional area of over 45 cm2 and likely still melt due to ohmic heating and the
close packing of the wires. Moving to a simple solenoid does not significantly improve
this situation and it seems likely that electromagnets must be abandoned.
NdFeB are very strong permanent rare earth magnets. Experiments with a number of
these magnets have shown that placing two 1” cube NdFeB magnets placed ~1 cm apart
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can produce magnetic fields 0.5 T or greater at the center point between the two magnets.
Reducing the spacing to ~1 mm can increase the magnetic field to 1 T. These fields are
strong enough to produce the desired deflection of β particles.
Unfortunately, permanent magnets in this configuration do not produce a uniform
magnetic field. The magnetic field from a point dipole can be calculated as
( )
where

is the dipole moment vector,

( (

̂) ̂

)

(6.40)

is the vector pointing from the dipole point to

the point where the magnetic field is being measured,

is the magnitude of , and ̂ is

the unit vector pointing in the same direction as . For a distributed source of dipoles
(e.g. a permanent magnet),
(

can be taken as the dipole density, and the magnetic field at

) can be approximated by integrating over the volume of the magnet. Evaluating

the integral would show that the magnetic field along the central axis (

) is

roughly parabolic in the region between the magnets and drops to about half of its
maximum value at the edge of the magnet.
To help flatten the magnetic field profile, the magnet’s height can be chosen to
extend beyond the source and detector. In addition, strong magnets can be placed on top
and on bottom of the main magnet; the effect would be to strengthen the magnetic field
near the edge slightly without significantly affecting the magnetic field strength near the
center. Two examples of these effects are also shown in Figure 6.20.
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Figure 6.20 – Magnetic field profile in the x-direction along the central axis of the deflector (x = 0, y =
0) calculated by integrating (6.40). The magnets are 2.5 cm thick in the direction of magnetization,
centered about z = 0, and spaced 1 cm apart. The black curve was evaluated for grade 42 NdFeB
magnets (m = 1036 kA/m assumed) with a width and height of 25 mm. The red curve was also
evaluated for grade 42 NdFeB magnets, but the magnets were 50 mm in width and height. The blue
line was found by adding 12.5 mm tall grade 52 NdFeB magnets (m = 1160 kA/m assumed) above and
below 25mm tall grade 42 NdFeB magnets.

A uniform magnetic field, such as the one used to perform the theoretical analysis in
Sections 6.1 and 6.2, is easy to analyze but difficult to construct. As long as the deviation
from a flat profile is small, most of the analysis performed in this chapter can still be
assumed true. However, purposely creating a non-uniform field can be beneficial. If the
magnetic field near the detector were significantly increased above the field in the rest of
the deflector volume, the β particles would begin to turn away from the detector at a
faster rate. The only negative effect this could have is if the increased magnetic field
started to or more significantly affected the detector response to protons. Conversely, if
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the magnetic field near the detector were significantly weakened (like the black curve in
Figure 6.20), β particles that would have been deflected into the left collimator wall
would then be allowed to reach the detector. When attempting to flatten the magnetic
field, error on the side of a stronger magnetic field near the detector is desirable. A
different effect occurs when the magnetic field near the sample surface significantly
deviates from the average magnetic field, but the results are the same. Continuing the
design process, it will be assumed that grade 42 NdFeB magnets will be placed between
the sample and detector and stronger grade 52 NdFeB magnets will be placed above and
below the grade 42 NdFeB magnets. Figure 6.21 shows the magnetic field profiles along
central axis for different distances between the magnet assemblies.
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Figure 6.21 – Magnetic field profiles for the final magnet assembly setup plotted for different magnet
separations. The magnets must be at least as far apart as detector and sample are wide.

The reason for analyzing the magnetic field strength is to ensure the 0.5 T magnetic
field is indeed possible and Figure 6.21 indicates that it is. For both geometries,
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or

is the limiting distance between magnets which is ~15 mm, which creates a fairly
uniform field of almost 0.6 T except near the source and detector surface where the
magnetic field drops to about 0.55 T. This is close enough to the assumed 0.5 T magnetic
field is present with a small margin of error. As a rough approximation, the effective
uniform magnetic field generated this magnet geometry,
[ ]
where

[

, in Tesla can be given by
]

(6.41)

is the minimum distance between the magnets in mm.

Applying (6.41) to the collimator design considerations shows that a maximum value
of

can be found for the cylindrical geometry, as shown in Figure 6.22. Above the

corresponding to the maximum

, the magnets must be placed too far apart to allow for

a strong enough magnetic field to be created in the deflector volume. As a result, the
detector must be placed far from the sample that

suffers. A peak value occurs near a

detector radius of 7.8 mm, giving a detector area close enough to assumed maximum of
200 mm2 that the optimal design is constructed with
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7.98 mm.
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Figure 6.22 – εΩ as a function of Rd for a circular collimator with three different source radii plotted
over the domain of Rd ≥ Rs. The limits on Ad were ignored in this plot. For the majority of the curve
defined by Rs = 1 mm, Hmax was within 10% 2RQ, and, for the other two remaining curves, Hmax = 2RQ
over the entire plotted range. The red curve is the only one applicable to the example, however the
other curves show the effect of varying the sample radius.

Applying this same idea to the rectangular geometry is more complicated because
two degrees of freedom remained but can be approached in a different way. Assuming
that the

(which would be the case except for a small

effects of

and

can be separated. Increasing

affecting

, and therefore will only increase

maximum allowed area. Changes in
magnetic field strength, and in turn,

.

or large

) the

increases the detector area without
can be selected to give the detector its

will change the detector area too but also
and

found simultaneously as shown in Figure 6.23.
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. An optimal value of

and

can be

Unlike the circular geometry, inclusion of (6.41) changes the results for the
rectangular geometry drastically. Figure 6.23 shows that geometries with larger
perform better, while

and

has an optimal value depending on

and . It is likely that

the sample cannot be deposited in too narrow of a line, and

should be selected to

make sample preparation easy. Adopting sample dimensions of 15 mm x 6.67 mm (
7.5 mm and

3.33 mm) seems reasonable and leaves just

and

(or

and

)

unspecified.
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Figure 6.23 – εΩ as a function of Rdx and γ. The limits of Ad were ignored in this plot.

Figure 6.23 showed that
on , and the larger values of
from 0, the maximum value of

, and therefore , had an optimal value which depended
produce larger values for

up to ⁄ . As

departs

begins to level off while the detector area increases

without bounds. In addition, γ only causes an increase in the detector’s y-dimension and
large values of

correspond to long and very narrow detectors. Much like the sample,
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long narrow detectors are difficult to construct and must be avoided. Selecting a
⁄

creates a geometry with an optimal

192.3 mm2, and
6.4.3

13°,

5.77 mm,

8.334,

8.5%.

Scattered β Particles and Sputtered Electrons

β particles were assumed to be instantly stopped in the collimator walls, which is not
entirely true. In reality, β particles will slow down quickly while scattering in the
collimator wall. While scattering, the β particles will transfer most of their original
energy to electrons in the collimator wall. Some of these electrons may be given enough
energy to deposit energy in (and possibly eject) electrons from the collimator wall.
Although these ejected electrons have much lower energies than the original β particle,
enough electrons may be ejected by a single β particle to affect the detector. The β
particles may interact with the collimator in two locations, as shown in Figure 6.24, and
each location presents a different problem.

Location 2

Location 1

Figure 6.24 – Diagram of the two locations that scattering may produce a problem in the deflector.
The original β particle follows the blue path, a β particle that undergoes a small scattering event at
location 1 on the right collimator wall may follow the red path after scattering. If the original β
particle does not scatter at location 1, it may reach location 2 where a low energy electron may be
sputtered from the collimator wall while the β particle slows down in the collimator. A sputtered
electron may follow the green path.

β particles impacting the right collimator do so far from the detector and at glancing
angles. Figure 6.25 shows results from MCNP simulations of five different
monoenergetic electron sources incident on a Teflon (CF2) wall at an angle of 0.58° from
the wall’s surface. The peaks from 0 - 25 keV are primarily sputtered electrons ejected
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from the material. These electrons are such low energy that their radius of deflection is
much smaller than that of the original β particle and cannot reach the detector.

Electrons per Source Electron

0.6
T = 200 keV
T = 400 keV
T = 600 keV
T = 800 keV
T = 1000 keV

0.4

0.2

0.0
0

200

400

600

800

1000

Energy [keV]
Figure 6.25 – MCNP simulations of monoenergetic electrons incident on a Teflon wall at 0.58°.
Ejected electrons include source electrons that scatter out of the material, and electrons from the
bulk material that gain some of the source electron’s energy. All points have relative errors of less
than 2.5%.

The simulated electrons are incident on the collimator wall at such a glancing angle
that these electrons and the can undergo a small angle scattering event near the surface of
the collimator and escape the collimator with very little energy loss, producing the peak
near the electron’s original energy. This peak tends to decrease as incident energy
increases because scattering events become more forward peaked at high energies.
No matter how little the β particle’s energy decreases, any scattering event will
reduce the β particle’s energy. Examining the highest reaching β particle, and assuming it
undergoes the most minute scattering event possible at location 1, the β particle would
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still have less energy than , making its radius of deflection less than
no longer reach

, and it would

. Scattering events from the right collimator wall cannot deposit

energy in the detector as long as

.

At location 2, β particles can interact with the collimator is at the left collimator wall
near the detector. The incident angle is much steeper than at the first impact location,
which decreases the likelihood of re-ejecting the original β particle, as shown in Figure
6.26. Unlike the impact location 1, location 2 may be close to the detector and the large
number of low energy electrons can reach the detector. Although the total energy is
reemitted from the collimator is low per β particle, with a high enough sample activity,
the total energy deposition rate can still cause problems.

Electrons per Source Electron

1

 = 1 deg
 = 30 deg
 = 60 deg
 = 90 deg

0.1

0.01

1E-3

1E-4
0

150

300

450

600

Energy [keV]
Figure 6.26 – MCNP simulations of the energy spectra of electrons emitted when 700 keV
monoenergetic electrons are incident on a Teflon plate as a function of energy.

Further increasing

to reduce the number of sputtered electrons reaching the

detector is possible is possible, however, if the detector’s area is held constant,
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decreases and the deflector system suffers. Instead, removing the left collimator wall
causes impact location 2 to move down to the sample. Since this collimator wall does not
have an effect on

, the rest of the collimator design may remain unchanged. This

cannot be done with the right collimator wall because the presence of the collimator wall
is what removes the β particles.
A second necessary change addresses β particles that impact the side collimators
(magnets) near the detector. (6.41) gives the effective uniform magnetic field and was
derived by extrapolating the minimum magnetic field strength for the geometry shown in
Figure 6.21. The minimum field strength always occurs in the center plane between the
two magnet assemblies, whereas near the magnets, the field strength can be up to twice as
high. Increasing the magnetic field that much has a
6.4.4

Charge Build-up and Fill Gas in the Deflector Volume

Charge build-up can occur on the collimator walls if they are not electrically grounded, or
if they are electrically insulating. Although this will not stop the high-energy β particles
from impacting the collimator walls, it may cause problems with low-energy sputtered
electrons. These electrons may slowly migrate towards the detector and contribute to the
signal noise. In addition, any gas present in the deflector volume will act similarly to a fill
gas in an ion chamber. The electron/ion pairs generated in this manner may also
contribute to signal noise as the sputtered electrons can. It is not likely that either of these
effects can cause the severe problems that β particles can, but enough noise in the
detector signal can still make a measurement impossible, so these problems should be
addressed.
The electrons and ions produced from both of these effects can be drawn away from
the detector by placing a small bias on the collimator walls and sample. The electric field
can be simple and go from one collimator wall to an opposite one (applying either
polarity to one wall and grounding the other), or designed more intelligently knowing that
the sputter electrons are generated near the detector and at the collimator wall, and most
of the gas ionization occurs near the sample. Applying a positive voltage on the
collimator walls greater than that on the surface of the detector will make the sputtered
electrons tend to move back to the collimator wall and avoid the detector. A negative
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voltage can be applied to the sample backing to ensure that electron/ion pairs generated in
and/or near the sample will be drawn towards the collimator and sample backing and not
the detector. Small voltages should be used because under such low pressure, gas
multiplication can be achieved with much lower voltages than normal.
Lastly, if this method is found insufficient to mitigate the negative effects on the
detector signal, a thin aluminized Mylar sheet can be placed over the detector’s active
volume. This will decrease the energy of the α particles and protons slightly, but the low
energy electrons and ions will not be able to pass through and the detector should only
see the protons and α particles.
6.4.5

Final Design and Considerations

Taking inventory of what has been discussed so far, the circular geometry had only four
parameters to define (

,

,

, and ) and only three of these were independent. The

assumption of sample area of 1 cm2 defined
, which is a function of
undefined, and left

,

5.542 mm.

, and , which also forced

was later selected as
to unity,

to be

as the only FoM worth analyzing. The assumption of a uniform 0.5

T magnetic field was replaced with a constant magnetic field defined by (6.41). Figure
6.22 shows that
near

evaluated as a function of

reached a maximum

of 6.1% very

7.879 mm, the radius corresponding to assumed maximum detector area. The

final design parameters for the circular deflector collimator are given in Table 6.7.
Table 6.7 – Optimal parameters for the circular magnetic deflector/collimator.

Parameter
Sample Size
Detector Size

Optimal/Required Value and Considerations
Selected to give the necessary sample thickness
√ ⁄
Selected to maximize
√ ⁄

Detector Height
Slant

(

Proton Collection
Efficiency

Largest possible value, calculated from the
previous geometric values
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)

Example
Value
100 mm2
5.64 mm
200 mm2
7.98 mm
13.63 mm
9.0°
6.1%

The rectangular geometry had more adjustable parameters than the circular geometry
(

,

,

,

,

collimator. Again,
of

, and

and

,

, , and

) and required six constraints to fully define the

was assumed to be 1 cm2, which allows

to be defined in terms

were specified to create a sample narrow in the y-direction to

help maximize the magnetic field, while still being easily produced. With an engineering
argument,
results.

was chosen to equal 0 even if it did not necessarily produce the optimal
was still selected to be equal to

.

and

were selected to maximize

while maintaining a detector area less than the assumed maximum value of 200 cm 2.
Table 6.8 contains a summary of the optimal geometric parameters and the values
selected for the example analyzed in this section.
Table 6.8 – Optimal parameters for the rectangular magnetic deflector/collimator.

Parameter

Sample Size

Detector Size

Detector Height
Skew

Optimal/Required Value and Considerations

Selected to give the necessary sample thickness
⁄
Selected to make sample preparation easy while
7.5 mm
maintaining a narrow sample in the x-direction
As large as possible,
192.3 mm2
Selected to make detector construction easy and
5.77 mm
maximize ,
,
Selected to make detector construction easy and
8.33 mm
maximize ,
10.6 mm
Selected to simplify construction
0
Small but positive,

Slant

Proton Collection
Efficiency

Example
Value
100 mm2
3.33 mm

(

)

4.5°

Large enough to increase
but not too large to
drastically reduce the magnetic field,
(
)

12.95°

Largest possible value, calculated from the
previous geometric values

8.5%

The solid angle efficiency for the circular and rectangular geometries are 6.1% and
8.5%, respectively, showing that either geometry will work but the rectangular geometry
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offers a slight improvement for this example. This analysis would have to be reproduced
if either the source or the maximum detector area were significantly changed.
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7. EXPANSION OF THESE METHODS AND CONCLUSIONS
Nucleosynthesis and stellar models still suffer from a lack of experimental data to
constrain theoretical models of α+nucleus potentials. Safety analysis of the weapons
stockpile and reactors rely heavily on cross section evaluations, which are based on
experimental measurements. The method presented here can be used to collect
information on a wide variety of isotopes and for (n,α) and (n,p) cross sections to
improve both theoretical understanding of nuclear processes, and safety analysis and
design calculations which cannot currently be used to accurately predict cross section
below level densities of 5 - 10 MeV–1.
Only two restrictions are placed on possible samples and reactions. Samples must be
thin enough to allow the charged particle to escape to be detected, because these are the
telltale signs that the event has occurred. In addition, the reaction being measured must
have a positive Q-value. Reactions may be measured below threshold values (when the α
particle or proton must tunnel through the coulomb barrier to escape the compound
nucleus) but if insufficient energy is available for the charged particle to leave the
nucleus, the probability that the reaction can occur is zero. The neutron flux in the LSDS
(< 1 MeV) ensures that the incident neutron will not provide enough energy to overcome
negative Q-value. A magnetic deflector/collimator can be used to eliminate β particles
emitted by the sample from entering the detector allowing even short-lived isotopes to be
measured. Short-lived positron emitters are of particular importance to stellar models,
particularly during p-process calculations.
Use of the LSDS allows energy dependent measurements to be made between 0.1 eV
and 100 keV, which significantly overlaps the energy range of interest to nucleosynthesis
models. Accurate measurements of cross sections in the µb to mb range can be made in a
matter of hours, even when samples are only as large as a few mg’s; given the same fast
neutron source, ToF techniques would require days or weeks to obtain the same statistical
accuracy. The LSDS does fall short of ToF techniques with its achievable energy
resolution, being about ~30% at best. In many cases, ToF techniques are not an option
due to the prohibitively low neutron flux.
Several detector concepts were analyzed for use in the LSDS. GEM detectors may
work for (n,α) cross section measurements if the detector is constructed with more strict
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quality control and operated at lower internal gains, but, due to the long track lengths of
protons in gas, this detector is not an option for (n,p) measurements. The conversion gap
would also have to be shortened to increase the detector’s speed and recovery from the γflash. Other gas-based ion chambers do not possess the necessary speed or signal strength
to measure at short SDT’s (high incident neutron energies). Diamond detectors have
excellent speed and signal-to-noise ratios but suffer from activation problems. The
electrical contacts on the diamond detectors should be replaced with a carbon based
contact to eliminate the amount of material that can activate. Solar cells were investigated
as a novel detector type and it was found that they might be able to function when the
required measurement time is very short and the α particle energy is high. However, the
low quality control during manufacturing of these devices may produce adequate devices
to generate small amounts of power, but this amount is far from what is needed to
produce stable charged particle detectors and even farther from being able to be used as a
compensated detector. PIPS detectors were used to make measurements of the
147

Sm(n,α)144Nd and

149

Sm(n,α)146Nd reaction cross sections. Producing a PIPS detector

that can be used in the anti-parallel compensating circuit instead of the transformer based
compensating circuit would help reduce noise on the signal and additional shielding on
the preamplifier should make measurements above incident neutron energies of 10 keV
easier with less pulse shape filtering. The PIPS detectors still succumb to radiation
damage and moving to a more rad hard material like SiC may improve their useful life.
A DAQ system developed in support of this work allowed simultaneous
measurement of the sample and time-dependent background using just one signal. There
is little need to improve this system other than to improve the filtering criteria.
The measurements of the

147

Sm(n,α)144Nd and

149

Sm(n,α)146Nd reaction show that

measurements of neutron-induced charged-particle-out reactions are feasible in the LSDS
and can be done very rapidly. In addition, the measured cross section of the
149

Sm(n,α)146Nd reaction shows disagreement with evaluations, showing that there is

room for improvement in both ENDF and JENDL evaluations. Based on the
measurement of the

147

Sm(n,α)144Nd reaction, which used <10 mg of

147

Sm (3×1019

atoms) and measured a cross section averaging ~1 mbarn in ~4 hours, a FOM of ~1017
atoms·barn·hr can be used as a minimum level of feasibility for a measurement.
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APPENDICES
A. Cross Section Broadening
Broadening of a cross section by the energy dependent LSDS resolution function

( )

(given in (2.14)) cannot normally be solved analytically and must be evaluated
numerically. Starting with an evaluation or high-resolution measurement,
wise curve fit function,
given by

, can be created by linear interpolation between the points

. From this, (2.15) can be cast into the form
( ̅)

where

(̅

, a point-

( ̅)

√̅

∫

( ̅)

(̅

)

( )

) is defined by (2.16) and is the flux of neutrons with energy

average neutron energy is ̅ . The limits of integration in (A.1) are chosen to be

(A.1)
when the
and

to eliminate the need to perform the integration over energies far from the mean
neutron energy, i.e. where there are very few neutrons. The trapezoidal integration
method was used to evaluate (A.1). Figure A.1 is a screen shot of the Mathcad Prime
worksheet used to evaluate (2.16).
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Figure A.1 – Mathcad program used to broaden cross sections.

Since broadening should preserve the area under a resonance (and therefore the total
area under the cross section for any reaction), a sample resonance was broadened. The
Briet-Wigner single-level formula [32] was used to define the shape of the resonance,
that is
( )

(

) ( (
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)

)

(A.2)

where the cross section at energy
is the total line width,

is the radiative line width, and

section at the resonance energy
208.49 eV,

is given by ( ), the resonance is centered about

73.6 meV,

is the value of the total cross

. As an example, the 6.67 eV
23.7 meV, and

,

238

U resonance (with

21600 [87]) was broadened.

Between 0.01 eV and 1 MeV, the total area under the unbroadened and broadened
resonance is 2.1 × 103 barn·eV.
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B. DAQ Programs
Three programs were written to control the DAQ system and analyze data: LSDS DAQ,
Converter, and Data Reducer. These programs are too large to include here in their
entirety and much of the Converter program has already been given in Chapter 4. This
appendix primarily discusses the LSDS DAQ program, the program that controls
communication with DAQ boards and saves the raw data to the computer’s hard disk.
Although previously stated, code segments and variables used in any of the DAQ
programs will be set in font type Courier New. Many variable names are used in
multiple classes, but each class will have a different instance of each variable written in
all lower case letters. Names of pointers in all capital letters will signify that they point to
the same location in memory, and will always have the same value.
Indices b, c, j, and k will always represent the index of a board, input channel (1 or
2), waveform, and sample, respectively. In addition, the index m will be used as the index
for arrays containing compressed data, and i will denote a specific location in the buffer
that stores sequences before they are written to the hard disk.
Each board only contained two input channels. However, the AS Bus could be used
to combine any number of the boards in the DAQ crate into a single board as far as the
software was concerned. This feature was not used for this work, but the software was
programed to allow for a maximum of four boards, and boards were allowed to contain
up to four channels each. Since only 4 bits are needed to specify the channel and board
given the mentioned restrictions, the 8-bit unsigned char ID was created to specify
a board and channel with a single variable. The four least significant bits (LSB) were
used to specify the channel and board and the three most significant bits (MSB) were
used a flags to specify certain things about the sequence, only one flag was used to signal
which bias voltage polarity the diamond detector was receiving. The fourth MSB was set
to 1 so that the ASCII representation of each channel when all flag bits were 0
corresponded to “@”, “A”, “B”, “C”, “D”, “E”, “F”, “G”, “H”, “I”, “J”, “K”, “L”, “M”,
“N”, and “O”. The values used for ID are given in Table B.1.
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Table B.1 – List of meaning of each bit in ID.

Bit
0x80
(MSB)
0x40
0x20
0x10
0x08
0x04
0x02
0x01

Value
Mod1
Mod2
Mod3
1
MSB of board number
LSB of board number
MSB of channel number
LSB of channel number

Use
Polarity of the
diamond detector
Not used
Not used
N/A
Board
Channel number on
board

The LSDS DAQ program controlled the DAQ boards, collected the raw data,
compressed the data, and saved the compressed raw data to the computer’s hard disk. The
program consists of several main classes, which are listed in Table B.2. Several other
minor classes were used, but are of small importance and will not be mentioned.
Table B.2 – List the major classes in the LSDS program.

Class
MainW

Purpose
Main control window/user interface

CSetup

Contains all of the basic setup conditions

CLog
CTally
CDAQ
CBuffer
CDSThread

Keeps a log of what is happening and saves it to the hard
disk
Tallies preliminary results
Communicate with the DAQ board, collect raw data from
the DAQ boards and send results to the buffer
Memory buffer in RAM where sequences are saved
before being written to the hard disk
Write information from the buffer to the hard disk

MainW created the main control window, which allowed the user to input the
parameters needed to be selected for the measurement. MainW also commanded the other
classes and threads when to start performing their tasks. Figure B.1 shows the main
control window.
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Figure B.1 – Screen shot of the LSDS DAQ main command window. The DAQ program was written
to allow for up to 4 boards, and 4 channels per board. Buttons in columns “1”, “2”, “3”, and “4”
open a window to control the parameters that can be changed independently on each input channel,
e.g. full scale and offset. Buttons in column “B” open a window to control the parameters that can be
changed independently on each board but not on each input channel, e.g. number of samples per
waveform and number of waveforms per sequence. Buttons in column “T” control the trigger
parameters and for each board, e.g. trigger threshold.

It is prudent to give the definition of the class that contains most of the
information needed to describe the run parameters before going any further. The DAQ
board needs a large number of parameters to describe a sequence (e.g. total number of
samples, number of samples taken before the trigger threshold is exceeded, trigger
threshold, trigger slope, etc) and more to describe the remaining experimental setup. The
class called CSetup (given below) stores all of the information about the run
parameters. Parameters that are not stored as arrays (e.g. Mode) describe the beam
conditions or program status. Many of the operating parameters are defined in onedimensional arrays (e.g. NumWFPerSeq); these parameters can be different on
different boards but must be the same on all channels on a single board. Some parameters
are stored as two-dimensional arrays (e.g. Coupling) and may be different on each
channel.
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ref class CSetup
{
public:
CSetup(void); ~CSetup(void);
//Constructor/Destructor
void UpdateOutputFileName(void); //Updates FileName and FileNameLong
void UpdateDAQParameters(void); //Updates DAQParamters
void DefaultSetup(void);
//load default settings
void PackSetup(FileStream ^fs); //Write the header to the file
bool UnPackSetup(FileStream ^fs);//get setup from file header
array <bool>
^BoardInUse;
//atleast one ch enabled
array <unsigned char>^NumChannelsEnabled;
//on each board
array <char>
^NumChannelsOnBoard;
//on each board
array <long>
^SamplingRate;
//[Hz]
array <long>
^NumWFPerSeq;
//waveforsm per sequence
array <long>
^NumPretriggerSamples; //# of samp’s before trig
array <long>
^NumSamplesPerWF;
//total number of samples
array <double>
^TriggerLevel;
//trigger threshold level
array <char>
^Trigger;
//LSB to MSB [0]
[1]
//Slope
+
//Channel
Ch1
//
Ch2
//
Ext
array <bool,2>
^ChannelExists;
//ch is available
array <bool,2>
^ChannelEnabled;
//ch will collect
array <char,2>
^Scale;
//full scale
array <long,2>
^Coupling;
//3:DC 50ohm, 4:AC 50ohm
array <double,2>
^Offset;
//[V]
array <String^,2>
^Detector;
//Detector name
array <String^,2>
^SampleID;
//Sample name
array <ViSession>
^BoardIDs;
//board ID's (only used by
//Acqiris functions)
unsigned char
NumBoards;
//# of boards to computer
unsigned char
NumBoardsInUse;
//# of active boards
bool
IsRunning;
//true when program is
//gearing up, or down from
//or currently taking data
char
AnalysisMode;
//realtime method of
//analyzing the data
char
Mode;
//Bit
[0] [1]
//0x01 Location RPI LANL
//0x02 Mode
SDT MCA
//0x40 Diamond No
Yes
short
Time;
//time output was open [s]
long
NumSeqPerFile;
//# of seq per output file
long
Temperature;
//hottest board temp [C]
long
NumFilesWritten;
//# of files writen
long
NumSeqWritten;
//to output file
long
NumSeqPerSecond;
//beam repetition rate[Hz]
String
^FileDestination;
//path of output files
String
^FileName;
//name of output file
String
^FileNameLong;
//file path and file name
DateTime
now;
//date/time, for file name
array <AqReadParameters*> ^DAQParameters;
//need to uploaded to DAQ
private:
unsigned char b, c;
//board and channel index
unsigned char NumChannelsOn;
//# of channels enabled
};
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The Mode variable in this program stores the location (either RPI or LANL) as its
LSB, whether the experiment is supposed to measure SDT or pulse height as its second
LSB, and if diamond mode (bias voltage switching) is enabled as its third LSB. The
remaining bits can be used to specify what experiment is being performed. For this work
the 5 MSB were set to 0, and MCA mode will not be discussed since this work focused
on measurements of counts as a function of SDT.
The CDAQ class controls all of the communications with DAQ boards and contains
the DSThread. DSThread is the thread responsible for downloading data from the
DAQ boards and beginning the acquisition of the next sequence. A flow diagram of the
DAQSThread (shown in Figure B.2) is presented instead of the code segment, because
DAQThread is quite long and uses several Acqiris functions, making it difficult to
understand without introducing most of the discussion from [70].
Allocate memory for
some basic variables

Start DAQThread
Collect new board
temperatures

KILL

What state is
thread in?

STOPPED
START

Stop data collection on
all boards, set data
stream thread to
"STOPPED", and wait
10 ms
Yes

RUNNING
Wait until a
sequence has
been collected

Reset buffer, send settings to
DAQ boards, allocate memory to
required variables, run through a
few sequences to synchronize
system with T_0 and TRM pulses,
and set DAQ thread state to
"RUNNING"

Transfer data
from boards

No

Begin acquiring
next sequence

Stop acquisition on all boards, and close
communication to all DAQ boards

Has 5 minutes
passed since the
board temperatures
were taken?

Transfer data
to buffer

End DAQThread

Figure B.2 – DAQThread flow diagram.

As discussed in Section 4.2.2, the data transfer time constitutes a large portion of the
system dead time and 200 µs per board of the measured data transfer time cannot be
accounted for by the discussion given in [70]. This additional dead time was attributed to
the time it takes a board to rearm for the next sequence and any additional steps that
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delayed the program from starting the acquisition of the next sequence. To minimize the
dead time, the DAQThread saved the raw data after the next sequence acquisition was
started. Since writing to the hard drive can be time consuming (relative to writing to
RAM), DAQThread was only required to transfer the raw data to a buffer in RAM
instead of straight to the hard drive. This memory buffer was part of the CBuffer class.
The buffer consisted of the arrays WF, TSLo, TSHi, ID, and Full. Each of these
arrays had enough memory to hold one minute’s worth of data, as calculated by the
number of neutron pulses per minute. WF was the largest array, a 2-dimensional
array nested inside three 1-dimensional arrays, and contained the values of the
recorded samples. TSLo and TSHi are three nested 1-dimensional arrays and contain
the 32 LSB and 32 MSB, respectively, of the 64-bit timestamp. ID is also three nested 1dimensional arrays, and contains the board/channel numbers and flags for each channel
data was recorded on for a sequence. Full is a 1 dimensional array of Boolean values,
where a value of true in location i means that buffer location i contains a sequence
that hasn’t been written to the hard disk yet, while false means there is no data in
buffer location i or it has already been written to the hard disk.
In addition to the buffer, CBuffer contained several functions and other variables
needed to transfer raw data from CDAQ or to CDSThread, compress the raw data,
perform preliminary analysis, and communicate with the CTally class. The
CBuffer definition is given below.
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ref class CBuffer
{
public:
CBuffer(CLog ^Log, CSetup ^Setup, CTally ^Tally);
~CBuffer(void);
void Reset(void);
//sets the size of the arrays
void getNewSeq(void);
//get a new sequence to display
void BufferWaveforms(array <array <short*>^>^ dataArray, array <array
<array < long>^>^>^ TOFHi, array <array <array <unsigned long>^>^>^
TOFLo, bool modifier1, bool modifier2, bool modifier3);//take the
output from the Aqiris board and add to the buffer
bool WriteSequence(FileStream ^fs);//analyze the next sequence
array <unsigned char>
^sequence; //compressed sequence
array <array <array <short,2>^>^> ^WF2display;//Waveforms to display
unsigned char
Level;
//buffer level
private:
CLog
CSetup
CTally
array
array
array
array
array

^LOG;
^SETUP;
^TALLY;

<bool>
<array
<array
<array
<array

//same as everywhere else

<array
<array
<array
<array

<unsigned char>^>^>
<array <short,2>^>^>^>
<unsigned long>^>^>
<long>^>^>

bool

CatchingUp,
GetNewSequence,
HasT_0,
HasTRM;
unsigned char b, B,
c, C;
long
i, I,
j, J,
k, K,
m,
kmax,
crude_kmax;
long long
t0;
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
};

UpdateBufferLevel(void);
PackSequence(void);
AnalyzeWFs(void);
AnalyzeMode0(void);
AnalyzeMode1(void);
AnalyzeMode2(void);
AnalyzeMode3(void);

^Full;
^ID;
^WF;
^TSLo;
^TSHi;

//contains data
//b/c and flags
//samples
//timestamp LSB
//timestamp MSB

//if buffer fills up too much catch up
//plot a new sequence
//sequence has a T_0
//sequence has a TRM
//board/*for data streamer*//*FOR DAQ*/
//channel
//sequence
//waveform
//sample
//position in sequence
//sample index with maximum value
//sample index near max value
//timestamp of first T_0
//determine the buffer level
//compresses sequence for saving
//select method used to analyze sequence
//simplest analysis mode - only does SDT
//fast MCA mode
//left for future use
//left for future use
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The DSThread, part of the CDSThread class, would write the data in the buffer
to the hard disk. Before writing it, the DSThread performed a very simple analysis so
that some preliminary results were available during the experiment. This analysis was
kept very simple to avoid undue usage of the computer’s resources. Any results obtained
during data collection were not saved, so it will not be discussed any further. The actual
data analysis is described in detail in Section 4.3.
The DSThread was in an inactive state most of the time. Approximately every 10
ms it would check to see if the buffer had a sequence ready to be written to the hard disk.
If a sequence was ready, DSThread would compress it, save it to the hard disk, and then
immediately check the buffer for another sequence. This continued until no sequences
were ready, at which point the DSThread return to its inactive state for another 10 ms.
If the DSThread waited too long between checking, too many sequence would build up
in the buffer, and the constant writing to the hard disk could negatively impact the CDAQ
thread. On the other hand, constantly checking the buffer for sequences ready to be saved
is a waste of system resources, and could negatively affect the CDAQ thread too. Pausing
for 10 ms when the buffer was determined to be empty was a compromise between the
two methods and no negative effect on CDAQ thread was found. A flow diagram of
DSThread is shown in Figure B.3.
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Allocate needed memory,
and set number of
sequences recorded to 0

Start DSThread

Wait 10 ms.
No
KILL

What state is
thread in?

CLOSED

Is output
file open?

Yes

Is output
file open?

Yes

Close output file

START
OPEN

Start new file and set
thread state to "OPEN"

No

Is a
sequence
ready to be
saved?

No

Yes

Save the sequence to
the hard drive.
Increment the number
of sequences saved to
this file.

Is output
file open?

No

Is the file full?

Yes

Yes

Set thread state
to "START".

Close output file.

No

End DSThread

Figure B.3 – Flow chart of the DSThread.

Each sequence was compressed prior to being written to the hard disk. The DC440
digitizer is a 12-bit digitizer, but because computers work with bytes (groups of 8 bits), a
sample is actually stored and analyzed as a 16-bit integer. The program retrieves 16-bit
values for each sample, structured such that the 12 MSB are the actual sample value and
the 4 LSB are set to 0. To help reduce the required disk space and the time used writing
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to the hard disk, waveforms were compressed before they are written to the disk. The
storage pattern chosen to represent a waveform is:
1. 8 bytes to store the timestamp of the waveform, then
2. 1 byte per sample containing the 8 MSB of each sample written in the
order the samples were taken, then
3. 1 byte per every 2 samples (rounded up) containing the 4 LSB of two
samples in sample order. If there are an odd number of samples per
waveform, the last four bits of the last byte are set to 0.
This pattern repeats for each waveform until all of the timestamps and samples from a
single channel are written. Each set of waveforms from a particular board and channel is
preceded by its ID. The raw data file starts with a header containing all of the setup
information needed to reconstruct the data. Each file ends with a '#' character in place
of a viable ID code. The following functions were used to compress and decompress an
entire sequence. sequence is the array that stores the compressed sequence so that it
can be written to the disk with one command. UnPackLongLong(sequence,m) is a
function that takes the 8 bits starting at location m in sequence, and returns a 64-bit
integer; here it is used to reconstruct the timestamp of each waveform.
Unpacksequence will return false if the entire file has been unpacked and the end
of files character ('#') is detected in ID, otherwise it returns true.
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void CBuffer::PackSequence(void)
{//compress sequece to an unsigned char array to be saved to disk
for (m = -1, b = 0; b < SETUP->NumBoards; b++)
{
for (c = 0; c < SETUP->NumChannelsEnabled[b]; c++)
{
//ID
sequence[++m] = ID[i][b][c];
for (j = 0, k = 0; j < SETUP->NumWFPerSeq[b]; j++)
{
//Timestamps
sequence[++m] = (unsigned char) (TSHi[i][b][c][j] >> 24);
sequence[++m] = (unsigned char) (TSHi[i][b][c][j] >> 16);
sequence[++m] = (unsigned char) (TSHi[i][b][c][j] >> 8);
sequence[++m] = (unsigned char) (TSHi[i][b][c][j]);
sequence[++m] = (unsigned char) (TSLo[i][b][c][j] >> 24);
sequence[++m] = (unsigned char) (TSLo[i][b][c][j] >> 16);
sequence[++m] = (unsigned char) (TSLo[i][b][c][j] >> 8);
sequence[++m] = (unsigned char) (TSLo[i][b][c][j]);
//MSB’s
for (k = 0; k < SETUP->NumSamplesPerWF[b]; k++)
sequence[++m] = (unsigned char) (WF[i][b][c][j,k]>>8);
//LSB’s
for (k = 0; k < SETUP->NumSamplesPerWF[b] - 1; k += 2)
sequence[++m] = ((unsigned char)(WF[i][b][c][j,k]&0xF0)) |
(((unsigned char)(WF[i][b][c][j,k+1]&0xF0))>>4);
if (SETUP->NumSamplesPerWF[b] % 2)//odd number of samples
sequence[++m] = (unsigned char) (WF[i][b][c][j,k]);
}
}
}
}
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bool CSequence::UnPackSequence(FileStream ^fs)
{//unpack the next sequence from fs
fs->Read(sequence,0,sequence->Length);
if (sequence[0] == '#')
return false;
m = 0;
while (m < sequence->Length) {
//board/channel ID
ID = sequence[m++];
b = GetBoard(ID);
c = GetChannel(ID);
for (j = 0; j < SETUP->NumWFPerSeq[b]; j++, m++) {
//Timestamps
TS[b][j] = UnPackLongLong(sequence,m);
m += 8;
//MSB’s
for (k = 0; k < SETUP->NumSamplesPerWF[b]; k++, m++)
WF[b][c][j,k] = sequence[m] << 8;
//LSB’s
for (k = 0; k < SETUP->NumSamplesPerWF[b] - 2; m++) {
WF[b][c][j,k] |= (sequence[m] & 0xF0);
WF[b][c][j,k++] >>= 4;
WF[b][c][j,k] |= ((sequence[m] & 0x0F) << 4);
WF[b][c][j,k++] >>= 4;
}
WF[b][c][j,k] |= (sequence[m] & 0xF0);
WF[b][c][j,k++] >>= 4;
if (SETUP->NumSamplesPerWF[b] % 2 == 1)
{//even number of samples
WF[b][c][j,k] |= ((sequence[m] & 0x0F) << 4);
WF[b][c][j,k++] >>= 4;
}
}
}
return true;
}
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C. Thermal Cross Section Extrapolations
To extrapolate the measured cross section data to values at 0.0253 eV experimental data
below some energy were fitted to the model
( | )

(

)

(C.1)

In general, model ( | ) has dependent variables

and parameters , both of which are

vectors. For extrapolating cross sections, , only one dependent variable (i.e. energy) is
needed and
and

can be written as . The chosen model,

, making

, has two fitting parameters,

a 2-dimensional vector. The range of data used in this fitting is

discussed further in Chapter 5 because it changed based on the shape of the measured
cross sections. Fitting to the non-linear model required an iterative approach; the
Levenberg-Marquardt method [62] was chosen. As usual, the figure of merit
( )

(

∑(

was minimized to produce the best fit for

, where

energy, cross sections, and uncertainty of the
number of data points used. Assuming

| )

)

(C.2)

,

, and

are the measured

datum point, respectively, and

can be approximated by the quadratic form

( )
the values of

is the

(C.3)

which result in the minimum value of
[

can be calculated as
(

)]

(C.4)

If (C.3) is a decent approximation but not strictly equivalent, an iterative approach is
needed to find

. In general, the next approximation of
(

Superscripts ( ) and (
respectively, and

)

( )

(

can be determined by
( )

)

(C.5)

) will be used to denote the current and next iterations,
can be varied depending on how good of an approximation (C.3)

is. It is convenient to define three new parameters
(

( ))
( )

and
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(C.6)
(C.7)

( )

Defining

and

(

)

( )

( )

(C.8)

as half of the Hessian and negative gradient of

, respectively,

eliminates the need to carry the extra factors of 2 introduced after taking the derivative of
.

is defined as the change in

constant

from one iteration to the next but still has an arbitrary

for each parameter.

Marguardt suggested that the diagonal elements of the inverse-Hessian could be used
to find an order of magnitude approximation for the constants in (C.8). The inverseHessian may still be too large or small for some iterations, especially when
( )

so an additional factor of

( )

,

can be introduced to guess at more appropriate constants.

(C.8) can then be written as
( )

( )

where

is modified to

(C.9)

( )

( )

by
( )
( )

{

( )

(

)

(C.10)

( )

can be assigned a positive number and can be adjusted from one iteration to the next to
either converge faster or to ensure that the next iteration doesn’t overestimate the
Press et al. [62] suggested using an initial value of

( )

( )

)

{

( )

.

0.001 and modifying its value

by factors of 10 depending on the success of failure of iteration
(

( )

(

( )

( )

(

( )

( )

)
)

There is no point in accepting a new set of values for

, that is
(

( )

)

(

( )

)

(C.11)

if they produce a worse fit

than the previous set did so the new values can be rejected by modifying (C.5) to
(

( )

)

{

( )

( )

(

( )

( )

)

(

( )

)

(

( )

( )

)

(

( )

)

The processes for evaluating the best-fit values for
1. Guess values for
2. Evaluate

( )

,

( )
( )

and
,

( )

( )

, and evaluate

, and

(C.9), and (C.2), respectively.
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(

( )

can be written as:
(
( )

( )

).

) using (C.7), (C.10),

(C.12)

(

3. Compare
(

)

( )

( )

) to

(

( )

(

) to determine

)

and

using (C.11), and (C.12), respectively.
( ) become sufficiently

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the changes in
small.

As per step 4, the iterative process continues until the change in

is less than some

desired tolerance. The criteria
|

( )

(

( )

)

(

(

)

)|

(C.13)

works well. To ensure a region with a shallow slope does not prematurely stop the
iterative process, (C.13) must be met a few times (10 times is used here).
Methods to guess initial values for
method. To determine

( )

are not specified by the Levenberg-Marquardt

, (C.1) is linearize to
(C.14)
( ),

( ),

where

( ) and the error in a measured data point is

⁄ . Many texts including Press et al. [62] describe the fitting method to
determine

and

. Although the linearization of (C.1) is a much easier method,

weighting of the data points is not handled correctly by this simplified approach and the
Levenberg-Marquardt method must still be used.
The extrapolated cross section is calculated from (C.1) using the last estimate of ,
and the error in the extrapolation is calculated as
√(
where

)

(

(

)

)

0.0253 when data is inputted in eV,

respectively, and

is the covariance of

and

calculated after the final iteration by setting

(
and

)

(C.15)

are the errors in

and

,

. The errors and covariance are

and evaluating
(C.16)

The code written to perform this fit is given below. Function func evaluates (C.1)
and its gradient at a specific x-value. Eval_chi2 calculates (C.2), (C.6), and (C.7),
, and , respectively. Fit performs the steps needed to update
and

( )

( )

,

( )

,

( )

,

,
( )

,

and check the tolerance criteria given in (C.13). gaussj (not shown) uses a

Gauss-Jordan elimination method to invert

and solve (C.9) simultaneously.
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void CNonLinearFit::Fit(void)
{//main function
double chisq_old, lambda = 0.001;
array <double> ^delta, ^a_old, ^beta_old;
array <double,2> ^alpha_old, ^alpha_prime;
delta = gcnew array <double> (a->Length);
a_old = gcnew array <double> (a->Length);
beta_old = gcnew array <double> (a->Length);
alpha_old = gcnew array <double,2> (a->Length,a->Length);
alpha_prime = gcnew array <double,2> (a->Length,a->Length);
//first run through
Eval_chi2();
//start iterating
for (long iter = 1, done = 0; iter < MaxIt; iter++)
{
//update last iteration
chisq_old = chisq;
for (i = 0; i < a->Length; i++)
{
a_old[i] = a[i];
beta_old[i] = beta[i];
for (j = 0; j < a->Length; j++) alpha_old[i,j] = alpha[i,j];
}
//check to see if this is the last time through
if (done == NDONE)
lambda = 0.;//last time through
//create alpha_prime
for (i = 0; i < a->Length; i++)
{
for (j = 0; j < a->Length; j++)
alpha_prime[i,j] = alpha_old[i,j];
alpha_prime[i,i] = alpha_old[i,i] * (1.0 + lambda);
delta[i] = beta_old[i];
}
//invert covar and solve alpha_prime * delta = beta
gaussj(alpha_prime,delta);
if (done == NDONE) //save results and exit function
{ C = alpha_prime;
return; }
//try a better a
for (i = 0; i < a->Length; i++)
a[i] = a_old[i] + delta[i];
Eval_chi2();
if(abs(chisq - chisq_old) < Tol)
done++;//only a minor change
//is the new chi^2 better than the previous
if (chisq < chisq_old)
lambda /= 10.; //new a is better
else//old a was better, go back to the old one.
{
lambda *= 10.;
chisq = chisq_old;
for (i = 0; i < a->Length; i++)
{
a[i] = a_old[i];
beta[i] = beta_old[i];
for (j = 0; j < a->Length; j++)
alpha[i,j] = alpha_old[i,j];
}
}
}
MessageBox::Show("NonLinearFit performed too many iterations");
}
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void CNonLinearFit::Eval_chi2(void)
{//evaluate chi^2
//reset some values
chisq = 0;
for (i = 0; i < a->Length; i++)
{
beta[i] = 0.;
for (j = 0; j < a->Length; j++)
alpha[i,j] = 0.;
}
//evaluate func at each data point to
for (n = 0; n < X->Length; n++)
{
func(X[n],a);
for (i = 0; i < a->Length; i++)
{
beta[i] += (Y[n] - y) * dyda[i] /
for (j = 0; j < a->Length; j++)
alpha[i,j] += dyda[i] * dyda[j]
}
chisq += (Y[n] - y) * (Y[n] - y) /
}
}

compute alpha, beta and chi^2

(SIG[n] * SIG[n]);
/ (SIG[n] * SIG[n]);
(SIG[n] * SIG[n]);

double CNonLinearFit::func(double x, array <double> ^a)
{//evaulate dy/da and return y
y = a[0] * pow(x, a[1]);
dyda[0] = y / a[0];
dyda[1] = y * log(x);
return y;
}
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D. PTIM Code
To analyze the effects of different collimation configurations and magnetic field strengths
on the magnetic collimator/deflector system, a computer code named Particle Tracks in a
Magnetic Field (PTIM) was written. The code was written in Visual C++ and compiled
under Visual Studio 2008. The main class definition is given below; the
InitializeComponent functions used to generate the command window and are not
included due to their length. The command window is shown in Figure D.1.
#pragma once
//constants, don't change
#define pi
3.1415926535897
#define q_e
1.602E-19
#define c
299792458
#define m_e
9.10938215E-31
#define mc2
8.18710438E-14
#define mc2keV
510.998918459
#define n_h_bins 5000
#define max_h 0.10

//pi
//elemental charge [C]
//speed of light [m/s]
//rest mass of electron [kg]
//rest mass of electron [J]
//rest mass of electron [MeV/c^2]
//number of bins for height tally
//max apex height [m]

//change these for different setups
#define DELTA 1E-15
//time step [s]
#define min_E 1.602E-15
//min energy before beta is tossed [J]
#define max_steps 1E7
//max # of time steps before tossed
namespace PTIM
{
using namespace System;
using namespace System::IO;
using namespace System::Windows::Forms;
public ref class PTIMW : public System::Windows::Forms::Form
{
public:
PTIMW(void) { InitializeComponent(); };
~PTIMW(void){ if (components) delete components; }
private:
void GetSimParameters(void);
void B_Start_Click(Object ^sender, EventArgs ^e);
void InitialPosition(void);
void InitialEnergy(void);
void InitialDirection(void);
void CalcNextIteration(void);
void DisableControls(bool b);
bool InCollimator(void);
double CalcNorm(void);
double N(double T);
double B(void);
void Write(FileStream ^fs, String ^s);
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/* Command Window Definitions */
Button
^B_Start;
CheckBox ^CB_Isotropic;
GroupBox ^GB_Distribution, ^GB_Sample, ^GB_Detector;
Label
^L_Beta, ^L_T, ^L_Angular, ^L_Azimuthal, ^L_Polar, ^L_PI1,
^L_PI2, ^L_Geometry, ^L_R_s, ^L_R_s_y, ^L_R_s_x, ^L_PI3,
^L_alpha, ^L_H_d, ^L_R_d, ^L_R_d_x, ^L_R_d_y, ^L_B, ^L_NPS;
ProgressBar ^PB;
RadioButton ^RB_Mono, ^RB_Beta, ^RB_Circle, ^RB_Square,
^RB_Experiment;
TextBox ^TB_Q, ^TB_Theta, ^TB_Phi, ^TB_R_s, ^TB_R_s_x, ^TB_R_s_y,
^TB_alpha, ^TB_R_d, ^TB_R_d_x, ^TB_R_d_y, ^TB_H_d,
^TB_Bmax, ^TB_NPS, ^TB_File_Suffix;
System::ComponentModel::Container ^components;
/* Variables that are just used in equations */
array <long> ^MCA;//histogram of T in detector
long
i,j,
//counters
nps;
//number of histories
double Ti,
//initial kinetic energy [keV]
Q,
//max energy of beta particle [keV]
M_rel,
//relativistic mass
phi,
//angle from x-axis, direction of magnetic field
theta,
//angle from z-axis, normal to source surface
alpha,
//skew
gamma,
//slant
delta,
//slant
T,
//particle energy
z_max,
//running max height
v,
//current speed [m/s]
B_max,
//magnetic field [T]
R_s,
//sample radius [m]
R_s_x, R_s_y,//sample half length and width [m]
norm,
//normalization constant for N(T)
H_d,
//detector height [m]
R_d,
//detector radius [m]
R_d_x,
//detector half length [m]
R_d_y,
//detector half width [m]
r_x, r_y, r_z,//current position vector [m]
v_x, v_y, v_z,//current velocity unit components []
a_x, a_y, a_z;//current acceleration vector [m/s^2]
#pragma
void
#pragma
void
void
};
};

region Windows Form Designer generated code
InitializeComponent(void){...}
endregion
CB_Isotropic_CheckedChanged(Object ^sender, EventArgs ^e) {...}
Geometry_Changed(Object ^sender, EventArgs ^e) {...}
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Figure D.1 – PTIM control window. The energy parameter is either the kinetic energy of a
monoenergetic source, or the Q-value used in (6.8).

Once told to begin the simulation by the user, the program calls the B_Start_Click
function. This block of code is commented for ease of reading.
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void PTIMW::B_Start_Click(Object ^sender, EventArgs ^e)
{//Main function
GetSimParameters();
//start main program
for (j = 0; j < nps; j++)
{
//reset initial particle parameters
InitialPosition();
InitialDirection();
InitialEnergy();
z_max = 0;
M_rel = m_e/sqrt(+ mc2 / (mc2 + T) * (mc2 / (mc2 + T)));
v = sqrt(1 - mc2 / (mc2 + T) * (mc2 / (mc2 + T)))*c;
v_x = v * cos(theta);
v_y = v * cos(phi) * sin(theta);
v_z = v * sin(phi) * sin(theta);
//start main loop
for (i = 1; i < max_steps && v_z > 0 && !InCollimator(); i++)
{
CalcNextIteration();
//check for certain conditions
if (r_z > z_max)
z_max = r_z;
}
//write apex height to file
Write(fs_PHS,String::Concat(Convert::ToString(z_max)));
//add to MCA if it hit the detector
if (z_max >= H_d)
MCA[(long) (Ti)]++;
//update progress bar
if (j%1000 == 999)
PB->Value = (j+1)/1000;
}
//write MCA File
for (i = 0; i < MCA->Length; i++)
Write(fs_MCA,String::Concat(Convert::ToString(i),"\t",
Convert::ToString(MCA[i]),"\r\n"));
//close output files and return the command window to the normal state
fs_PHS->Close();
fs_MCA->Close();
DisableControls(true);
Geometry_Changed(sender,e);
}

Information about the geometry and sample distributions is collected from the
command window during the GetSimParameters function (given below). The geometry
is constructed using very few parameters. First, the geometry (sample, collimator, and
detector) is selected to be either circular or a rectangular. With a circular geometry, the
sample radius,

, detector radius,

, and detector height above the sample,

, are read

in. The rectangular geometry requires the sample half-width in the x- and y- directions
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(

and

the sample,

, respectively), the detector half-width (
, and the sample skew,

and

), detector height above

. are collected. This function also creates the

output files.
void PTIMW::GetSimParameters(void)
{
DisableControls(false);
Q = Convert::ToDouble(TB_Q->Text);
theta = pi * Convert::ToDouble(TB_Theta->Text);
phi = pi * Convert::ToDouble(TB_Phi->Text);
R_s = Convert::ToDouble(TB_R_s->Text) / 1000;
R_s_x = Convert::ToDouble(TB_R_s_x->Text) / 1000;
R_s_y = Convert::ToDouble(TB_R_s_y->Text) / 1000;
alpha = pi * Convert::ToDouble(TB_alpha->Text);
B_max = -1 * Convert::ToDouble(TB_Bmax->Text);
R_d = Convert::ToDouble(TB_R_d->Text) / 1000;
R_d_x = Convert::ToDouble(TB_R_d_x->Text) / 1000;
R_d_y = Convert::ToDouble(TB_R_d_y->Text) / 1000;
H_d = Convert::ToDouble(TB_H_d->Text) / 1000;
nps = Convert::ToInt32(TB_NPS->Text);
if (RB_Circle->Checked)
gamma = atan((R_C - R_c) / H_d);
else
{
gamma = atan((R_C_x - R_c_x) / H_d);
delta = atan((R_C_y - R_c_y) / H_d);
}
PB->Maximum = nps / 1000;
norm = CalcNorm();
//Experiment
if (RB_Experiment->Checked)
{
Q = 764;
R_s = 13. / 1000 / 2;
R_d = 6.6 / 1000 / 2;
H_d = 30.1 / 1000;
}
//Bins for MCA
MCA = gcnew array <long> ((long) (Q + 1));
//seed random number generator
srand((unsigned int) (time(NULL)));
//Create output file
FileStream ^fs_PHS = gcnew FileStream(String::Concat("C:\\Users\\Jay
T\\Desktop\\PHS ", TB_File_Suffix->Text,
".txt"),FileMode::Create,FileAccess::Write);
FileStream ^fs_MCA = gcnew FileStream(String::Concat("C:\\Users\\Jay
T\\Desktop\\MCA ", TB_File_Suffix->Text,
".txt"),FileMode::Create,FileAccess::Write);
}
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Next β particles are sampled from the energy distribution given by (6.8),
isotropically, and uniformly from the specified geometry, however overrides are available
on the main command window to specify mono-energetic and/or mono-directional
positrons. The code segments used to generate the initial particle parameters are given
below. Figure D.2 shows some plots of (6.8) compared to sample distributions from
PTIM. Figure D.3 shows representative initial angular distributions from PTIM;
are independent, and

is limited to [

and

] to eliminate the need to generate particles

which are lost immediately in the sample backing. By not generating particles with
a bias in the results was introduced which was easily accounted for by
assuming that twice as many particles were actually simulated. Figure D.4 shows sample
initial distributions about the source surface with two source geometries. The uniform
circular source is achieved by generating a weighted radial position from 0 to
uniform angular position from 0 to
sampling the x- and y- positions from
shifting the y-position by

and a

. A uniform parallelogram is created by uniformly
to

( ), where

and

to

, respectively, and

is the angle between one leg of the

parallelogram and the x-axis. After the initial random variables are determined, the
relativistic mass and initial velocity vectors are calculated.
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Figure D.2 – Plots of (6.8) compared to sample distributions from PTIM with 106 histories.
void PTIMW::InitialEnergy(void)
{//calculate initial energy
if (RB_Mono->Checked)
T = Q;
else
{
T = Q * rand() / RAND_MAX;
while (((double) (rand())) / RAND_MAX >= N(T))
T = Q * rand() / RAND_MAX;
}
Ti = T;
T *= 1.602E-16; }
double PTIMW::CalcNorm(void)
{//calculate normalization for N
norm = 1;
double n = N(0.01);
for (double T = 0.01; T < Q; T += 0.01)
{
if (n < N(T))
n = N(T);
}
return 1.01 * n; }
double PTIMW::N(double T)
{//calculate N for the given T
return sqrt(T*T+2*T*mc2keV)*(Q-T)*(Q-T)*(T+mc2keV) / norm; }
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Figure D.3 – Plots of ideal angular distributions compared to sample distribution from PTIM with
106 histories.
void PTIMW::InitialDirection(void)
{//calculate initial direction
if (CB_Isotropic->Checked)
{
theta = acos(2.0*rand()/RAND_MAX-1);
phi = pi*rand()/RAND_MAX;
}
}
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Figure D.4 – Plots of ideal initial position distributions compared to sample distributions from PTIM
with 106 histories for different sample shapes, Rs = Rsx = Rsy = 4 mm and α = π/4.
void PTIMW::InitialPosition(void)
{//calculate initial position
if (RB_Circle->Checked)
{//circular
alpha = 2 * pi * rand() / RAND_MAX;
r_x = sqrt(R_s * R_s * rand() / RAND_MAX) * cos(alpha);
r_y = r_x*tan(alpha);
}
if (RB_Square->Checked)
{//rectangular
r_x = R_s_x * (2. * rand() / RAND_MAX - 1);
r_y = R_s_y * (2. * rand() / RAND_MAX - 1) + r_x * sin(alpha);
}
if (RB_Experiment->Checked)
{//experimental
alpha = 2 * pi * rand() / RAND_MAX;
r_x = 0;
while (r_x < 0.005)
r_x = sqrt(R_s * R_s * rand() / RAND_MAX);
r_x *= cos(alpha);
r_y = r_x * tan(alpha);
}
r_z = 0; }
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Inside the main loop, the PTIM program simplifies calculation of particle position by
assuming constant acceleration (magnitude and direction) over very short distances. The
position,

()

,

iteration is calculated as
()

where

(

)

()

(

)

(

)

(D.1)

is the position vector from the previous iteration (or the initial position),

s and is the change in time between consecutive iterations, and the β particle’s
acceleration and velocity are given by
()

(

)

(D.2)

and
()

()

(

)

(D.3)

respectively. The code segment is given below. In order to prevent round off error from
slowly changing the β particle’s velocity, the velocity vector is renormalized after each
iteration.
void PTIMW::CalcNextIteration(void)
{
//find acceleration due to magnetic field
a_x = 0;
a_y = v_z * q_e * B() / M_rel;
a_z = -v_y * q_e * B() / M_rel;
//calculate the new position
r_x = a_x * DELTA * DELTA / 2 + v_x * DELTA + r_x;
r_y = a_y * DELTA * DELTA / 2 + v_y * DELTA + r_y;
r_z = a_z * DELTA * DELTA / 2 + v_z * DELTA + r_z;
//calculate the new velocity directions
v_x = a_x * DELTA + v_x;
v_y = a_y * DELTA + v_y;
v_z = a_z * DELTA + v_z;
//correct velocity to eliminate round off error
v = sqrt(v_x * v_x + v_y * v_y + v_z * v_z);
v_x = v_x / v;
v_y = v_y / v;
v_z = v_z / v;
v = sqrt(1 - mc2 / (mc2 + T) * (mc2 / (mc2 + T))) * c;
v_x = v_x * v;
v_y = v_y * v;
v_z = v_z * v;
}
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During most of Chapter 6, the magnetic field was assumed to be constant, which was
not true during the experimental verification. Function B (given below) calculated the
magnetic field at the β particle’s position assuming it is parabolic, a maximum at the
center height of the magnets, and drops to half its maximum at the upper and lower edge
of the magnets. The idealized magnetic field only varies in the z-direction, and only
points in the x-direction.
double PTIMW::B(void)
{
if (RB_Experiment->Checked)
return B_max * (-2 * (r_z - 0.0127 - 0.00235) * (r_z - 0.0127 0.00235) / (0.0254 * 0.0254) + 1);
return B_max;
}

After each iteration, the program checks to see if the positron has entered the either
the detector or collimator in the InCollimator function, given below. In addition, a
history can be terminated in the main loop if the β particle’s z-velocity is negative, or if a
large number of iterations have already been performed.
bool PTIMW::InCollimator(void)
{
if (r_z >= H_d)
return true;
if (RB_Circle->Checked && (r_x * r_x + r_y * r_y > (R_c + r_z *
tan(gamma)) * (R_c + r_z * tan(gamma))))
return true;
if (RB_Square->Checked && (abs(r_x) > R_c_x + r_z * tan(gamma) ||
abs(r_y - r_x * sin(alpha)) > R_c_y + r_z * tan(delta)))
return true;
if (RB_Experiment->Checked && ((r_z < 0.00235 && r_y * r_y + r_x * r_x
> R_s * R_s) || (r_z > 0.02775 && r_y * r_y + r_x * r_x > R_d * R_d
/ 4)))
return true;
return false;
}

Apex heights are recorded for each positron and recorded to the “PHS.txt” file and
tallied with another program. Any particles reaching the detector’s height are also tallied
by energy and saved to the “MCA.txt” file.
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E. Calculation of Solid Angles
It is worth mentioning the equations used to calculate solid angle efficiency for collection
of protons since calculation of solid angle is not typically described in texts other than
some specific situation. The solid angle of an object (i.e. detector) subtended at a point
(i.e. point source or point on a distributed source) is calculated as
( )

∬
where

(E.1)

is the distance between the source and detector surface element

angle between the vector normal to

and the source direction, and

,

is the

is the detector

area. The effective solid angle of a distributed source can be computed by integrating
(E.1) over the source’s area and normalizing by the source area,

, that is

( )

∬∬

(E.2)

For the circular geometry analyzed in Chapter 6 (circular source and detector located
coaxially,

apart), effective solid angle is easily found in several texts (including Knoll

[51]) and can be calculated as
(

∫

) (

) (

)

(E.3)

where the variable definitions are identical to those given in Chapter 6, and

( ) is the

Bessel function of the first kind of .
The solid angle of a parallelogram (or rectangle when

) at a point can be

calculated by dividing the rectangle into two triangular areas, as shown in Figure E.1, and
computed using the equation derived by Van Oosterom and Strackee [88], given as
(
where

)

|
(

is the magnitude of vector

(
)

(

)|
)

(

which points from the

corner of the triangle. All vectors are functions of
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and

)

(E.4)

(located at (

)) to

and are given by

(

)

[

( )

]

(E.5)

(

)

[

( )

]

(E.6)

(

)

[

( )

]

(E.7)

(

)

[

( )

]

(E.8)

and

(

) may be evaluated for each triangle and summed or because of the problem

symmetry, for a single triangle and doubled. The effective solid angle of the
parallelogram geometry is given by
( )

∫

(

∫

)

( )

(E.9)

2Rx

A

y

B

x

2Ry

D
C

Figure E.1 – Splitting the parallelogram shaped detector into two triangles allows for easy
computation of effective solid angle. ABC and BCD are symmetric. Alternatively, triangles ABD and
ACD can be formed instead of ABC and BCD.
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F. Derivation of Hmax
As with solid angle,

was used in the optimization of the magnetic

deflector/collimator and warrants further discussion. The derivation of

will be

performed for the general case of the parallelogram geometry, with
When

and

.

, much of the derivation can be greatly simplified and this will be discussed

in some detail after the general derivation. Discussion of the circular geometry will also
be discussed later.
To start the derivation, it is important to have a good grasp of the geometry, which is
shown in Figure F.1. A β particle born at point
kinetic energy

, azimuthal angle

defined by (

, and polar angle

defined in Chapter 6) will trace out a helix of radius

(using the same conventions
(as given by (6.5)) and travel

about a line parallel to the x-axis which goes through (
denote points on the helix (e.g.

and point

). Points

), emitted with

). Primes will be used to
,

, and

are defined as the

location from which the β particle is initially emitted, where the β particle’s path becomes
parallel to the right collimator wall in the yz-plane, and where the β particle is stopped at
the surface of the left collimator wall, respectively. Points

and

are the points of

intersection between the sample surface and left collimator wall when
, respectively, and point
and right collimator wall when

and

is the intersection point between the sample surface
. The definitions
(F.1)

can be made without any loss of generality since these points are on surface of the sample
and have a z-position of 0 by the conventions defined in Chapter 6.
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(x'2,y'2,z'2)

(yc,zc) 





(x'1,y'1,z'1)

z




y

(x1,y1,z1)
(x0,y0,z0)
(x2,y2,z2)
(x'0,y'0,z'0)
Figure F.1 – Collimator geometry as seen by looking down the x-axis. The blue curve is the helix
traced out by the β particle, and the red lines are radii of the blue curve at three important locations.
Collimator walls and sample surface are drawn as thick black lines. The left-most collimator wall is
drawn in the yz-plane where the β particle is emitted (x = x'0), the center wall is the left collimator
wall drawn in the yz-plane where the β particle is finally stopped (x = x'2), and the right collimator
wall is drawn in the yz-plane where the β particle’s path becomes parallel to the right collimator wall
(x = x'1). The +x-axis points out of the page, making the magnetic field directed into the page. The β
particle is assumed a positron in this section, and this figure is drawn such that γ > 0 and α > 0.

is defined as the azimuthal angle of emission of the β particle, however, geometric
considerations also dictate that the angle formed between the z-axis and the helix radius
drawn to the emission location of the β particle is also equal to , as drawn in Figure F.1.
A similar statement may be made of

and is marked on Figure F.1. All four known

angles are labeled in Figure F.1 in addition to the unknown angle
formed between the x-axis and the helix radius drawn to point
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.

which is the angle

Geometric values will be assumed given and constant, and emission location, angles,
and energy will be selected to maximize

. Using just the geometry shown in Figure F.1,

the apex height a β particle will reach can be given as
( )(

( )

( ))

(F.2)

where the definition of
(

)
( )

is made to explicitly show the dependence on

( )

(F.3)

and ensuring separation of the variable

from all other variables. Assuming all collimator and source terms (i.e.
also given, the derivation of
emission terms , , ,

, and

, , , etc.) are

is reduced to determining , and optimizing the five
, two of which have not been explicitly introduced into

(F.2) yet. Rather than using the β particle’s kinetic energy of , the simpler term
be used for the majority of this discussion.

will

will be determined before any optimization.

In order to determine , the intersection point of the helix and left collimator wall
must be found. The parametric equations describing the helix can be given as
( )

( )

(F.4)

( )

( )

(

)

(F.5)

( )

( )

(

)

(F.6)

and

where

can be thought of as time in units that give the β particle’s velocity as unity.

and

were chosen as the amplitude and phase shift in
and

. The frequency of

dependence from

, and the

and

and

so that when

,

was selected to remove the

( ) in the definition of

correct rise per turn. From Figure F.1,

and

ensures that the helix has the

can be found as
( )

(F.7)

( )

(F.8)

and
Since it will be needed later, the “times” corresponding to when the β particle is at point
and point

are
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(

)

(F.9)

(

)

(F.10)

and

respectively.
The equation of the plane defining the surface of the left collimator wall can be given
as
( )(

)

(

)

( )(

)

(F.11)

gives the time when the β

Plugging (F.4), (F.5), and (F.6) into (F.11) and solving for

particle collides with the collimator wall. Using this result and (F.10),
( )
Solving for

( )
( )

( )

(

(

)

requires an iterative approach but,

(

is found to be

)

) (F.12)

is now known in terms of the given

geometric and emission parameters and optimization of the emission parameters can now
begin.
It is possible to reason that as

decreases,

Figure F.1. Since both a decrease in

and an increase in

(to within limits that will be discussed shortly),
selection of

must increase, either from (F.12) or
will lead to an increase in

should be minimized. With the correct

for a given , the β particle will follow a path in which the right collimator

wall is a tangent to the circle, as illustrated in Figure F.1. Any further decrease in
would cause the β particle to be stopped at the right collimator wall before being able to
make it to the left collimator wall, drastically reducing
reduced to determining a

. Determining

is then

that makes the right collimator tangent to the helix, which can

be done by following the derivation detailed in the remainder of this appendix.
The two angles,

and , allow both

and

( )

to be defined from points
( )

( )

and

as
(F.13)

and
( )
Using (F.13)

( )

(F.14)

can then be found as
(

( )

( ))
( )
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(F.15)

after making the definition
(F.16)
Plugging (F.15) into (F.14) and rearranging yields
( )

( )

( )

( )

The left-hand-side can be combined such that
( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

(F.17)

appears only once knowing that

( )

( )

( )

(

( )

)
( )

(F.18)

and the right-hand-side can be simplified knowing that
( )

( )

(F.17) can be solved for

( )

( )

( )
( )

(F.19)

( )

resulting in the minimum azimuthal angle of emission
( )
)
( )

(

can be specified with a short discussion. Point

(F.20)
is defined as the intersection of

the right collimator and sample on the plane where the β particle reaches the right
collimator, making
( )
The value of

(F.21)

which produces the minimum value of

examination of Figure F.1. As

can be determined by

increases (moves to the right),

It has already been stated that increasing

decreases

and therefore

must also increase.
may be limited

to the left most position available, given by
( )
This makes the y-distance between points
(

(F.22)

and

)

( )

(F.23)

where
(F.24)
Knowing that

is given by (F.9),

is found as
(

)

Therefore
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( )

(F.25)

(
which is no longer a function of

.

)

( )

(F.26)

can now be written as a function of the

collimator geometric parameters, and three of the remaining emission parameters,

, ,

and , but solving for

also

requires an iterative method. Specifying that

slightly simplifies the definition of .
, the β

There are still several problems with the derivation so far. First, if
particle is emitted directly into the sample backing and is immediately lost.

can be

redefined as
( )
)
( )

(

( )
( )
( )
( )

{
to ensure

(F.27)

.
⁄ , the β particle reaches its apex height and starts to fall

Additionally, if

again. Since the apex height is of interest and not the height the β particle reaches the
is set to ⁄ and used instead of (F.12) when

collimator, the maximum value of
(
Defining

)

(

)

( ) ( )
( )

( )

(F.28)

in this way also catches situations where the β particle does not intersect the

collimator wall after the point where the β particle was emitted, which may happen when
and

have the same sign.

Next, if

, small values of

with the correct selection of

, can actually direct

the β particle into the left collimator wall immediately. An additional restriction can be
put on

to ensure this does not happen. However, this condition would only be

needed when
small.

, which only occurs when

will be set to 0 when for

is much too

.

So far no limits have been placed on
physical limit on

is unreasonable large or

and

has not been defined. The only

(other than from ) is that the side collimator walls are

infinitely long collimator (

. In an

), the β particle will never reach the side of the

collimator and there would be no restrictions on possible . In the finite collimator, β
particles born at

and

have the most relaxed limits on
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and

,

respectively. For moderate values of , ’s near ⁄ will produce the maximum
long as

is of even a modest value, the

physical limit and

corresponding to

. As

will not be near any

need not be specified. This also makes the collimator angle

inconsequential as long as it is positive or not too negative.
To optimize

and therefore the emission energy, the small angle approximation

can be applied to
dependence on
that

in (F.20) to allow
appears as

to be solved explicitly. The only

. Although this is only an approximation, it shows

should be expected to decrease slightly as

sensitive to changes in

when

should be expected that

greatest value of

and ’s small dependences on , it

is directly proportional to

however, Figure F.2 shows that
(and therefore

. Ignoring

increases, but is still not very

. This is a crude analysis,

varies almost linearly over the expected range of

) for at least one geometry and the value of
is

. The term

that corresponds to the

will be used to denote the maximum radius of a β

particle emitted with the maximum kinetic energy of .
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Figure F.2 – Effects of T and θ on H for a collimator with γ = π/10 α = π/10, and Rsy = 0.5 mm. RT is
nearly proportional to T at large values of T.

The three emission parameters

,

and

have been optimized, and

was

determined to be inconsequential for most geometries, which leaves one remaining
parameter that still needs to be determined,
optimize since

and

particular geometry,

. This parameter is the most difficult to

are dependent on

. Figure F.2 shows that for at least one

is near ⁄ , but this is not always the case. In general, for any

specific geometry (i.e. for a given

, , and )

can be found by solving
(F.29)

for

giving

.

can then be evaluated as
(

where

(

)(

(

⁄ ).
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)

(

))

(F.30)

At this point, the discussion will deviate from the straight mathematical derivation of
and slowing applying the restrictions discussed in Chapter 6. When
the derivation may be simplified and determined explicitly.
when

, much of

loses its dependence on

and can be found explicitly as

(

( )
)
( )

(

)

( )
( )

( )
( )
( )

{

(F.31)

( )

Additionally, (F.12) is simplified after being re-derived from (F.11) and becomes
(

)

{

(F.32)

and (F.2) and (F.30) still accurately describe
regardless of

and ,

(

)

(

)

. Evaluating (F.29) shows that,

⁄ . Plugging these into (F.30) gives the maximum

apex height for geometries with

.

For the circular geometry, the same arguments hold true except
as 0. Any deviation from

⁄ can never cause

must be specified

to decrease, so

can be set

equal to ⁄ . This means that for a circular collimator, (F.30), (F.31), and (F.32) hold
true for circular geometries as well.
As a final note, at several points in this derivation the inverse trigonometric functions
can result in multiple values, e.g. reflections about the x- or y-axis. These multiple values
were ignored since they are either offset by

, making them physically identical or

correspond to non-physical situations. Quick evaluations of

and

will show that the results presented here are the physically correct values.
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and a sketch

G. Table of Measured Cross Sections
Table G.1 contains the tabulated cross section measured during this work. The reported
energy corresponds to the mean neutron energy at the average time over each bin.
Table G.1 – Tabulated measured cross sections from this work. Numbers in parenthesis represent
the uncertainty to one standard deviation.

Energy [eV]
79420.35
54172.59
39871.06
30770.57
24544.64
20064.40
16716.57
14140.42
12110.79
10480.39
9149.24
8047.25
7124.02
6342.48
5674.82
5099.83
4601.07
4165.64
3783.29
3445.78
3146.45
2879.81
2641.35
2427.34
2234.61
2060.52
1902.83
1759.61
1629.23
1510.27
1401.51
1301.87
1210.44
1126.39

Cross Section [barn]
149
Sm(n,α) Nd
Sm(n,α)146Nd
1.07E–05 (2.8E–06)
–6.98E–06 (1.3E–06)
3.12E–05 (5.7E–06)
–3.54E–06 (1.7E–06)
1.85E–05 (5.9E–06)
3.58E–06 (1.3E–06)
–7.10E–06 (6.5E–06)
2.40E–06 (1.4E–06)
1.52E–05 (5.1E–06)
–1.50E–08 (1.2E–06)
2.56E–05 (7.1E–06)
3.33E–06 (1.8E–06)
2.93E–05 (8.1E–06)
2.53E–06 (1.6E–06)
1.52E–05 (9.5E–06)
–7.21E–06 (4.2E–06)
5.37E–05 (1.2E–05)
2.38E–06 (1.8E–06)
5.30E–05 (1.3E–05)
3.51E–06 (1.8E–06)
4.78E–05 (1.5E–05)
4.80E–06 (2.6E–06)
7.05E–05 (1.6E–05)
5.22E–06 (2.4E–06)
6.01E–05 (1.6E–05)
6.78E–06 (2.8E–06)
5.60E–05 (1.6E–05)
2.40E–06 (2.4E–06)
7.83E–05 (1.9E–05)
2.57E–06 (5.5E–06)
5.89E–05 (1.7E–05)
6.90E–06 (3.7E–06)
8.85E–05 (2.1E–05)
1.76E–05 (5.1E–06)
1.05E–04 (2.4E–05)
–4.73E–06 (6.4E–06)
8.71E–05 (2.2E–05)
6.52E–06 (4.0E–06)
1.16E–04 (2.7E–05)
1.55E–05 (6.7E–06)
9.60E–05 (2.5E–05)
1.44E–05 (7.3E–06)
2.01E–04 (3.7E–05)
1.70E–05 (6.3E–06)
1.33E–04 (3.0E–05)
7.85E–06 (4.9E–06)
1.60E–04 (3.4E–05)
3.71E–05 (9.2E–06)
2.20E–04 (4.1E–05)
1.28E–05 (6.1E–06)
1.42E–04 (3.3E–05)
2.22E–05 (7.7E–06)
2.86E–04 (4.8E–05)
2.53E–05 (7.7E–06)
2.37E–04 (4.6E–05)
2.38E–05 (7.6E–06)
2.10E–04 (4.3E–05)
2.46E–05 (9.9E–06)
2.89E–04 (5.1E–05)
2.54E–05 (8.9E–06)
2.51E–04 (4.8E–05)
2.62E–05 (8.3E–06)
2.49E–04 (4.9E–05)
1.07E–05 (5.4E–06)
1.58E–04 (3.9E–05)
1.66E–05 (6.9E–06)
3.35E–04 (5.8E–05)
3.44E–05 (1.0E–05)
147

144
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Energy [eV]
1049.01
977.67
911.81
850.93
794.58
742.38
693.97
649.03
607.27
568.43
532.29
498.63
467.26
438.00
410.69
385.20
361.38
339.12
318.30
298.82
280.59
263.52
247.53
232.55
218.51
205.35
193.00
181.41
170.55
160.34
150.77
141.77
133.33
125.39
117.94
110.93
104.35
98.16
92.35
86.88
81.73
76.90
72.35

Cross Section [barn]
149
Sm(n,α) Nd
Sm(n,α)146Nd
2.19E–04 (4.8E–05)
4.12E–05 (1.2E–05)
3.11E–04 (6.0E–05)
2.72E–05 (9.1E–06)
2.97E–04 (5.7E–05)
2.47E–05 (8.8E–06)
3.04E–04 (5.9E–05)
5.09E–05 (1.3E–05)
2.89E–04 (5.8E–05)
5.54E–05 (1.4E–05)
2.48E–04 (5.4E–05)
3.67E–05 (1.3E–05)
4.11E–04 (7.1E–05)
4.09E–05 (1.3E–05)
4.70E–04 (7.8E–05)
2.43E–05 (9.3E–06)
5.31E–04 (8.2E–05)
2.85E–05 (1.1E–05)
4.14E–04 (7.3E–05)
2.91E–05 (1.3E–05)
2.90E–04 (6.2E–05)
5.21E–05 (1.5E–05)
2.43E–04 (5.7E–05)
4.94E–05 (1.4E–05)
3.71E–04 (7.1E–05)
3.09E–05 (1.2E–05)
4.91E–04 (8.3E–05)
3.55E–05 (1.3E–05)
2.58E–04 (6.1E–05)
7.67E–05 (1.8E–05)
4.96E–04 (8.5E–05)
7.82E–05 (1.8E–05)
2.68E–04 (6.3E–05)
7.13E–05 (1.7E–05)
5.15E–04 (8.8E–05)
8.55E–05 (1.9E–05)
4.63E–04 (8.5E–05)
6.09E–05 (1.9E–05)
4.56E–04 (8.5E–05)
3.53E–05 (1.7E–05)
4.48E–04 (9.3E–05)
5.85E–05 (1.9E–05)
5.38E–04 (9.4E–05)
1.01E–04 (2.4E–05)
7.46E–04 (1.2E–04)
5.12E–05 (1.6E–05)
0.00116 (1.4E–04)
9.04E–05 (2.3E–05)
0.00137 (1.5E–04)
9.19E–05 (2.1E–05)
0.00134 (1.5E–04)
6.88E–05 (2.0E–05)
0.00169 (1.7E–04)
6.49E–05 (1.8E–05)
0.00132 (1.6E–04)
6.08E–05 (1.9E–05)
0.00167 (1.8E–04)
7.75E–05 (2.1E–05)
0.00125 (1.6E–04)
4.70E–05 (1.8E–05)
9.49E–04 (1.4E–04)
9.08E–05 (2.3E–05)
0.00104 (1.4E–04)
7.04E–05 (2.1E–05)
8.23E–04 (1.3E–04)
1.10E–04 (2.5E–05)
8.56E–04 (1.3E–04)
9.52E–05 (2.6E–05)
6.88E–04 (1.2E–04)
1.02E–04 (2.7E–05)
8.02E–04 (1.3E–04)
9.24E–05 (2.3E–05)
0.00107 (1.5E–04)
1.47E–04 (3.1E–05)
9.55E–04 (1.4E–04)
2.28E–04 (3.7E–05)
6.47E–04 (1.2E–04)
1.76E–04 (3.4E–05)
9.86E–04 (1.5E–04)
1.36E–04 (3.0E–05)
6.67E–04 (1.2E–04)
1.44E–04 (3.0E–05)
7.00E–04 (1.3E–04)
1.59E–04 (3.2E–05)
5.28E–04 (1.1E–04)
1.35E–04 (3.4E–05)
147

144

244

Energy [eV]
68.07
64.04
60.25
56.69
53.34
50.18
47.21
44.41
41.78
39.31
36.98
34.78
32.71
30.77
28.94
27.21
25.59
24.06
22.62
21.26
19.99
18.78
17.65
16.58
15.58
14.63
13.74
12.90
12.11
11.37
10.67
10.01
9.38
8.80
8.25
7.73
7.24
6.78
6.34
5.93
5.55
5.19
4.84

Cross Section [barn]
149
Sm(n,α) Nd
Sm(n,α)146Nd
4.20E–04 (1.0E–04)
1.44E–04 (3.2E–05)
6.15E–04 (1.2E–04)
1.67E–04 (3.5E–05)
1.92E–04 (6.8E–05)
1.35E–04 (3.2E–05)
3.91E–04 (1.0E–04)
2.06E–04 (3.8E–05)
5.21E–04 (1.2E–04)
1.81E–04 (3.8E–05)
4.78E–04 (1.2E–04)
1.70E–04 (3.5E–05)
5.37E–04 (1.2E–04)
2.45E–04 (4.3E–05)
8.57E–04 (1.5E–04)
2.63E–04 (4.8E–05)
5.27E–04 (1.2E–04)
3.20E–04 (5.0E–05)
5.89E–04 (1.3E–04)
2.64E–04 (4.5E–05)
8.70E–04 (1.5E–04)
2.68E–04 (4.6E–05)
9.10E–04 (1.6E–04)
2.80E–04 (5.1E–05)
8.12E–04 (1.5E–04)
1.33E–04 (3.6E–05)
9.95E–04 (1.7E–04)
2.32E–04 (4.8E–05)
6.06E–04 (1.3E–04)
5.51E–05 (3.2E–05)
7.33E–04 (1.5E–04)
2.39E–04 (4.5E–05)
8.04E–04 (1.5E–04)
2.42E–04 (4.8E–05)
6.35E–04 (1.4E–04)
2.29E–04 (4.5E–05)
0.00101 (1.8E–04)
1.63E–04 (3.8E–05)
0.00106 (1.8E–04)
1.47E–04 (4.2E–05)
0.00101 (1.8E–04)
1.23E–04 (3.4E–05)
0.00141 (2.1E–04)
1.97E–04 (4.3E–05)
0.0014 (2.1E–04)
1.72E–04 (4.2E–05)
9.27E–04 (1.8E–04)
1.19E–04 (4.3E–05)
8.73E–04 (1.7E–04)
1.87E–04 (4.5E–05)
3.75E–04 (1.1E–04)
2.77E–04 (5.4E–05)
6.92E–04 (1.5E–04)
2.81E–04 (5.3E–05)
5.62E–04 (1.4E–04)
2.55E–04 (5.5E–05)
3.57E–04 (1.3E–04)
1.68E–04 (5.6E–05)
2.90E–04 (1.0E–04)
2.93E–04 (5.7E–05)
2.57E–04 (9.7E–05)
1.93E–04 (4.8E–05)
4.48E–04 (1.4E–04)
2.91E–04 (5.6E–05)
4.92E–04 (1.4E–04)
2.74E–04 (5.9E–05)
5.38E–04 (1.4E–04)
2.45E–04 (5.7E–05)
3.51E–04 (1.3E–04)
3.26E–04 (6.3E–05)
7.92E–04 (1.9E–04)
2.29E–04 (5.1E–05)
5.62E–04 (1.5E–04)
2.90E–04 (6.2E–05)
7.34E–04 (1.7E–04)
2.70E–04 (6.3E–05)
7.44E–04 (1.8E–04)
2.39E–04 (6.1E–05)
5.87E–04 (1.6E–04)
2.42E–04 (6.4E–05)
7.66E–04 (1.9E–04)
2.82E–04 (5.9E–05)
7.77E–04 (2.0E–04)
2.61E–04 (6.5E–05)
7.89E–04 (2.0E–04)
3.76E–04 (7.1E–05)
147

144

245

Energy [eV]
4.52
4.22
3.94
3.67
3.41
3.18
2.95
2.74
2.54
2.36
2.18
2.02
1.86
1.72
1.58
1.45
1.33
1.22
1.11
1.01
0.87
0.70
0.56
0.43
0.33
0.24
0.16
0.10

Cross Section [barn]
149
Sm(n,α) Nd
Sm(n,α)146Nd
0.00102 (2.1E–04)
4.44E–04 (8.0E–05)
0.0014 (2.6E–04)
3.99E–04 (7.5E–05)
0.00284 (3.6E–04)
4.43E–04 (8.3E–05)
0.00348 (4.1E–04)
2.12E–04 (6.3E–05)
0.00376 (4.2E–04)
3.35E–04 (7.3E–05)
0.00386 (4.3E–04)
4.74E–04 (8.6E–05)
0.00353 (4.1E–04)
5.48E–04 (8.8E–05)
0.00309 (3.9E–04)
4.72E–04 (8.9E–05)
0.00134 (2.6E–04)
3.65E–04 (8.3E–05)
7.55E–04 (2.2E–04)
5.26E–04 (9.5E–05)
4.08E–04 (1.4E–04)
5.18E–04 (9.0E–05)
3.62E–04 (1.6E–04)
6.70E–04 (1.0E–04)
1.57E–04 (9.1E–05)
6.48E–04 (1.0E–04)
1.59E–04 (9.2E–05)
6.41E–04 (1.1E–04)
–5.46E–05 (9.3E–05)
5.72E–04 (1.0E–04)
–7.86E–07 (1.1E–06)
6.86E–04 (1.1E–04)
1.10E–04 (1.4E–04)
9.92E–04 (1.3E–04)
2.79E–04 (1.3E–04)
9.87E–04 (1.3E–04)
5.58E–05 (5.7E–05)
8.21E–04 (1.3E–04)
2.30E–04 (1.6E–04)
9.28E–04 (1.3E–04)
8.41E–05 (7.5E–05)
0.00126 (1.1E–04)
2.78E–05 (7.8E–05)
0.00119 (1.1E–04)
2.41E–04 (9.6E–05)
0.0013 (1.1E–04)
9.21E–05 (8.4E–05)
0.00152 (1.2E–04)
9.60E–05 (7.4E–05)
0.00185 (1.4E–04)
2.79E–04 (1.2E–04)
0.00239 (1.7E–04)
1.10E–04 (1.3E–04)
0.00357 (2.2E–04)
2.17E–04 (1.8E–04)
0.00451 (2.7E–04)
147

144

246

